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One of the major accamplishvents of the project has been the dev+elcrvent of
equipment and operating techniques to facilitate rapid field measurement and
evaluation of spray distribution patterns from agricultural aircraft and the
introduction and acceptance of this new equipment and techrkologp by the
•	 agricultural aviation industry. Indeed, the results of this project were
directly responsible for the formulation and initiation of Operation
(Self -regulating Application and Flight Efficiency) , an industry-wide continuing
education national program sponsored by the National Agricultural Aviation
Association ( NAAA) to enhance the safety and efficiency of the application of
agricultural chemicals by aircraft. One important component of Operation SAFE
involving spray distribution pattern checking of all aircraft will be
accomplished following the techni4ms and procedures developed on the project
and will use commercial equipment, the design of which was based on the
prototype set of equipment develcpat on this project..
The project has also resulted in equipment arks techniques that are currently
being used in a research program to .develop basis ivrformance data on aircraft
spray dispersal systems that will be uL-.1 to not c-ily inpra-v-e the perfornvince
of systems now in use, but also to suggest pvs_ ible design improvements for new
systems. The information gathered over the past three years on current system
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configuration and performance will form a reference bass against which future
isprceements my be ocMared .
Priorities and time limitations precluded significant acomplishment with
aircraft granule dispersing systems. Hawever, the equipment and techniques
developed on the project will provide a valuable base froaa which further
research can be initiated in this important area.
PROJBCT SL'ARY
The project developed in essentially three phases. The first phase involved
the development of techniques and procedures to rapidly sample and analyze
aircraft spray and granule distribution patterns along with a set of portable
J#
and mobile field equipment. During this phase, t`xe equipment was repeatedly
taken to the f ield to expose the techniques, procedures and equipment to field
conditions and to evaluate and refine the procedures and improve equipment
reliability.
As the equipment and techniques evolved into a useable and reliable
configuration, phase two was ir..itiated. The mechanism of "fly-in clinics" was
used during this phase as a means of bringing a large number of currently used
aircraft and equipment to a-selected site for the purpose of measuring and, if
needed, making corrective changes to the spray system to enhance distribution
pattern uniformity. The data base appended to this report is a result of this
activity. During phase two, the pattern measuring equipment was used to record




of agricultural aircraft in can= use throughout the United States with the
Mien of the fart and the southeastern part of the country.
The third phase of the project began to evolve while phase two was underway,
and was concerned with the development of techniques and procedures to acquire
the more basic information that was needed to define and understand the
fundamental nature of the entire system, i.. e., the aircraft and its flow field.
Sampling and analysis techniques and procedures were developed to enable
of f i cient nozzle-by-nozzle studies and were used on a limited basis prior to the
termination of this project. However, research is continuing in this important
area.
F
DESCRIPTION OF EQ	 AND 77C3MOUES PEVIIl,PID Dt]RM THE PROJECT
A. Rapid Spray Distribution Pattern Measuring Equipment. The system that
finally evolved during the course of the project consists of a field sampling
unit and an analysis unit.
The field sampling unit consists of 30.5 m tee-shaped extruded aluminum
track with a 38 mm wide lipped channel on the top to contain and support a 37 mm
continuous paper tape. The track is assembled from twenty-five 1.2 m sections
that are pinned together -to form a continuous and semi-rigid sample line that
can be moved about easily by three persons. The track is supported by several
short bases to keep it from overturning. The sampling surface is inclined about
20 degrees from horizontal to enhance spray deposition and is approximately 10




magazine designed to hold a 214 m roll of paper tape. The o"..her and has a
manual paper tape windup magazine. At the center of of the track a wind
directional/anemometer unit is mounted cn a .5 m staff. The remainder of the
field sampling unit consists of a microprocessor- controlled photographic and
aircraft velocity data system designed to measure, record and printout aircraft
and test identification, aircraft ground aelocity, wind direction and wind
velocity at the moment the aircraft crosses the sample lira' as well as to
trigger a Polaroid camera. The resulting photograph is used to determine
aircraft altitude and lateral displacement from a reference point on the sample
line. Two skyward-pointed modified micromve intrusion detectors spaced a
measured distance apart sense the approach of an aircraft and supply signals to
the microprocessor.
Following a series of test flights, data from the field sanpling unit for
each flight will consist of a 30.5 m cross swath paper tape, a Polaroid
photograph showing aircraft altitude and lateral displacement from the track
centerline, a printout from the microprocessor listing the test and aircraft
identification, aircraft ground velocity, wind direction and wind velocity.
The electronic flight line equipment is operated from 12 VDC rechargeable
batteries. Seven packing -tubes and eases are req.-iced to transport the flight
line equipment.
The analysis unit consists of a paper tape professor and a microcomputer to
digitize, record and manipulate the data from each test flight. The tape.
pressing unit and the microcomputer both require 115 VAC. The fluorescent
tracer for the analysis equipment is rhodamine FB and is mixed with water in the




Each aircraft to be tested is first cleaned and flushed before preparing and
loading the dye/water mixture. The analytical instrument in the paper tape
processor is a Turner Model 111 filter fluoraaieter t-4uipped with a special drum
to facilitate movement of the continuous paper tape through it. A constant
speed drive unit draws the paper tape through the fluorameter at 15.2 mAln from
a supply reel and delivers it to a take up reel. The filter fluocameter is
equipped with filters so +':e instrument sees only the 585 nm peak of the
rhodamine. dye on the paper tape. As the fluoarawter scans the sprayed paper
tape passing through it, a millivolt signal is generated and is fed to both a
stripchart recorder and an Apple II computer system. No attempt is made to
quantify the fluorcmeter output or to relate it to the actual quantity of spray
v
trhodamine I deposited on the paper tape. Rather, the analog and digitized
output is considered a relative measure of the amount of deposition occurring
across the smath. The strip chart generated as a 30.5 m length of paper tape is
analyzed provides an immediate graphic display of the across-swath spray
distribution pattern for a single pass of the aircraft.
Immediately following the processing of a 30.5 m length of sprayed paper
tape, the digitized data entering the computer mamory is stored on a disk. And
following the analysis of the paper tapes for a test series, the results can be
recalled, viewed in graphic form on the monitor and electronically manipulated
and printed out using the computer system software developed for this purpose.
The entire analysis unit is designed to fit into 3 cases including a special
case for the Apple II computer, disk drive units, Silentype printer and the
monitor.






and analyze discrete samples taken at intervals across the ample line. 	 For
this purpose, 35 mm Eastman 5980 clear header film was placed in a charnel
across the 30.5 m sample line.	 Following spraying and drying of the spray on
the f i lm, 19 mm by 3 5 mm samples were removed (shed) at regular intervals
across the f i lm and put into small plastic containers for subsequent analysis
for the rhodamine dye. 	 The analysis involved injecting a measured quantity of
diluent (water/alcohol mixture) into the container, vigorous shaking to remove
the upray from the film, pipetting a quantity into a sample an2tte, placipg the
cuvette into the fluorcmeter, noting and recording the reading and calculations
and plotting the results.	 Calibration samples were taken from the aircraft
hopper during a test series.
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Although this technique could be used to quantify the amount of spray
deposition across the pattern, the time required to process a set of samples
(about 1 min/sample) precluded its usefulness in the field test program. The
discrete sampling procedure was used only in limited test work to establish a
correlation between the results of continuous and discrete sampling.
A paper, "Rapid Distribution Pattern MeasureTent for Agricultural Aircraft",
prepared for and presented at the 1979 ASAE/NAAA Technical Session on
Agricultural Aviation Research at Las Vegas, NV, describes these techniques as
they had been developed at that point in the project.
B. Granule Distribution Pattern Measuring Equipment. This equipaent consists
of an assembly of 24 sampling bins each having a one square meter top area. The
individual bins are designed with tapering bottoms to minimize bouncing of
material from the bins and are equipped with removable sample collection tubes




were developed. The 6 bins are mounted in a structural frame equipped with
pneumatic-tired caster wheels. Each assembly features a quick coupling
arrangement to provide a continuous 24 m smapling width. The caster wheels
expedite sample line orientation with respect to the wind and facilitate
handling, movement and Loading of the units. The bins are mcred about in the
field with a 6 kW garden tractor. A specially fitted fifth-wheel hitch systan
trailer and crew-cab pickup combination is used to transport the sapling
equil. x nt where needed. A 2500 W generator in the pickup bed supplies 115 VAC
to a voltage regulator and electrical control system in the cab to enable
operation of instruments. The interior of the vehicle has been modified to
serve as a mobile field laboratory through the rmoval of the rear seats atO the
installation of a laboratory bench top. The front seats are swivel mounted to
d
permit work at the laboratory bench (facing rearward) and operation of the
vehicle (facing forward).
The samples of granular material collected from the sampling bins are
analyzed (weighed) using a Scientech electronic balance/Hewlett Packard HP-97
programmable calculator assembly with an interface unit. A stripchart recorder
is iised to generate a graph of the distribution pattern as the samples are
weighed. The samples are manually placed on the balance pan and the weights are
entered into the calculator nmmry when a key is pressed. As each sample is
weighed, the stripchart recorder pen draws a line proportional in length to the
sample weight. Between the sa*ples, a controller circuit lifts the recorder
pen, advances the chart 5 mm and then lowers the pen for the next sample entry.
Following entry of the last sample, the calculator generates pattern statistics




DISCUSSION AM stiffm or
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Extensive use of the pattern measuring equipment was made at a number of
different sites around the country during scheduled fly-ins. The equipment was
used at several different sites in Oklahoma, Kansas and Illinois as well as in
the states of Arizona, Iowa, and Maryland (which drew aircraft from a 5-state
area) . The spray distribution patterns of nearly 2D0 different aircraft were
measured which represented nearly every type of agricultural aircraft in
commercial use in the United States.
During the first year of field work it was believed necessary to be to
measure both granule patterns and spray patterns for whatever aircraft vquipment
would appear at the fly-ins. This required transporting the granular bin
assembly and all of the equipment associated with spray pattern measurement to
each site. After the first few fly-ins, however, it became apparent that the
major interest in the industry was w*.th spray pattern analysis as, typically,
only one (or no) aircraft would arrive equipped With a granule spreader. Thus,
it was decided to separate the granule work a-A the spray work and develop a
separate light-weight and. highly portable spray pattern measurement system. The
relative interest and press of activity with the spray equipment, then,
precluded further significant activity with the granule distribution pattern
measuring equipment during the remainder of the project.
A. Spray Distribution Pattern Data. The general operating procedure at
the fly-ins to collect spray pattern data involved establishing 1) a loading
area where the aircraft would be flushed (if necessary), loaded with the
dye%s+ter mixture and spraying system documented, 2) a test flight area to
8
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position and sat up the flightline sampling equipment and 3) an analysis area
where the analytical equipmnt (fluoraaet r and ccaputer) could be set up near a
115 VAC source.
At the loading area, the aircraft spray system would be documented,
recording nozzle type, angle and pressure, boom type and location and individual
nozzle positions along the boom. The aircraft hopper would be normally loaded
with about 100, 200, or 300 1 of water into which the rhodamine dye would be
poured. Pre-measured 100 ml bottles of dye solution enabled adding one
container or dye for each 100 1 of water in the hopper to produce the desired
dye concentration of about 0.2 g/l. An assigned person at the loading area
would brief the pilot as to flight procedures.
The pattern sampling procedure developed was to orient tha sample line for
each f light so that the aircraft would fly directly into the wind, the sample
line and flight line equipment being relatively easy to re-orient quickly when a
wind shift would occur. Each test series for a given aircraft consisted of
three consecutive reassess or repl' 7:^tions over the satrple line at the altitude
and air speed normally used by the pilot. Tl.- test series were completed in 10
to 15 min, depending mainly on the time required for the spray on the paper tape
to dry before it could be rolled up on the take-up reel and a new length of tape
to be drawn across the sample line. On the last replication of each test
series, smell ( 25mm by 75 mm) water sensitive cards were placed at 1 m intervals
across the sample line to provide a visual assessment of the spray drops being
deposited in the swath. These cards were assembled side by side and were
helpful in identifying and verifying system leaks and other pattern




gathered and taken to the analysis area and the flightline made ready for the
next series.
At the analysis area, the sprayed tape@ from the ample line were proasssed
through the fluorometer, each 30.5 m tape requiring about 2 min. The other data
collected at the flight line (aircraft position and velocity and wind direction
and velocity) for each replication was entered into the conputer and stored in a
single textfile on a disk along with the distribution pattern data. A
flightline and analysis procedure was established to provide a standard graphic
output format such that the lefthand side of the graphic display would
correspond to the lefthand side of the aircraft as viewed by the pilot in the
cockpit looking forward.
The appendix of this report contains a canpilation of the aircraft system
and spray distribution pattern data eoiiected during the project.
B. Single Nozzle Distribution Pattern Data. The single nozzle
distribution pattern studies were designed to show where the spray goes from
each nozzle position on a spray boom and to characterize the shape of the
deposition pattern from each nozzle location. A testing protocol was
established (following some preliminary tests) where the maximum number of
nozzles could be overated at the same time without any overlapping of the
individual deposition patterns. 1'h° tests were oaOucted flying directly into
the wind and under low-wind (under 8 km/tu ) conditions. Cuter software was
developed to plot and analyze data. A paper, "Speed, Altitude and Nozzle Angle
Erfpcts on Single Nozzle Patteris", prepared for and presented to the 1Q81
ASAE/NAAA Technical Session on Agricultural Aviation Research at las Vegas, NV,
describes this technique in detail and presents the results of a test series
with an Eagle aircraft.
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C. Granule Distribution pattern Data. in operation, the 24 a bin assembly is
placed across the flightline with sample collection tubes at each bin outlet.
The f l i g h t l i ne mi e r oprocessor-controlled data oollection a rstim (for aircraft
position and velocity and weather data) is p-isitioned along the flightline.
yollowing a test .flight, the saaple tubes are collected in a rack and, along
with the other flightline data, are taken to the mobile laboratory. The
individual samples are weighed and recorded using the electronic
balance/programmable ealqulator system. The striochart recorder graph provides
an immediate visual portrayal of the distribution pattern and follovinq the
weighing of the last sale, the calculator can generate pattern statistics.
Distribution patterns from several granule dispensing systems tested are
presented in the appendix.
D. Discussion of Appendix Data. The appendix of this report is a data
base that describes the aircraft and spray systems and resulting spray
distribution patterns for the aircraft subjected to this test prooedure. In
examining the data, it is quite apparent that seldom are two aircraft
encountered (even of the same make and model) that are equipped with the wane
type and arrangement of spraying system carponents. Zhe oonditions under which
many of the test f lights were made were frequently less than desired from a
controlled experiment standpoint. Excessive wind vel ocity or crosswind
component, inconsistent aircraft altitude, attitude and velocity as the machines
crossed the sample line all contributed to variation in the patt-urns. 1bus it
is literally impossible to subject these data to any analysis that will show
differences that can be attributed to differences in system arrangement or




and equipment setups that are being used in the field and the resulting spray
distribution patterns being produced by them.
Data Sheet Format. Each data sheet in tha appendix is a oospilation of
the data collected for each aircraft for a test series (usually three
replications). Early in phase two of the prof-t, as fief operating prooiciur+s
and techniques were developing and evolving, the spray systems were not
adequately documented and the weather data and aircraft position data from the
flight line were not available or consistently recorded and cataloged. As a
result, some of the data sheets have missing data elements and in those cases
where nozzle location data could not be found cr interpreted, the pattern data
has been emitted.	 it
Information an the data sheet includes a) test number, b) aircraft make cr
type, c) boon shape and location with respect to the wing, d) spray nozzle type,
size and angle, and e) a line drawing (to scale) showing the position of the
"on" nozzles along the spray boom. A test number followed by a hyphen and a
number indicates tha, more th sin one test series %,-as conducted with the aircraft.
Each subsequent test series. is tolque generally was made following changes
in "on" nozzle positions in attempts to correct some observed pattern
deficiency. A key to the air;.raft crake is presented on the first pay-i of tha
appendix. The spray nozzle ang. a convention used has the nozzle pointed
straight back for an angle of 180 dog and straight down or sidw.ways for an angle
of 90 de,. The boom drawings and the pattern graphs indicate left and right a-c
tha nilot would view then from the cockpit.
For each test flight cr pass, the flight lira data is shown to assist in




displacement left or right of the sample line center (taken from .;he
photograph) , aircraft ground velocity, and wind velocity and direction. The
convention used for wind direction is that a wind direction of 180 deg
represents flying directly into the wind. Wind directions greater than 184 deg
create crosswind ccgxnents that move from right to left and consequently would
tend to move the spray and the resulting deposition pattern to the Left. Wind
directions less than 180 deg would produce the opposite effect and would tend to
mows the spray and deposition pattern to the right.
The scale at the tap of each pattern graph provides a horizontal distance
reference. This scale is different than that shown with the boon drawing.
Since only a relative measure of spray deposition is measured, no scale is
1
provided on the vertical axis of the pattern graphs.
Aircraft Types and Makes. Nearly every make of United States production
aircraft was tested during the course of the project. Only a very few
helicopters were encountered, perhaps in proportion to the relative numbers of
fixed and rotary wing agricultural aircraft cresting in the United States.
Turbine configurations of the Thrush, Air Tractor, Weatherly and A3cat were
encountered at least one time. No attempt was made to distinguish betweum the
diffPrert models within a particular nuke of aircraft on the data sheets.
Spray System Components and Asranoer.--nt. Only rather sketchy infotwation
on Lhe booms was recorded. However, most of the ' ores were mounted can a few
inches to the rear and below the trailing edge of the wing. Some were mounted
parallel to the trailing edge of the wing while others were mounted can brackets
that provided a horizontal straight boom regardless of wing dihedral. For each





The boom length shown is the dieLance between the outermost *on* nozzles and
thus may not truly ref lect the overall length of the boom. 7  spray nozzle
assemblies were observed to be attached to the top, rear or bottom of the boom
whether round or airfoiled shaped. The more common arrangement was the
top boom connection, premi ably to minimize bocm outlet plugging and to enhance
boom flushing and cleaning.
The nozzle equipment reported was, in cost cases, what the pilot indicated
he was currently using. No verification was made of either the types and sizes
of the nozzles or their relative condition. Practically all types of atomizing
equipment was encountered, the disk and core assembly being the most common. No
examinations were mule of the system filters or nozzle strainers.
Sprav Distribution Pattern Interpretations. Some orientation and
explanation is necessary before attempting to interpret and draw inferences from
the spray distribution patterns.
The pattern traces are drawn as the pilot would see them (as the aircraft
Wt')11ld be flying into v r)ge). The left and right sides of the patterns are
-i-dicated at the top of the graph and along with a scale to establish a
ho-r izontal distance reference to the left and right of the sample line center.
The three (or two) patterns shown are the result of separate flights or passes
over the sample line, ordinarily about 5 min. apart. -ih-- vertical line it., the
center of the graph represents the center of the sample line and the pattern
trace is not corrected for any lateral displacement of the aircraft from the
sampl*- line center. No vertical scale is provided for the patterns as only a
relative measure of deposition was recorded from a zero line, the horizontal





Because of auiklen wind shifts and the failure to re-orient the sample line
with respect to the wind or the occurrence of crosswind gusts at the mgt of
sampling, many of the passes ware made with crosswind components that caused a
shifting and distortion in the measured pattern. The wind velocity and
direction (if recorded) will provide a basis for judging the effect of crosswind
on the pattern. A wind direction of greater than 180 deg will cause a pattern
shift to the left and would cause a "piling up" of the small drop component of
the spray on the right end of the pattern and would be manifested by a sharply
rising pattern trace at the right end of the pattern. The apposite would recur
when the wind direction would be at an angle less than 180 degrees. Of course,
the magnitude of the wind velocity would determine the amount of effect of the
crosswind.
An examination of the patterns on most of the data sheets will show
pronounced similarities among the three patterns. occasionally, hover, the
cumulative effects of the several variations involved na y cause one or more of
the patterns to appear quite different fran the others. In urese cases, it is
no'.: possible to interpret the data with much mnfidznce as it is difficult to
know which of the patterns is truly representative.
The major effects on the pattern by the aircraft that can be readily
observed are propwash and outboard deposition caused by entrainment in the
wingtip vortices. The aircraft propellor, as viewed by the pilot, normally
rotates in a cloc'k--wise direction and causes a leftward lateral displacement of
air ( and spray) under the body of the aircraft propwash). The effect of
propwash on the pattern will appear near the center of the pattern as a "peak"




right of the peak. Propwash is generally the result of a symmetrical or uniform
nozzle spacing across the boom or may be due to insufficient compensation in
nozzle placement to fill in the valley (by turning nozzles on) or to reduce the
peak (by turning nozzles off) . At best, this is currently a trial and error
procedure for most aircraft.
Wingtip vortex deposition may appear as small short spikes on the outer
edges of the pattern. This deposition is the result of the larger spray
particles from the outermost few nozzle positions becoming entrained temporarily
in the wingtip vortex and then falling out and being deposited at or near the
edge of the pattern. The smaller drop component of the spray from these outer
nozzles, once entrained in the vortex, will likely be reduced further in size
through evaporation and nay not fall to the
	 0 vapo 	 	 ground within the sample area.
A study of the nozzle position configuration for the different aircraft
will show that most systems make some provision to ccrcpensate for prop<,rash
through a clustering of nozzles to the right of the aircraft centerline and a
removal of some nozzles to the left of the centerline. Those systems featuring
uniformly spaced and symmetrical nozzle locations will, almost without
exception, display a pronounced prapwash characteristic in the pattern. Also,
where the boon length is greater than about 75% of the wingspan, wingtip vortex
induced pattern spikes will appear at the edges of the patterns.
Granule Distribution Pattern Interpretation. The granule distribution
pattern data sheets in the appendix present same data for spreaders dispensing
seed, fertilizer and granular herbicide pellets. The settings of the spreaders
are unknown, but were what the operators were normally using in their granular
applications. Though very limited and incomplete, these data do indicate that
16
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rather large variations in the distribution pattern can occur and that system
adjustments would need to be made to produce uniform patterns. Once a uniform
pattern is obtained, it would then be possible to establish an effective swath
width for proper overlapping of adjacent swaths to produce a uniform deposition
on a field.
At this time, little is known about the effects of the aircraft flaw field
on particle trajectories for different kinds of granular materials or the
influence of spreader discharge points on the lateral movement of the particles.
Thus, adjustment of these systems is strictly a trial and error procedure.
J
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The follawing papers and publication were prepared during the project:
1. "Rapid Distribution Pattern Measurement for Agricultural Aircraft".
Roth, i•. 0. , R. W. Whitney, S. W. Searcy, and T. L. Underwood. ASAE Paper No.
AA79-006, ASAE, St. Joseph, MI 49085. Prepared for and presented at the
ASAE/NAAA Joint Technical Session on Agricultural Aviation Research, Las Vegas,
W. December, 1979.
2. "Position Assessment for Agricultural Aircraft". Whitney, R. W., L. 0.
Roth, and T. L. Underwood. Transactions of the ASAE, Vol. 24, No. 2, 1981.
3. "Speed, Altitude and Nozzle Angle Effects on Single Nozzle Patterns".
Whitney, R. W. , L. 0. Roth, and D. K. Kuhlman. ASAE Paper No. AA81-005,
ASAE, St. Joseph, MI 49085. Prepared for and presented at the ASAE/NAAA Joint





AIRCRAFT SYSnX AND DISTRIBUTION PATIM DATA
Key to Abbreviations Used:




CL = Centex line
MPH = Miles Per Hour
A/C = Aircraft
AC = Agcat








PB - Piper Brave
PP = Piper Pawnee
S = Stearman
T - Thrush












TYPE NA SIZE = 12-56 ANGLE - 180 DEG
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TEST NO _ 3	 A/C MAKE/TYPE - CS
----- ROOM -----
SHAPE = NA	 POSITION - NA
----- NOZZLE
TYPE = NA SIZE - Q-45 ANGLE - NA DEG
---------- WING SPAN - 44.6 FEET-,--_--__.-----_*
LEFT	 DOOM LENGTH = 78.1 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 10	 5.	 CL-	 5	 I()	 15	 TIP
T	 PASS NO IA	 SPEED NA MPH
ALTITUDE = 4 FT LATERAL DISPL = 0 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH 	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT ^c^
	
To	 10 	 ltd	 2030RIGHT
PASS NO 11"+	 SPEED = NO MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT	 LATERAL. DISPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 TO R I GH-
F ASS NO IC	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = 5 FT	 LATERAL DISPL = 0 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 7Y,	 26	 10	 ; ► 	 10	 20	 30 R I GHT
tF POOR QUALITY
TEST NO - 8-1
	 A/C MAKEITYPE - CS
-----Boom -----
SHAPE - AIRFOIL
	 POSITION - 5" BEHINDI ST
NOZZLE -----
TYPE - TEEJET SIZE - 6 ANGLE - 180 DEG
* ----------- WING SPAN = 42.5 FEE '--------------- *.
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 31 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 14	 t"L	 51	 1<?	 15	 TIP
Lill II IiIIIIIIIII III IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
PASTS WD 1;1.	 SPEED = NA MPH
AL T I TUFF = NA FT LATERAL D I SPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPF=Fn = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT :i;	 ()	 1	 0	 ] i)	 20	 fit► RIGHTGHT
Iir —
PASS tic) ID
	 CF'rED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT
	 LATERAt. DISPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION = NA I?E(-'3
LEFT	 -c	 ^,;_,	 1	 s	 1 i)	 71") 70 PIOFiT
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TEST NO - 8-2
	 A/C MAKE/TYPE - CS
-----BOOM -----
SHAPE - AIRFOIL
	 POSITION - 5 1' BEHINDt ST
-----
NOZZLE ------
TYPE - TEEJET SIZE - a ANGLE - 45 DEG
* ---------- WING SPAN - 42.5 FEET--------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 31 FEET
	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 1t1	 g	 CL	 15	 li`► 	 15	 TIP
PASS NO 2A	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT Lf 1TERAL D I SPL - NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DEG
LEF T t1	 ^:t	 l ► 	 c"r	 lc" ► 	 20	 :=0	 RIGHT
a
PASS NO 2B	 SPEED = NA 11PH
ALTITUDE = NA FT	 LATERAL rr I SF 1. = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT	 70	 20	 l ( l 	 i'► 	 l t' ► 	 ^`Cr	 ? ►'► RIGHT
OptiWL PIS 0
OF POOR qJAUT'(
TEST NO = 9-1	 A/C MAKE/TYRE - AC
----- BOOM -----
SHAPE = ROUND	 POSITION - 4" BEHIND
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE TURRET SI ZE - 8 ANGLE - 135 DEG
* ------------WING SPAN = 40.4 FEET --------------
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 34 FEET	 FLIGHT




ALTITUDE - NA FT LATERAL. DISPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED - NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DEC
L EFT .^yc:,	 '`C,	 16	 0	 10	 20	 7.0 RIGHT
PASS NO 1H	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL DISPL - NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT Ti 
	




TEST NO - 9-2	 A/C MAKE/TYPE - AC
SHAPE ROUND
	 POSITION - 4 11 BEHIND
NOZZLE
TYPE TURRET SIZE 8 ANGLE - 135 DES
*----------WING SPAN 40,3 FEET ------------- W
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH 34 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 10	 5	 CL	 25	 V)	 15	 TIP
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 j
III J4111 I	 JLJ= 11111111111
PASS NO 2A	 SPEED NA MPH




WIND SPEED - NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
PASS 1\10 2B	 SPEFTj = NA MPH
ALTITUDE - NA FT LATERAL DI SPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED - NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTIO14 = NA DEG




TEST NO - 11-1	 A/C M*,E/TYPE - AC
-°--- BOOM -----
SHAPE - AIRFOIL	 POSITION - 4" PEHINDz 7" BELOW
---- NOZZLE ------
TYPE - TURRET SIZE - 2-45 ANGLE - 180 DEG
---------- WING SPAN s 34.9 I-EET ------------- *
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 29.4 FEET 	 RIGHT
TIP
	 1	 It:s	 F,	 CL	 I -	 I ,	 TIP
FAQ• ^ t io i
ALTI TUD = 4.5 F?
WIND SPEED - NA MPH





SPEED - NA MPH
LATERAL DISPL - 1 FT LEFT OF Cl
WIND DIRECTION - NA DEG
0 10	 t_► 	 30 P I GHT
r
F t=i^7 ;^> tju, fit-;	 SPEED - NA MPH
aj, }'I-si1r.T	 Fl
	 ! -, TFRAL C1ISF'!_ _	 FT RIGHT OF Cl
W 1 14 V
 > r r- o 14A M P H	 W IND D I RECT I ON — NA DEG




TEST NO - 12-1
	
A/C MAKE/TYPE - WX
----- BOOM -----
SHAPE - AIRFOIL + WX	 POSITION - 9" BEHIND; 4" BELOW
----- NOZZLE ------
I	 TYPE - TURRET SIZE - b ANGLE - 160 DEG
*----------WING SPAN ¢ 40.8 FEET ----- :.-------
LEFT	 ROOM LENGTH = 33.6 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 lO	 5	 CL	 F.	 IO	 15	 TIP
a	 a	 1
PASS NO JA	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUD- = NA FT LATERAL DISPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT ?<► 	 ? tl	 10	 A	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
PASS NO 1D	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE   = NA FT LATERAL D I SPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 >
	
10	 T-0	 {r RI6HT
w-
	OF PWR^. ^^r	Ei.i,
TEST NO = 12
-2	 A/C MAKE/TYPE = WX
----- BOOM -----F
SHAPE - AIRFOIL + WX	 POSITION - 9" BEHIND; 4" BELOW
-- NOZZLE -----
TYPE = TURRET SIZE - 6 ANGLE - 180 DEG 	 -
*----------WING SPAN = 40.8 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 31.6 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 10	 5	 CL	 5	 10	 15	 TIP
1
PASS NO 2A	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL DISPL. = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 7'.0 
	
20	 10	 0	 10	 2Ct 30 RIGHT
PASS NO 2R	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL DISPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 30	 ?il	 1 Q	 0	 10	 20	 0 RIGHT
at
OR1C OL PAGA IS
OF POQR VNJV
TEST NO = 12-4	 A/C MAKE/TYPE = WX
-----BOOMSHAPE s AIRFOIL + WX	 POSITION = 4" BEHIND; 4" BELOW
NOZZLE -----
TYPE = TURRET SIZE = 6 ANGLE = 180 DEG
*----------WING SPAN = 40.8 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 33.6 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 its	 5	 CL	 5	 1	 15	 TIP
Pi
PASS NO 4A
	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL DISFL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEC
LEFT '+?o	 10	 0	 to	 A.	 30 RIGHT
r
PASS NO 4E'	 SPk.'71) = NA MPH
Al T i TUDE = NA FT	 L 4TERAL D I SPI = NA FT OF Cl_
WIND Sf_FEP = NA MPH	 WIND UIREt_,T I F IN = NA DEC
LEFT -,,0 	 C► 	 10	 i ► 	 14► 	 ;^Ci750 RIGHT
A
SAL PAW W
' 7 POOR QUALITY
	TEST NO - 12-5
	
A/C MAKE/TYPE = WX
------ BOOM
SHAPE - AIRFOIL + WX
	
POSITION = 4" BEHIND; 4" BELOW
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE = TURRET SIZE = 6 ANGLE - 180 DEG
*-----------WING SPAN = 44.8 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = ,. . 6 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 Iii	 CL	 c	 iii	 Icy	 TIP
1
PASS NO 5A	 SPEED = NA MPH
Al._T I T11DE = NA FT	 LATERAL D I SPL_. = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT :30	 20	 1il	 0	 1ti	 20	 30 RIGHT
PASS NO SD	 SPEED  = 1 ,42, MFH
ALTITUDE = NA FT	 LATERAL D I SPL = NFL FT nF Cl
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND  DIRECTTON = 14A DEG




TEST NO = 12-8	 A/C MAKE/TYPE WX
Boom -----
SHAPE - AIRFOIL + WX	 POSITION a 9" BEHINI)i 4" BELOW
NOZZLF
TYPE - ACCUMIST SIZE - NA ANGLE - 180 DEG
*_--------
-WING'  SPAN = 41 FEET----------- --It
LEFT
	
BOOM LENGTH - 29.7 FEET	 RIGHT
TTP Cl.	 15	 10	 15	 TIP
PASS Nn R"	 SPEED = NA MPH
AL.TTT(.-IDF ;= N " F aLATERAt DT -,,Fl t = NA FT OF Cl-
WIND SPEED	 NA HP 	 WIND I)TRECTION = NA DECD
LEFT 300	 0 30 RICHI-1
FkA -55 NO	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE	 NA FT	 LATERAL DISPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEFD =- W4 MPH	 WINto DIRECTION = NA DEC





TEST NO = 12-11	 A/C MAKE/TYPE - WX
BOClM -----
SHAPE - AIRFOIL + WX	 POSITION - 9 " BEHIND; 4" BELOW
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE - ACCUMIST	 SIZE - NA ANGLE - 160 DEG
* ---------- WING SPAN = 40.9 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 25.2 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 10	 5	 CL	 5	 1C► 	 15	 TIP
PASS NO 11A
	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL DISPL = NA FT OF Cl.
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT iii	 20 10	 t:;	 1 (.-i	 20	 30 RIGHT
of
PASS NO 1 1 D	 SPEED = NA ; IPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL DISPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 3c)	 it=t
	 10	 0	 10	 ^C;	 30 RIGHT
GRCiNAt FACE t=i
OF POOR QUALITY
TEST NO - 13-3
	
	
A/C MAKE/TYPE - PP
----- BOOM -----
`	 SHAPE - RD
	
POSITION - 4" BEHIND
NOZZLE
TYPE - NA SIZE - 4-45 ANGLE - 180 DEG
* ---------- WING SPAN : 36.2 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 29.2 FEET 	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 1()	 5	 CL.	 5	 1t► 	 15	 TIP
PASS NO 3A	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE - NA FT LATERAL_ D I SPL - NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DEG
t. FFT o	 20	 10	 0	 1 tl	 20	 30 RIGHT
i
PASS NO 7-B	 SPEED = NA MPH
AL. T I TLInE = NA FT	 LATERAI. D I SPL = NA FT OF Cl..
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DEG
t FFT TO	 ^t7	 1(kn	 lip	 -)Ci	 30 RIGHT
PASS NO 3C
	
SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL DISPL = NA FT OF CL_
WIND SPEED - NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
ORIGINAL PAGE 13
Of POOR QUALITY.
TEST NO - 14-2	 A/C MAKE/TYPE - AT
--- BOOM -----
SHAPE - AIRFOIL	 POSITION - 9" BEHIND; b " BELOW
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE - TEEJETS SIZE - 3 ANGLE - 0 DEG
*----------WING SPAN - 46.4 FEET--------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 41.1 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 its	 S	 CL	 5	 1	 15	 TIP
PASS NO 2D	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL DISPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 0	 10	 2.0	 30 RIGHT
0
PASS NO 2,:	 SPEFn = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL DISPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 1	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
PASS NO 2D	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL DISPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 0	 10	 0	 30 RIGHT
Coappi PAM 13
OF poolt QUALM
TEST NO - 15
	
A/C MAKE/TYPE - WX
----- BOOM -----
SHAPE - NA	 POSITION - 11" BEHIND
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE - T & WH JETS SIZE - NA ANULE - 90; 180 DEG
*----------WING SPAN - 40.3 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 DOOM LENGTH - 32.8 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 151
	
10	 5	 Ct_	 r.	 I0	 1 6	 TIC
PASS NO 1 H 	SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL DISPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED == NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG




PASS NO 1P	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT	 LATERAL D I SF- t, = NA F'7 OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG




TEST NO . 17-1	 A/C MAKE/TYPE - PP
----_- DOOM ------
SHAPE - RD	 POSITION - 3.5" BEHINTJI 1" ABOVE
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE . NA SIZE . 8-45 ANGLE - 135 DEG
*----------WING SPAN - 36.2 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 30.3 FEET 	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 10	 5	 CL.	 5	 in	 15	 TIP
PASS NO 1A	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = 9 FT LATERAL DISPL = I FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPh
	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DEG
LEFT 30
	 20	 1 C► 	 0	 1 0 	 ^t7	 30 R I GHT
0
PASS NO 113	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE - 8.5 FT 	 LATERAL DISPL = 1 FT LEFT OF Cl..
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 30201 ^J	 ^	 1	 i j	 30 RIGHT
PASS NO 1C	 SPEED - OVA MF H
ALTITUDE - 9.5 FT LATERAL DISPL - 1 FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEED - NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DEG
LEFT 30
	




TEST NO - 18	 A/C MAKE/TYPE - S
•	
_..___ Boom -----
SHAPE RD	 POSITION - S" BEHIND; S" BELOW
----- NOZZLE
TYPE NA SIZE - 10-56 ANGLE - 135 DEG
* ---------- WING SPAN - 30 * 6 FEET ------------- *
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 26.6 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP
	
15	 1C,	 5	 CL	 5	 10	 15	 TIP
PASS NO IA	 SPEED - NA MPH
ALTITUDE - NA FT LATERAL DISPL - NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED - NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DEG
LEFT 30 	 20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
PASS NO 1F
	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE - NA FT LATERAL DISPL - NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH 	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 1c^	 0	 10	 2C^	 30 RIGHT
i
16m^•CWp0CMQUAUV.
TEST NO - 19
	 A/C MAKE/TYPE - AC
___-- BOOM
SHAPE - RD
	 POSITION - 5" BEHIND; 2" ABOVE
NOZZLE —....__
TYPE - NA SIZE - 10-56 ANGLE - 135 DES
>K--
------ WING SPAN - 36.9 FEET-------------*
LEF'r	 BOOM LENGTH - 29.R FEET	 RIGHT
TIP
	 1g	 10	 5	 Cl.	 5	 a t`i	 15	 TIP
PASS NO 1A	 SPEED - NA MPH
ALTITUDE - NA FT LATERAL DISPL - NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED - NA MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DEC
LEFT 36
	
70	 1 ()	 0	 1 ()	 26	 70 R I i HT
0
PASS NO l Vt	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALT I TLIDE - IAA FT	 L ATERAt. DISPL  R NA FT OF CI_
WItdD SPEED = NA Mf-"H
	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DECD
1. LEFT 70	 201 t'i	 is	 1 <► 	 20	 30 RIGHT
PASS NO IC
	 SPEED - NA MPH
ALTITUDE - NA FT LATERAL DISPL - NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED - NA MPH 	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DES
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
iNtK mm Ply 13
OF POOR Q U4Li't'Y
TEST NO : 20-1
	




POSITION • 8" BED I AD; 4" ABOVE
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE - NA SIZE - 10 ANGLE - 135 DES
*----------WING SPAN s 38 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 33.3 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 iC	 li"► 	 5	 CL	 5	 1(i	 15	 TIP
11	 lu
d 	 ( 	 i	 _ 1 --	 i	 1	 i	 I	
j
PASS NO 1A	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL DISPL = NA FT OF CL.
WIND SPEED s NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION : NA DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 1D	 n	 10	 20	 '30 RIGHT
4f
PASS NO 1D	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT	 LATERAI. D I Si"'i_ = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH 	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEC:
LEFT 30	 ^C► 	 10	 t_► 	 1	 RIGHT
ORIGINAL PAGE t3
OF POOR QUWff
TEST NO - 21
	




POSITION - 16" BEHIND{ 8" BELOW
------ NOZZLE
TYPE - FAN SIZE m 15 ANGLE - 180 DES
* ---------- WING SPAN - 43.2 FEET--------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 34.2 FEET	 RIGH1
TIF'	 1^	 10	 S	 CL	 5	 10	 11^	 T 7 P
i
PASS NO IA
	 SPEED - NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL. D I SPI = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED - NA MPH
	
WIND DIRECTION - NA DECD
LEFT 70	 2t°i
	
1 0 	 1 	 20	 70 R I GHT
Of
PASS NO 1 F.	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT	 LATERAL	 - NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DES
LEFT 76	 2r	 1 0	 C)	 1	 0 RIrHT
PASS NO 1C	 SPEED - NA MPH
ALTITUDE - NA FT LATERAL DISPI - NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED - NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DEG
LEFT ',C^	 20	 1 C► 	 010	 20? fit R I CHT
ORIGINAL Pates
GP POW
TEST NO = 22-1	 A/C MAKE/TYPE - AC
B03M ------
a	 SHAPE - LDS EDG	 POSITION - -b.5" BEHIND; 12" BELOW--
-- NOZZLE --
TYPE - NA SIZE = 0-45 ANGLE = 135 DEG
*--------
--WING SPAN = 3 7 .7 FEET-------------*
=	 LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 31.1 FEET 	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 1 	 5	 CL	 5	 lip	 15	 TIP
PASS NO 1A
	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = -5.  S FT
	
LATERAL D 1 SEE._ = .5 FT RIGHT OF Cl
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 30
	 yz?	 10	 Ci	 i	 no 	 R I GHT
PASS NO 1 p	 SPEED = NA MFI
ALT I T! DE = 5 FT	 LATERAL- D I SF •L = 1 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 370	 20	 10	 0	 If 	 mac?	 -T(-) RIGHT
PASS NO 1C
	
SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE: _ 5.9 FT' LA- ERAL DISPL - 1.3 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
ORIGINAL PAGE R3
OF POOR QUALITY
TEST NO - 23-2
	




POSITION - 8" BEHIND; I" ABOVE
----- NOZZLE
TYPE - NA SIZE = 8 ANGLE - IeO DEG
---------- WING SPAN = 42.4 FEET------------- *
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 7 .i FEET 	 RIGHT
TIP	 1F•	 I4^ 	 15	 TIP
	
PASS NO TA	 SPEED = NA MPH
AL. T I TIJDF = NA F i
	
LATERAL P T =;Ft = Ni, FT OF C"i_.
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIFtFrT ION = NA DEC-










AL T I -1 ODE = NA FT	 LATERAL ri l:-fl ^ N- i FT OF CA_





PASS NO ^C	 SPE=ED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL. D I SPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 50	 0	 1 c.► 	 20	 30 E IGHT
ORIGINAL RACE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
TEST NO - 24	 A%C MAKEITYPF - ES
SHAPE - Rn	 POSITION - 7" BEHIND; 1 " ABOVE
- -- NOZZt-E
TYPE . NA SIZE • 12-45 ANGLE : 180 DEC
* ---------- WING SPAN « 41.4 FEET -We-----_--_--*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 32.a FEET 	 RIGHT
TIP	 1S	 lt}	 S	 C'L.	 tit	 I 	 TIP
t
PAS tll NO t F+	 t',PEEI - NA MPH
ALYT I Tt !T►F -- N;-A F T 	 t ATFFAL. D I SPt_ : NA FT OF Cl
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIPFCTION = NA DES






PASS NO 1 C
	 5PUFFr - NO MY H
ALTITLIDF - NA F'T
	 LATFRAL DISit, - NA FT OF Cl -
WIND SPEED a NA MPH	 W I NLA n I EEC T I ON - NA DEG
LEFT 30	 70	 1 0	 t^	 1 C7	 A t.	 30 RIGHT
^t
i^_
PASS NO IA	 5PPED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE - NA FT LATERAL ?)ISPL - NA FT OF CL.
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 FIND DIRECTION - NA DEC
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
if
PASS NO IS	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL DISPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEC
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
PASS NO iC	 SPEED - NA MPH
ALTITUDE . NA FT LATERAL DISPL - NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED - NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 D	 10	 20	 ZD RIGHT
-loco Quwff
trq l - NO	 25-2
	
AV-C 	 E i^TVPE	 f I _6
BOOM
SHAPE- - Rr,	 POSITION - NA
NOZZLE
TYPE - TEFJETS	 SIZE	 #8	 ANGLE	 1 70- 'DES
---------
-W INS
 SPAN - 41.	 FEEI --------------
LEFT BUM LENGTH - 32	 FEFI	 RICAHI
1(#	 *5	 CL 	 15	 10	 TI
A
wo I III	 Ilk
SPEED = NA MPPpl sq, NO ^L
t4 fiTURIF	 NA Fl	 Li-,TFi4ill- Fjl 4 1-	 OF f -t-
SPEFT , 	 HF44	 t0t\4i•	 I-NA 




LA-T R, 16 FIT
NO 21C	 SPEED = NA MrH
AL. TTT'..lDF = NA FT	 I-ATERAL DISPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND 5FEED = NA MPH	 WIND OTI^CCTTGN = NA DUG
LEFT 30	 to	 I Q	 20	 30 F- 1611T
OROWL
OF raw
PASS NO 1A	 SPEED NA MPH
ALTITUDE - 6 FT LATERAL DISPL .5 FT RIGHT OF CL.
WIND SPEED} = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DEG
LEFT 30
	 20	 to	 0	 its	 20	 30 RIGHT
i
PASS NO 18	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = 7 FT LATERAL DISPL 0 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT -O	 4-	 10	 0	 10	 20	 3-50 RIGHT
PASS NO IC	 SPEED - NA MPH
ALTITUDE = 6.25 FT LATERAL DISPL = .5 FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEED - NA MPH 	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DECD
LEFT W	 20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
PASS NO 1A	 SPEED - NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL DISPL - NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT RD	 20	 10	 D	 to	 20	 30 RIGHT
PASS NO 1B	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL DISPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 o	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
PASS NO IC
	
SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE - NA FT LATERAL DISPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED - NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DEG




TEST NO = 29	 A/C MAKE /TYPE - CS
BOOM -----
SHAPE - AIRFOIL	 POSITION - BELOW & BEHIND
----- NOZZLE ---_-
TYPE - TURRENT SIZE - 12 ANGLE - 90 DEG
* ---------- WING SPAN - 41.2 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 32.4 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 10	 5	 CL	 5	 1t:)	 15	 TIP
PASS NO lA
	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = 6 FT LATERAL DISPL 2 FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH
	
WIND DIRECTION - NA DEG
LEFT 30
	 20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 :;0 RIGHT
4#
PASS NO 1R
	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE _ FT LATERAL P I SPL = 2 FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 30	 j i_^	 1 0	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
PAGE 0
OF Pty QIJA
TEST NO - 30
	




POSITION - BELOW & BEHIND
---r- NOZZLE -----
TYPE - TURRET 'SIZE - ® ANGLE - 190 DEG
*---------
-WING SPAN - 45.2 FEET----- -------_-*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 35 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 10	 5	 CL	 5	 10	 15	 TIP
PASS NO 1P	 SPEED - NA MPH
ALTITUDE - B FT LATERAL DISPL 0 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED - NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
PASS NO 1C	 SPEED - NA MPH
ALTITUDE - 4 FT LATERAL. DISPL - 0 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED - NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
PAGE ISCp0W QUALITY
TEST NO = 31
	
A/C "AKEITYPE = PP
SHAPE = RD	 POSITION = BELOW & PEH I ND
--- NOZZLE -
TYPE = NA SIZE = 10-45 ANGLE . 170 DEG
*----------WIND SPAN - 37 FEET--------------#
LEFT	 ROOM LENGTH = 25.9 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 10	 5	 CL 5	 10	 15	 TIP
PASS NO IA	 SPEED - NA MPH
ALTITUDE - 10 FT LATERAL DISPL - 2 FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEED - NA MPH 	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
PASS NO ID	 SPEED = NA MPH
AL T I TUDE	 10.5  FT LATERAL DISPL.  - 2 FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEED - NA MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 30	 2ir	 1 Cr	 ^7	 to	 20	 30 RIGHT
PASS NO IC
	 SPEED NA MPH
ALTITUDE = 4 FT LATERAL DISPL 2 FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEED . NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DEG




TEST NO - 32
	 A/C MAKE/TYPE a CS
-----BapmmSHAPE - RD	 POSITION - BEHIND
----- NOZZLE ----
TYPE - NA SIZE - 8 ANGLE - 135 DEG
* ---------- WING SPAN - 42.3 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 52.3 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 10	 5	 CL 5	 10	 15	 TIP
PASS NO 1A
	
SPEED - NA MPH
ALTITUDE - NA FT LATERAL DISPL - NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED - NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DEG
it LEFT 30	 20	 1t1	 0	 >i ► 	 20	 30 RIGHT
PASS NO IB-	 SPEED - NA MPH
ALTITUDE - NA FT LATERAL. DISPL - NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED - NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
O M PANE i
w P QUALIrTX
TEST NO - 33-1	 A/C MAKE/TYPE = CS
BOOM -----
SHAPE = AIRFOIL	 POSITION - BELOW & BEHIND
-----NOZZLE -----
TYPE . TURRENT SIZE - 4 ANGLE - 135 DEG
*----------WING SPAN s 42.3 FEET-------------,1
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 36.9 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 10	 5	 CL 5	 10	 15	 TIP
PASS NO 1A	 SPEED NA MPH
ALTITUDE - 5 FT LATERAL DISPL = 0 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED - 5.5 MPH 	 WIND DIRECTION - 210 DEG
LEFT 30
	
20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
s
PASS NO 1B	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = 4.5 FT LATERAL DISPL - .5 FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEED = H MPH 	 WIND DIRECTION - 244 DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
PASS NO IC	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE - 7 FT LATERAL DISPL = 0 FT RIGHT Or CL
WIND SPEED - 4.5 PL-N 	 WIND DIRECTION - 230 fJEG








POST T I ON - BELOW & BEHIND
_---- NOZZLE -----
TYPE - TURRET SIZE - A ANGLE - 135 DEG
*-----------WING SPAN - 42.3 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 36.9 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 10	 5	 CL	 S	 10	 15	 TIP
PASS NO 2A	 SPEED - NA MPH
ALTITUDE - g FT LATERAL DISPL. - 0 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED - 10 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - 210 DEC
LEFT 30	 20	 1 ()	 0	 1 < ► 	 20	 30 RIGHT
PASS NO LP	 SPEED - NH MPH
ALTITUDE - 4.5 FT LATERAL DISPL - 	 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED - 10 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - 200 DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 1	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
PASS NO 2C	 SPEED NA MPH
ALTITUDE - 5 FT LATERAL DISPL - 1 FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEED - 0 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - 200 DEG




TEST NO - 34-1	 A/C MAKE/TYPE - PP
S	 -----
SHAPE - RD	 POSITION - BEHIND
------ NOZZLE -----
TYPE - NA SIZE - 0 ANGLE - 135 DEG
*----------WING SPAN - 35 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 elM LEN13TH - 28.6 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 115	 10	 S	 CL	 S	 1 c	 Ig	 TIP
PASS NO IA	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE - 4 FT LATERAL. DISPL 0 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND ';PEED - 10 MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION - 180 DECD
LEFT 30	 4.	 1 c,	 G► 	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
PASS NO I V.	 SPEED = NA MF-14
ALT I TLIGF = 4 FT	 LATERAL D I SF I. = 5 FT LEFT OF CL
WIND  SPEEn = 10 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 180 DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 1 t)	 0	 10 	 30 RIGHT
PAGE






TYPE - NA SIZE - 8 ANGLE - 135 DEG
*----------WING SPAN w.35 FEET-------------*
LFFT	 ROOM LENGTH = 28.6 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 1(1	 5	 CL	 5	 10	 15	 TIPi	 __i	 1	 !	 1	 I	 _t ___^
PASS NO 3A	 SPEED - NA MPH
ALTITUDE = 3.5 FT LATERAL DISPL = 3.5 FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 10 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 181 DEG
i FFT 70	 20	 1 0	 0	 let	 26	 30 RIGHT
ASS NO -=L.'s	 SPEED = NA MPH
AL..T I TUDF = 3.5 FT	 LATERAL DISPL  = 1.5 FT RIGHT OF CL,
WIND SPEED = 6 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 180 DEG
LEFT 7— e=;	 20	 1 iy	 c_)	 10	 20	 36 RIGHT
PASS NO CSC	 SPEED NA MPH
ALTITUDE - 4 FT LATERAL DISPL = .5 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 11 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 190 DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 '30 RIGHT
a
rwy.
a Mm w w w my
OMNAL PACE P3
TES T No 75-t	 A/C MAKE/TYPE = CS	 ofPDO
Boom	
POOR QUAUTY
SHAPE RD	 POSITION = BEHIND
NOZZLE
TYPE NA SIZE - 10 ANGLE - 145 DEG
*-------------WING
 
SPAN - '31.5 FEET --___-._.._--.. ---
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 26.7 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 is	 10	 5	 to	 15	 TIP
PASS NO IA	 SPEED NA MPH
ALTITUDE = 5 FT	 V ATE RAI DISPI	 A FT R16HT OF ClWIND 
SPEED = 7 MPl	 WIND DIF*Fr7TfON = I qt7) T)Ff-
LEFT	 70	 20	 1 A	 0	 10	 76	 F7 I SpQ
IVX
t n il
[*^ , Co; l l 1.11!	 i'^.	 CjFT:Fl, ^	 Ki,
ALTITHIT - 7 F!	 LATERAL DI : VI	 FT riGHT OF 0
WIND 9PFFn - 4 MPH	 WIND 1"jprrTT6H - 71- DEC
LEFT	 icy	 7(,	 1 A	 Q	 1 e,	 .7v'. 	P 1 (411
PASS NO IC	 SPEED NA MPH
ALTITUDE' = 5 FT LATERAL DISFK	 .5 FT LEFT OF U
WIND SPEED = 8 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION " 720 DEG
LEFT	 so 70	 10 0
	
10	 20 30	 RIGHT
TEST NO	 A t f- MACE 1 T'v PF
BOLIN
SHAPE - RD	 POSITION - BEHIND
Ml^ 126 1 . E
TYPE -- TUIPM-7.1-	 917E = NA
	




LEFT	 BOOM LENC77H - 7,2.	 FFE'r	 R. I CA 11
TTP	 t 05	 10	 5	 rt	 05	 1Q	 1e 	 TTr,
1 ,-5S NO - 4)	 SrEEO = NA MPH
At TITUM - "1 *2 F'l	 LATERAL DIM. = .-,, FT RIGHT Or Cl-
WIND SrFED	 17^ MPH	 WIND nTRFCTION = 190 DE(-,
1. Fr- 1	 7, k)
----------
Fit
! ,IT F V,f)l 	T) I'- rj





i +i{--t-I'M  	 1 1 i ^-,f	 R I (73t 11HIV)VA
W
	
I t 'l )	 f7l,	 1-1 I-IM	 WTNO	 01-0,





TEST NA = 36-7	 A/C MAKE /TYPV7 - CS	 Of PM QUA=BOOM




 = TURRET SIZE - NA ANGLE - 145 DECD
* ----------- WING SPAN = 34 FEET—­.__­_.__—*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 32.2 FEET	 P I SHT
TIP	 1S	 1 i't	 CL	 1 <?	 15	 TTr'
j
S
FAS S NO JA	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = 1­ 6  FT LATERAL. D I SPI- = 0 FT PT(-,HT QF CL




fEt_.TI T'tIT°tK`	 _	 F 1	 l t 1T E` F'e:;l. T	 F, T(-,!..!T




SPEED = NA MPH
AI..•T I T1 1%1D = 5. ^ 1 	 I €^TF..RA1. D T cF I =	 FT !^ ] CHT nF CL
WIND SPEED = 5 MPH
	
WIND DIPFCTIQN = 100 DEG
LEFT	 70	 20	 10	 Ct	 1 C)	 70	 3)	 RIGHT
TEST NO - 37





	 POSITION - BEHIND; BELOW
-----
NOZZLE




SPAN - Z4 FEET-- __-___-------*
LEFT
	 BOOM LENGTH - 2B.6 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 to	 5	 CL	 5	 to	 15	 TIP
PASS NO 1A	 SPEED - NA MPH
ALTITUDE = 3.9 FT LATERAL DISPL = .7VT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEED - 4.5 MPH	 WIND DIRECT= = 270 DEG
IEFT	 30	 20	 10	 0	 10	 To	 30	 R T S1 17
FASS NO i v	 SPEED = NA MM
XTIlunE = No F!	 I ATFRAI Eli Sp i. - vb) 71	 13F C1
WIND ,FEE) - NO 1*14	 WIND DIRECTION - NA V%
1EF1
	
70	 70	 V,	 0	 in	 70	 70	 RTSH-,
rAss NO 1 	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE - 3.9 FT
	 LATERAL DISPL = 0 FT RIGHT OF CI-
WIND SPEED	 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 220 DEG
LEFT	 0 20 10 0 10 20 TO	 RIGHT
WIMM"mm
TEST NO = 38	 A 
I 
'C MAKE/TYPE = CS	 ORIGINAL  PAGAE 15
----- Boom	
or POOR QUALfff
SHAPE = Rb	 POSITION - BF-+41ND; ABOVE
----- NOZZLE
TYPE - TURRET SIZE - NA ANGLE - 100 DEG
SPAN -	 FEET -------------
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 32.2 FEET	 RIGHT
TIC'	 iS	 Ic1	 r5	 Cl—	 5	 10	 15	 TIF-
PASS NO tA	 SPEED = NA MPH
Al,TlTUUF =- 7, 1? FT	 LATERAL DISF1 = 3.7 FT LEFT Of- (1,
WIND SPEFn = 4.5 MP-1-1	 WTNT) 1.)T RFC i'ION	 220 DEC,
L
F t	 ItTqF! FT 1 FFT 01
r7 r	 I'l!j!	 WIND I)T Pr' (--TT(1 14	 710
74'1	 R I (-it
PASS NO IC	 SPEED NA MPH
ALTITUDF - 5, FT	 I ATERAL PTSPL,	 7" FT 1-EFT OF 0.
WIND SPEED	 MFH	 WIND DIRECTION = 2"7,0 DEG
LEFT	 30	 AXI	 1	 10	 C)	 30	 R I G H T
ONGUM PAGE 13
OF POOR
lFST Mn = 4u	 A/C MAKE/TYPE = AC
----- BOOM -----
SHAPE = RD	 POSITION = BEHIND; ABOVE
----- N077LE -----
TYPE = NA SIM = B; n ANGLE = 1S0 RFG
'	 *----------W^N^ SPAN = 40.7 F^ET-------------*
LFFT	 MOM LENGTH = 37.8 FEET	 P3G||1
TTr	 C|	 F	 7Ir
PASS |8? |^	 SPEEr. = NA M'<i
ALTTTUnF = t}A FT
	
LATERA! DT9 1 ' 1	rT
WIND GPEFD = NA MP! 4	 NT ND F)TRFCTION = NA DE^
L^FT	 30 J^n	 |0	 ^	 1( 	 ^^	 3»	 G|| r
,^LTlTU^|-	 = |i,/	 ^/ \ATi|wV DT3ii	 =	 N,; F|	 O{	 iL
W]U^ ^^[E^ =	 N.. |1'^i	 }:lN^ ^TFECTT^N =	 1 i^\	 ^Fr^
LFF`	 3C' ^'` 1'^	 0 1('	 7^ 3')	 RTFx;
PASS NO IC	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTTTi0E = NA FT	 LATERAl- DISPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MrH	 WIND DIRECTION NA DEC,
iFFT	 30	 20	 \()	 0	 10	 20	 30	 RI^HT
TEST NO = 41	 A/C MAKE/TYPr = Ar	
-'-~---'^~I~~=
BOOM_-__-	 CW PM
SHAPE := NA	 POSITION = NA
----- NO%ZLE -----
TYPE = NA S17E = 6-45 ANGLE = NA DEG
*---------- WING SPAN = 36.1 FEET ------------- *
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 29.5 FEET	 RIGHT
TI p	1s	 10	 F,	 n	 15	 TlP
PASS NO 1A	 SPEED = NA MP^
A! ' TTTUM^' = NA FT	 LATER4( DTSP| = NA F7 Or [i
WIND SPEED = NA MPH
	
WIND DT FEU TTO1 = NA \-l- :
\FFT	 30	 2o	 1('	 0	 18	 7,	 3''	 RTPP:
rAVS i 3 1 \ '	 5|1 [\/ = |w, `.''
*! T7T|MF = u4 r7	 |ATERA/ p M p\ =	 r` fir n
WIND BPEE!, = NA MPH	 wTNr D,F[	 - |`. .rL
LEFT	 36	 20	 1('	 ..	 !(.	 `.	 A.	 rJF^^T
PASS NQ |C	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL DISPL = NA FT OF CL
WTND SFEED - NA MPH
	
WIND DIRECTION = NA BEG
LEFT	 30	 20	 10 0	 10	 70 30	 RlGHT
ORIGR. PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
TEST NO - 42-	 A/C MAKE/TYPE - CS
--_^ _— BOOM -----
SHAPE - AIRFOIL	 POSITION - BEHIND, ABOVE
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE - NA SI'_E - 5 ANGLE - 157 DES
*------------WING SPAN - 38.6 FEET-------------^
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 32.7 FEET	 RIGHT
TTF'	 117i	 1cl	 5	 CL	 10	 17	 TI r
t
f°'F	 tit-t  i tj	 }f='EFI) = NA Mf't a
ALT T Tt_1i F = NF4 FT 	 LATERAL. D I SPi = NA FT OF Ci
WIND SPEED m NA MF'H	 WINE) DIRECTION = PEA DEC
LEFT	 7;-1	 ^t':+	 1 i	 tl	 10	 qtr	 T,i1	 RIGHT
+
AL T I T'UDF
	 t#A FT	 L.ATERAt D I SF'1 - = t jf: F'T C=1 1- CL.
WTHr,	 !	 r_T	 — t=1	 k°1F1'	 W) tIT, il; I'M- i 1 i)i 1	 W a T)[7(7,
1_FF C	 i"^	 'c°t	 1+._^	 a=t	 i ^;	 y'+.'r	 .t	 F'TCtT t
	'ASS  No 1 c
	
qrF 4-Et = 14A Mr'ii
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL D I SPL = NA FT OF CL
WINE) SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND nTRECTIQN = NA DEG





TEST NO = 43 A/C MAKE/TYPE = cG
----- Baom -----
SHAPE = AIRFOIL POSITION = BEHIND; BELOW
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE = WA	 S17E - 6;
	
10-45 ANGLE	 150 DEG
*----------WING SPAN - 40 " 9 FEET-------------*
LEFT F^OOM LENGTH = 36.9 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP 1	 I0 yn	 CL 5	 10	 15	 T T P
PASS NO lA	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT
	
LATERAV DI5P| = NA FT OF [.
WJND SPEED	 NA MP14	 WIND DTRECT%DN = NA DEC
LEFT	 20	 ^0	 0	 10	 2^	 ^0 RIGHT
.	 _
PHS^ ^, /^ 	 5^EE^ = N^ MPH
Ai. TTTUDF = N^ FT	 LATFRA!	 NA F -! OF C(
WIND SPEEP = NA MPH	 WI||D DIRECTIOW = NA DEG
1, r- 	 3^	 7`''	 In^	 /^	 ?o	 7^	 RIpuT
i
PASS NO 1C	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL DISPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND s PEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT	 30 2010 0	 10 70 30	 RIGHT
of"GiNAl. FAGS t
TEST NO - 44-2.	 A/C MAKEITYPr = AC ()F poOR QUALITY
----- POOM
SHARE = RD
	 POSITION - BEHIND
----- NOZZLE
TYPE = NA SIZE = 4; 6; 10-45 ANGLE - 180 DEG
* ---------- WING SPAN - 39.7 FEET -.._a_-___-__-*
LEFT
	
sonM LENGTH - 77.3 FEET	 R T GHT




Al T IT(. i nr-.. = c F'T	 1_ ATEP AI n T r'r,!	 r`I' r=' T rHT nF ("I
WIND SPEED
	 NA MPH	 WIND	 ri[7 ,
I r i.
I	




PAS"S 141.7 "`tt	 ,-ZVF EII	 NA I4-H
AL.TTT(If.'!:. 	 ., FJt.A! f '^^ ti T)TFF'i = .r FTi jf7i F!r n 	 t
WIND SF,EF'f == 4. 	 tiFFi	 W I HP PTF=;ECTI0t-J	 21el Pill(
F F F- F	
Q,	
t`>





PASS NO -1 C	 SPEED = NA MF'H
AL. T I TUDIT = 5 FT
	 LATERAL. D I SPL
	 0 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = ?.S MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION = 170 DEG
LEFT	 S	 mil	 1 c;z	 ij	 1 i-^	 20	 't^	 RIGHT
OMB PAGE IS
OF POOR QUAUrY
TEST 140 - 44-1
	
A/C MAKE/TYrF - AC
----- Boom
SHAPE - RD	 EGGS ITTON	 DEHINCB
----- NOZZLE
TYPE - NA SIZE = 4% 6; 10-45 ANGLE - 180 DEG
*_--_------WING  SPAN = -19.7 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH -	 -7 FEET	 RTGHT
T 
I 
F , 5	 ct	 1	 15	 TIP
 
t 111111
PASS Nn tf4	 SPEFP = NA MPH
AITIT(Myr - ti,--, r j	 LATE RAI UJ IGUA ^: UJA FT or c.:





 %-' ^ I
r", 1  T 
I 
TUDE	 FT	 L ii T U'l f: a i 	 P T.-1 	 I V',!	 f
I.OTH-D S;r'FFD	 M Pt 4	 t•,,-y 	 T	 T tt , l	 1
i	 r- T	 r I C^J! T
F*475 110 1 C	 SPFED = NO hF*H
ALTITUDE =	 FT	 LATFRAI- DTSPI. = C) FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 4 MPH	 WIND DIRFCTION = 2.10 DF6
LEFT	 7,C)	 qtr	 10	 10	 '70 RIGHT
ORICA `' . PAGE IS,
()F POOR QU rr.f
TEST NO - 45
	






TYPE - NA SIZE - 4-50 ANGLE - 135 DEG
* ---------- W T NG SPAN - 77.4 FEET ------------- *
LEFT	 BOOM LFNCTH - NO-1 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 I ts	 S	 C°F_	 l".	 I	 TIF'
i
r6r,,	 Pay	 -	 "Tt'F- -rt	 Pia	 : R
Al 1 - 111 t.)FiE-	 f-V- F I	 i. ATURO[ 1. I r-ll i a tali._ F-f	 nr
Eill p r SP FT? w NA 11PH	 IAI TNIrl r) T RFrTTni{!	 NA nFi-.,
LFF'T 	 I0.  I tai=T"
i	
I
t r'rS g rI10 1
ALT I Ti IDF - Na FT	 L-ATFRAI . T) T,r i = t? -, r 1 	 nF C,-
WIND  SPEEt: = PIA MFH 
♦ 	
l^'_ Pl F, I` T r P-°C 1 T ^ H 	 HIA DEG
LE.! T 	?^^^	 ^ '_ 	 J •.1	 i^i	 1 - 
PASS NO 1C	 SPEED - NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL DISPL - NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED - NA MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT
	 30	 20
	 10	 c_t	 1 ^ i	 A-()	 30	 RIGHT
oMon& PAGE 18
OF POOR UM
TEST NO = 46-2
	
A/C MAKC."T` PE - TT
Boom
SHAPE f AIRFO IL	 POSITION - BELOW & BEHIND
----- NOZZLE H^--
TYPE = WHIRL JETS SIZE = 8-101 M* ANGLE = 180 DEG
*----------WING SPAN : 44.6 FEET -------------
 
BOOM LENGTH - 40.4 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 iKi	 1^`^	 Cl-	 S	 1	 Ic	 TTP
E
PAS735 140 2A	 SPEF T1 •- NA MM
At. T I T IIT`iT = MA T'T
	 I-ATFRAI D I SP I = NA FT OF CL..
w T win c rf
-
F it =_. I -4 IiT i i	 L-I T': i i T-) T r- [- i T T ii 1	 NA Urr.
i
e'	 4	 4
1	 l	 I# ^sue	
v4 9^s
1	 ^`	 7
iik. ; I T LIT 1:	 = IJH V - 1	 I. iTEF^At . 1* t ` I I	 = t-iw VT	 CIS I: ^_
WiIib 'FE- L-. D
	 IL	 HU, i i 	WT if 	 )t ; i;__
I	 {
l^ ._i- ^ _ r f	
`^ may.-.. ^•^..i^^
PASS NO 2C	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL- I)IGPL = NA FT OF CL
W I iqD SPEED - NA MPH
	 WIND D I RFCT I ON = NA DFG
I F F T	 ay,	 20	 1 c,	 c-► 	 1 c,	 ^ 6	 ^ i	 RIGHTC 7
jr-"
ORIG NIAL PAGE 13
OF POW QUALM
TEST WO 47	 A/C MAKE/T*YPV
SHAPE RD	 POSITION = NA
NOZZLE
TYPE WHTRL JETS SIZE = 3; F; ANGLE NA DES
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 37 FEF-7
PASS NO IA	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUTIE = b FT	 LATERAL DISPL = 0 FT RTGHT OF CL
WIND SPEE}' = ,5 MPH	 W1147--t DT^EC^IQN = W^ ^E^'
LEF. FT 	 'Al	 3^ RIG^T
»
P*^55 NO i[	 SPEE^ = NA MP/^
ALTITUDE = 5 FT	 LATERAL DI5 p( = 0 FT ^%:Jf-,HT Ur C^
WIND SPEED = .5 MPH	 W11,417, DIRECTION = tliA
I-EFT 30	 2o	 10	 17
| ^^
PASS NO 1C	 SPEED ~^ NA 11PH
ALTITUDE = 4 FT	 LATERAL DlSPL = 1 FT |.EFT OF CL
WIND SPEED = .5 MPH	 glNQ DIRECTION = 140 DEG





TrST NO - 4q—t	 A/C MAa.'FiTYPF a Ar.
----- BOOM
SHAPE - RD	 POSITION - 8" BEHIND
N07ZLE
TYPE - NA SIZE = B-45 ANGLE - 1'13 DEG
*----------WING SPAN = 37.4





, I	 1()	 51	 CL	 04	 1	 15	 TIF
PASS NO 1 #4	 SPEED - NA MPH
i )I TTTLIDr- m- 5 FT	 LATERAL DISFI. v 4 FT ll-°-[-T Or - Ct,
WTNT) SPFFI.)
	 •PH	 WINr) DTRrrTTON	 l7t­p DF;
EFT	 kj	 I I
!At A 	 i V' t,
IF PAP 1 -1 1 4fl	 I Fl t FF
WIND  5F I i tAV^ 1 . I Rl - ( 	 tod	 j _t
I, F F1
PA5,S NO I C
	 SPEED NA MPH
At T I TI IDE =- 4 FT	 t,OTFRAI. DISPL	 FT LEFT nr-- r.t.
VI TND qr.',EFD -= I.5  MPH	 WTND DIREC41ON = 160 DEG
-10LEFT 7N 0	 1()	 Q	 1	 RIGHT
OW"GINAL PAM IS
QUALITY
TEST NO - 49-T	 AtC MAKE/TYPE = AC
BOOM
SHAPE - RD	 POSITION - 13" BEHIND
----- NOZZLE
TYPE - NA SI?F = 8-45 ANGLE - 135 DES
It --_-_-_---WINGWING SPAN - 37.4 FEET_,_--_--- -­ *
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 311.7 FEET'
	
RT6HT
TIP	 1	 5	 CL	 5	 1Q	 I F.	 TTF
PASS NO ",A	 SPEED NA MPH
Al 1TT11DF	 4 Ft	 1_ATEktA1_ V1-7FJ	 1 FT tE-F-1C OF
W1140 SAPEED	 :1 11rif-i	 WINII I)TRECTUIN	 14- Df
i r-rl-
	 .' ;o	 FTC;!
w V.All	 -A
	





7'C	 5f - 'FIE- 1)	 N,1 11f`H
Al T I Ti DE = -1 FT	 I- ATE RAL DTSr't	 I FT LEFT OF 0-
WIND FI'FFED ^ 0 I-Ifli	 WIND 01RIJ - 1 - 111H = 100 DEG
LEFT
.:1 0





TEST NO	 mia-ur.-- i lii-F m r 1 r-
BOOM
SHAPE - RD	 POSITION - NA
NOZZLE ----
TYPE - NA SIZE - 7-45 ANGLE	 l-755 DEG
*-----------WING  SPAN - 36.4 FEET -------------- *
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 79.3 FEET
	 R I GHT
TIP	 1 5	 10	 CI	 1	 TIV
PAS^ NI -1
 i	 ^rc 1:1)  —
	 MI 1 i
#741TI1111117	 16 FT	 )01rqrl	 I F1 JLFFT OF C!
I'r I mo;-i°. ? - Z ,
R i C41
CSI TT
I	 I+ j!	 Izi,! I
T 1 71 (JI)E	 7 Fj	 LATE !",0-	 FT r^TMIT nr CL
WIND	 MPH	 WT1410 DT1 1	 ION	 TW G
-10	
0 PA I GHTI F r	 I Q	 0	 1	 A
0
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
TEST NO = 50_2	 MAK.'E.-TypE = pp
' ----- mo"n -----
SHAPE = RD	 POSITION = NA
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE = NA S%7E m 7-45 ANGLE = 135 DEC
*---------- WING SPAN = 36.4 FEFT ------------- *
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 29.3 FFFT	 RIGHT
PASG NO 7A	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTTTUDF = q F7	 LATERAL DISP| = 0 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 7 Mn||	 WTN» D]nErTTON = 210 DEC.
' .v '» u. - t	/-l'i' -	 N'` j-!/ .'
A/ 111,|i.r = - r"	 | ' .n" A^	 r`| 0 , .	 `	 / r/
wliuo 5PEL`' = i Fii' '	Wlio` nlFEYflow	 N.^ D[o
|[rT	 ^''	 )'	 ' ^	 "	 /''	 7''	 ^o	 RT^HT
,--'^'--r------,--- '
-r ---
 ' -- ' 
^ - 
' --r ---7--'--
FAGS NO 2C	 SPEED = NA MPH
A|TITUQF = 7 Fl[
	 LATERA( nTSPL = 1 FT LFFT OF C|
WIND SPEED = 3 MP!f 	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG





TEST NO = 51	 A/C MAk[/TYPE = tAT
----- BOOM -----
SHAPE = RD	 POSITION = 5" BEHIND
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE = NA SIZE = 8-415 ANGLE = NA DEG
* ---------- WING SPAN = 45.1 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 40.2 FEET	 RIGHT
T%F
	
15	 10	 5	 Cl.	 15	 TIp
FAq^ |AO |f
	 SPEE	 NA MP+
ALT%TUDE = 7 ^T	 LATERAL DISPL = I FT LEFT OF ^|
WIND SPEED = 1.5 MPH
	
WIND DIRECTION = 90 DEG
LEFT 3^	 20	 |"'(/	 |0	 Z^	 3^ RJGHl
p ^S^ NO ]^	 ^PEE» = yA MPH
AiT7TUDF = ^ FT	 \^T[H^| nT6F| = ] FT LEFT OF CL
W!ND SPFED = 7.5 MPH	 WyND DTRECTION = 1010 DEy9




TEST NO = 52	 A/C MAKE/TYPE = W
BOOM
SHAPE = RD	 POSITION - q .5" BEHIND
^---- NOZZLE -----
TYPE = FLOOD SIZE = TK-5 ANGLE = 175 DES
*----------WING SPAN - 38.4 FEET-------------^
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 750 FEFT 	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 10	 5	 CL	 51	 10	 V5	 T7r
PASS NO 1A	 SPEED = NA MPH
A} ' TT'lUT-iE = 8 FT	 LATERAL DTSPL = 7^ FT RIGHT OF CL
W7ND SPEFn	 MpH
	 WIND DTRECT]Ou = 18() DEG
L^^T ^('	 ^''	 10	 0	 ^0	 ^0	 30 RIG||T
Al. TITUDit' 	 Fl	 LATFKH^ »l^P/ = ^ Fl ^IFUU Ur [L
WlNn SPEET` = " H^H
	
u^Nn ^T^E[7l/+^ = ?|`' D^/
LEF7	 PlFl|T
v
PASS NO 1C	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = 7 FT LATERAL DlSPL = 2 FT R]GHT OF Ci
WlND SPEED = 5.5 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 190 D[G
LEFT 30
	
2010	 0	 10	 20	 30 rIQHT
4ORIGINAL PAGE 13
OF POOR QUALITY
TEST NO =	 4
	 A/C MAV:*E i T`r°PF = AC
----- BOOM
SHAPE = END	 POSITION = 5" BEHIND
------ NOZZLE
TYPE = NA SIZE = 10-45 ANGLE - 150 DELI
* ---------- WING SPAN = 40.4 FEET -------------- *
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 38.1 FEET	 BIGHT
TIP 	 S	 GL.	 5	 10	 1c	 TIF'
l ^	 ll	 1
PASS NO I Fi	 SPEED w NA MPH
ALT I Tt_iD F F, FT
	 LATERAL. D I FI. == I FT L-Ea FT nL CL
WTIAD SF°FEU, =2 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - 1 1-?t? D r-
LEFT
ALT I TLIPF	 F-1 	 L. A T t ki;il . I I; r ` ►_	 i F- T R I f- F-I i (ii i_:.I.
WI NT), ::)F-Ffr, 1, = 1[ ► FLT	 i±ilLli^ I7Tf f°? I 11	 I	 V.Fi,
LEFT
	 Vii.'
	 1'.	 ti	 1	 4^. -,'1  (74 i {
,e
	 .,.
PASS 140 1 C	 SrLED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = 4.5 FT	 LATERAL DISPL = i FT RIGHT OF CL_
WIND SFFFP = 1 MPH	 WIND DIRFCTInN = 19t1 DEC
LEFT 36	 t.i	 10	 2l-)	 RIGHT
OR1Gl1IAL PAGE t.S
OF POOR QUALM
TEST NO = 57-2	 A/C MAVX T YPE = AC
----- BOOM
SHAPE - RD	 POSITION - 5" BEHIND
------ NOZZLE
TYPE - NA SIZE - 5-45 ANGLE - 150 DEC
*------------WING SPAN = 40.4 FEET ------------- *
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 35.1 FEET	 RIGHT
TTP	 I s 	 to	 5	 CE.	 5	 10	 15	 TTK
i
PASS NO ?A	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = 4 FT	 LATERAL.. D I SPL.
	 i FT RIGHT OF Cl
WIND SPEED	 MPH	 W T HO I! T FFt: T l 0H	 1 40 DEf
LEFT	 30	 70	 1 i}	 i'i	 1	 e`1	 R I f_-sH°'
PASS I, n 4.
	 F''E.L=^1_' = 174- 1°IFA i
At T T Ti tI', t
= 
_• NA FT	 1 A T t: F 1 C'o I SF• 1	 Wl :i rl	 Fir t
WI ND SPEED = Nib MF I t	 l.J 1 ' 1 i DIRECTION  - NA j E C
LEFT 30	 O





	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT	 LATERAL D I SPL_ = NA FT OF Cl.
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 14I1'D DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 to
	 0	 t o 	 201	 TO RIGHT
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
TESL NO = 54	 A/C HAVES f T YPE,. = Al
--^--_- BOOM
SHAPE= m AIRFOIL	 POSITION = 6" BEHIND 10.5" BELOW
NOZZE_E ..._. a_.
TYPE - WHIRL JETS SIZE = 10 ANGLE - 180 DEG
*__________WING SPAN = 44.9 FEET_____________*
LEFT	 BOOM I-ENGTH = 40.1 FEET 	 RIGHT
TIE"`'	 15	 0`1	 F.CE_	 e	 10	 1F.	 TIE,
P
air
Ft`4FS NO t fa	 SPEED	 Na: NPH
ALTITUDE - Fi rT	 E.ATFRAI DISPI	 A r'T RIGHT 
OF i
WIND SPEED = .5 MPH
	





FASS No U.	 SPEED - NA Nph
AL?ITLEL	 1 0 F!	 E.VEM. Dioe I - I r 1 I 1taII i=ii= _i
WIND SPEED	 55 PIPH	 WI ND D I R ECTI ON = l o6 1 Ft
LEFT 70	 i r,	 10,	 70	 701 FAV P
^d
PASS NO IC	 SPEED = NA MPH
AL.T' TODF W S FT	 I, A t'FRAL D I SFL = 2 FT RIGHT  OF CL
WIND SPEED = I MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION = 190 DEG








A/C MAKE/TYPE = H
----- BooM -----




TYPE = NA SIZE - 6-46 ANGLE - NA DEG
*----------- WING SPAN = 35"6 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 @QOM LENGTH - 35.6 FEET	 R  SHi-
T%F' 
	 10	 "r,	 C(	 5	 Tlr
PASS NO 1A	 SrEED = NA MPH
ALTYTuDF = 9 PT	 LATERAL D%SPL	 1 FT RIGHT OF Cl-
Wit-IT) 5PEFT) = 1.5 MPH	 WlND DTRECT]ON = 7C)8 DE[
LEFT 30	 2o	 1(/	 0	 |0	 7^/	 30 RlGHl
,	 /|o	 ^FEEc = W'` Ui ii
ALTI7U0E	 OF U
W1|It	 ||	 WiND 1)1f	 llUW = |f^iv 11E6




PASS NO 1C	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE "= 5 FT	 LATERAL DISP = I FT LEFY OF CL
WIND SPEED = 2.5 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 90 DEG
LEFT -T 0	 20	 10	 0 10	 20	 30 RIGHT








SHAPE = AIRFOIL	 POSITION - @~ BEHIND;
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE - NA BXZF = 8 ANGLE - NA DEG
*----------WJNG SPAN = 45.3 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 ROOM LENGTH = 40.6 FE IET	 R1CjHT
TYP	 5	 Ci	 F.	 Io	 (5	 T^^
PASS NO 1A	 5PEET7, = NA MPH
At- T1 	 = 9 17 T	 LATERA\ D]SPL = 1 FT LEFT OF 1-i
uTNO SPFEn = I.F. MPu	 WlND I)TP[rllno = 1^0 ViFr
ALllTUDE = ]] F/	 |A7EPHI D] 74, / = 2 F7 R7FV\T pF CL
W(N1 - 5 7 EEu = | Hi	 WI|/0 I'll t(E[TiLUj = \+"' 0E^
\0	 ,`	 ]^	 7('	 T^ FIGHr
`|	 /
^
PASS NO 117.	 SPEED = W4 MPH
ALTITUDE = 15 FT	 L4TERAL DISPL = 3 Fl[ LEFT OF CL
W:ND SPEED = 1 MPK	 WIND DIR[CTION = 120 DEG
LEr^T 30	 20	 10	 0	 ^0	 20	 30 RI GHT
iORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
TEST NO = 57	 AiC• MAVE/TYPE - AC
BOOM
SHAPE - RD	 POSITION - S" BEHIND
-_-__ NOZZLE -----
TYPE - NA SIZE - 8 ANGLE - 138 DEG
----------WING SPAN = 33.8 FEET ------------- ,i.
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 31.4 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 IS	 1C,	 C1	 E	 1^", _	 1	 TIC.
t#
+s
111 1 1 1.1.1111hil"" 	luau u I l Ill I III 111 1
PASS NO 1A
	
6PEED - NA MPH
AL.T T. TI_ DF - 1.6 FT	 LATERAL D I SF 5t. = 6 FT RIGHT Or (At
WIND SPEED = " MPH
	
WTNn DTRECTTON = 1 t,Cr I°,Fi,
F	 H11-1 t
AI__TITLIT`l	 = 11 FT
W T HL 9,PFF i =	 11PI4
LEFT 	 :`^ ,
t_L!' T	 T't	 i (_






PASS IJO 1 G	 sr ED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = 9 FT LATEFAI. DISPL - 3 FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEED - r MPH 	 WIND DIRECTION = 170 nFC
LEFT 30 	 ?it	 1 Q	 r:r1 U	 oft	 30 R I GHT
ULt1#^ 	 PAGE l
or POOR QUALITY
TEST NO = SS
	
A/C MA1<=F *t YPE	 HC
SHAPE = RD
	 POSITION = 6" BEHIND
----- NOZZLE
TYPE - TEEJETS SIZE - NA ANGLE - 135 DEC
* ---------- WING SPAN - 3-£x.4 FEET --------_.e---*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 30 FEE!	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 IC)	 (t	 r	 16	 iFi	 TIV,
PASS NO 1 A 	 SPEED - NA MPh
AL- T I TLIDF	 NA FT	 LATERAj _ D I SPl = NA FT' OF C;.
WIN D SPEED - MA MPH	 WIND I)JRECTTON'	 NA F)Ff`.
LFF''i	 "^`r	 ;?i`r	 1 t_r	 r.r	 { r.r	 ^a^	 ,,C)	 F' Tj—,F4
^`	 t
^	 r —R—t 	 --1 ^'^	 - 	 Pz	 t
r
F a	 I^ r j i,	 ;;^:FeES r = IJA NF H
CALT I TLILIF = 6 F'[	 I r" TF;'•AL D I SPI = 7 FT R I t?H 1 (_IF CL
WIND '51-EED	 1.	 MPH	 MIND PIFECTIt114 = N#4 l -6
LEFT 40	 ''r"► 	 10	 6	 16	 7'f' <, Ft I ONT
l
PASS NO 1C	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = 4 FT	 LATERAL E- .'L = 0 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 1 MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION - 14A DES




of POOR QUAL rry
TEST NO = 59	 A/c MAKE/TYPE = AC
__-_- BOOM ------
SHAPE = RD	 POSITION = 5" BEHIND
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE = TEEJETS SIZE = 6 ANGLE = 135 DEG
*.-°_-__-----WTNG SPAN - 41.3 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 38.6 FEEL'	 RI(;HT
TIP	 1S	 10	 5	 GL	 5	 14)	 15	 TIP
1
PASS NO i A	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE
	
t*_i F T	 LATERAL D I S"L = Nei F? OF CL-
W l lei : RREEV4 = NA MPH	 14 I ND DIRECTION = NA DEO,
!._EF T 	 'Ci	 1i;i	





F` F'1 ,`c Id i^ i i r,.	 S^r^'r__s ^	 (.tg.i i4r?
HL T I T UDE — N i FT	 LATERAL D I SPI,	 W4 FT OF Ct.
WIND Sv-EED — NA MPH	 WINiD DIRECTION = W CE6
LEFT	 'i.i	 ^ i:i	 1 t:r	 i	 1 r`t	 ^')	 'j`sP, I Gk ^T
PASS NO 1C	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALT I t Jl)E = NA FT	 LATERAL D I SPL. = NA FT OF CL_
WIND SF EE- D = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 3i:i	 20	 ^!°y	 ii 	10	 2C1	 30 RIGHT
Oftift-AL PAGE !S
OF P0.11"t




	 POSITION - 9" BEHIND
NOZZLE ----
TYPE NA SIZE - 6 ANGLE = NA DEG
SPAN = -34.1 FEET_,..---------- *
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH m 31.4 FEET	 RIGHT




I a ZM 111 - 1	 ta I m I 1"I
PASS NO I f-	 SPEED NA MPH
ALTITUDE = 9 FT	 [ATERAI DTSFI m 4 F T LFFT OF 0
WINTA SPEED = i Mpyl	 ilTrwr7TIO"
LFFT 70	 21,	 1 n	 pf,
Foss on. h	 Q V; w - ;u, hi, it
ALTITUDE = a Vi	 I A i EW W 561 -	 F i I [I! ni r!
wiwu srccD - i.5 vu t,	 of 1 UP 0 i 14 C t i i A	 arc t UL k,
Erl so
	 ?k	 1)
PASS NO IC	 SPEED = NA MPH
AL T ITUDE = I? FT	 LATERAL UTSPL = 7 FT tFFT OF CL
Wi lD WEEP = 1.5 MPH
	 WTNT) DIRECYION = 100 DEG




TEST NO = 61-1	 A/C MAKE/TYPE = TT
----- BOOM -----
SHAPE = AIRFOIL	 POSITION = 18" BEHIND; 4" BELOW'«
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE = FLQQ%)	 SIZE = NA	 ANGLE - 1B0 DEG
*----------WING SPAN = 44.4	 FEE`T-------------*
LEFT BOOM LENGTH = 39.7	 FEET RIGHT
TIP 15	 10	 5	 C|	 ri 10	 15 TIP
PAF^S Nn |t^	 SPEED = NA MP|/
A|TlTUnF = NA F7	 LATERAL  DISH = Na FT Or [:
ulNO SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA D[(
(A5S kO 111	 N, |ir//
ALTITUDE = [.`	 LA7FFA! n]Tp! - 0 ' [
WIND SPEED = NtA MPH	 WIND DlRECllUm = AA /)E0
LFFT 70	 ^^	 !'	 ^	 ]o	 `	 3'` ' lF^|T
-----r---^-'
PASS NO 1C	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = ZA F J 	|f7ATER0L DISPL = HA FT OF ,l
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION ^ NA DEG










TYPE = FLOOL, SIZE = NA ANGLE
*----------WIN^ SPAN = 44.4 FEFT
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 39.7 rEET





PA5 17, NO 2^	 GPFED = NA MP||
,4 T[T017 = NA Fr	 LATERAL DISF\ = N* FT or Ci
WlN^ 9pFFn = NA ^r^	 wlMP ^l^FrTTON = N^ ^F(
LEFT	 "«	 -`'	 \`'	 `'	 |^`	 Z(^	 ^0	 RTp/r!
FA5 q Nil
{74TTr` /nF	 F 	 /6	 r,	 A F  pr i^
WTN TF, ^PFED = m^ w}`v	 uTNV DlFEC^%km = ^/` n^^
i
^
FA r^s NO 2C	 ^^^E^ = mA nPH
ALTT710[ = NA F[	 LATER/^/ Ul "w = N" FT OF CL
WIND SPFFV = NA MPH	 W<N» DIRECTr0N = NA DFB




	 ^^^^^*^^ PAGE IS
OF PoCi3. QGAUTY
TEST MQ m b4	 A/[ HAKE/TYPE = TT
----- BOOM -----
SHAPE = AIRFOIL	 POSITION = 3.5~ BEHINQI 9" BELOW
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE = NA SIZE = 6-46 ANGLE = 90 DEG
*----------WING SPAN = 44.6 FEET ------------- o
LEFT	 SI8M LENGTH = 40 FEET	 RIGHT
TlF`	 15	 10	 C<	 5	 10	 15	 7IP
PASS NO 1A	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = 16 FT	 LATERAL DISK = 4 FT RIGHT OF It
WTND 5pEFD = 3.5 MPH	 WIND DTRECTTON = 33« DE^
LEFT 3O
	






f A5f, ND }^	 S % 8\ ' = m^ ef'
A|llTUnF = /« F 	 iATF^m DT z^* = '` F  |[FT nr Fl
WIND WEED	 Wii	 wlMn 1T61[/]nw = ^^o nFo
LEFT 3-	 RTpHr
PA5S NO 1C	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = 9 FT	 LATFRuL DISPL = I FT LEFT OF Cl_
WIND SPEED = 3 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG





TEST NO = 67-1
	
	
A/C MAkE/TYPF = ^5
 ----- B OM -----
' SHAPE = AIRFOIL	 POSITION = 27" BEHINDi 32" BELOW
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE	 SP. SYS. ADJ.	 SIZE = D---q	ANGLE	 180 DEG
* ---------- WING SPAN - 40.4 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 38.1 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 1('	 5	 Cl-	 F	 101^	 7]P
PABS NO \f ^;	 SPEED = N^ MPF/
ALTITUDE = t..5 FT	 LATERAL DI^ l 	FT PI6*T OF C!
u7N^ SPEEi	 MR|^TND DT1: ECTI('i^





 \	 _/	 \
64
nLiIl^^[ = c, ' ^ F7	 i^^rFi^^i ^I^/i ~ .5 F  rlG^7 'jF k-
W 	 SPEE^ = NA MPH
	 LQiNa DlR[CTlOm = N^ DEG






	 ^PEED = ,^^ MPH
ALTlTUDE = 8 FT	 LATERAL DlSPL = 2.5 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH
	 W7ND D!RECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 30
	 20	 !0	 0	 10	 Z()	 30 RIGHT
^
VET NO = 67-3 A/C MAWE,T,FE = CS
----- BOOM -----
-
SHAPE = AIRFOIL POSITION = 22" BEHIND; 3i" BELQW
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE = SP. SYS. ADJ.	 SIZE = D-8	 ANGLE = 106 DEC,
*---------- WING SPAN = 40,4	 FEET-------------*
LEFT BOOM LENGTH = 18.1	 FEET	 RIGHT
T7 p ` i5	 10 5	 CL	 5	 10	 15	 Tlf
PASS NO 3A NA MPH
ALTIT(|DE = 5 FT LATER01	 DISp L	 =	 .^ F7	 r([R|T OF (i
WIND 5FEED = NA MP| `	Willi)	 ^^TTOu	 =	 Nf^	 Df7i'
LEFT 30	 26 1K	 ('	 7C,	 3('	 FIGHT
^^	 ! ^-----'---------- -------'`
NO	 I/. ^/LLv = N	 wPn
.i TlTi|n[	 = 6.5	 F|	 ,	 ' ./i	 1	 '|	 01 1 A'' =	 k!	 F[ fit	 H ,	nr	 [^
WIND GPEFD = NA MPH	 NlN1F, i:TPT­ CTlON = A^ ^E6
LEFT IQ/^
!
f ASS III 3C	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALlITUOE = R v(	 L*`EF4L nT^H = ^ Fl | (^i-7 |.F [i
ulNT11 ^PFFD = 144 MPH	 WYND OIRPCTION = NA 11176









TEST NO = 68-2	 AIC MAKE/TYPE = p`B
----- mnmm -----
 ^^^^
SHAPE = AIRFOIL. 	 POSITION = 6" BEHIND 
	 ^
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE SMITH FAIRE SIZE = NA ANGLE = 160 DEG
*----------WING SPAN = 3B.7 FEET-------------4
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 34.7 FEET	 RX8HT
OF POW
- 	
PASS NO 2A	 SPEED = WA MPH
ALTITUD r­ = 5 FT	 2.5 FT RIGHT Or CL
WIND SPEFD = WA OPH	 WIND DTRECTION = NA DEC^
^
P^S6 ^^ ^i '	SPEEh = NA M^u
ALTTTUDF = 6.5 Fl	 LATER*L DJS^L = 3.5 FT LEFT OF CL
tA«IND SPEED = NA MPH	 uIMODIRECTTON = NA DEP




PASS NO 2C	 SPEED = NA JPH
ALTITUDE = 6 FT	 LATERAL DISPL = .5 FT RIGHT OF CL
WTND SPEED = NA MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 30	 201^	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
AN6LE = 180 DEG
TEST NQ	 A/C MA^E/?YP6
----- uuun -----
SHAPE = AIRFOIL	 POSITION = ^^"
----- NOZ7LE -----
TYPE = SMITH FAIRE SIZE = NA
ORIGIt4AL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
*-^ ---------- WING SPAN = 38.7 FEET ------------- o
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 34.7 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 10	 5	 C|	 5	 10	 /5	 TIP
PW5r^ Hn	 SF^Fn = NA MPH
A\TTT E = 6.^ FT	 LATERCii DJ qp |	 FT RIGHT OF CL
WTN^SPEED = W^ MP/1	 w?m^ n%FFrTr^W = N^ ^'n
/
^^SS WO 3\ `	5PEE^ = N^ MF|i
^LT^TU^F ~ ^ FT	 !ATF^^! ^T^P( = '^ F7 L^rT n/ r'
WlND SPEFu = NA M+^	 aTND DIFEt_TI[W = 1»4 ^Ei^
LB-T	 7^'	 ^`'	 1(^	 '^	 I	 i'TGH^
PA8S NO 3C	 SPEED = NA MPH
Ai. rITUIE = 6.5 FT	 iATERAL DISPL = .5 F7 LEFT JF Cl -
WIND SFEED = NA MP!{	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
iFrT	 C. 	 Z0	 10	 0	 10	 70	 30 RTGf Q
Al
TEST NO, - 459
	A/C MAKE/TYPE = T
_-__- BOOM -----
SHAPE = RD	 POSITION - 12" BEHIND
_____ NOZZLE ----___
TYPE = MICRANAIR SIZE = 11	 ANGLE = NA DEG
---------- WING SPAN = 44.' FEET--------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 26.5 FEET	 RIGHT
T'I U'	 1G{	 1 6 	 c	 CI	 5	 10	 1r.	 TTi'
PASS NO 1F-	 SPEED = NA MPH
4A T I TLIDF = PEA FT
	
LATERAL D I SP[. = t--4A FT Or (7
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND D I RECT T OW = Nt^ t+F^`.






F 'fi	 IJt i i	 :F F E—i f = NA Mr-H
Ai_ TTTLii-r F• __ tl	 r=	 I ATPFF i_ iiTF-;Pl'	 _ l`d	 FT	 fly' i
WIND SFEC 1,	 Wf_4 t-ii-H	 WI ND DIRECTT ON = 1 ,44 i)FG
1 FF T	 ":i -:	 :"i ;	 i i+	 +	 I i'i	 ^i-r	 'i7	 R I G T
V	 ta...a,
	 .rt
PASS NO 1C	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT	 L ATERAI_ D I SPL = NA FT OF CL.
WIND SPEED = NA MPH 	 W114D DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 30 	 20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 30 FIGHT
TEST NO	 A/C MAKE/TYPE - TP
----- BOOM -----~
SHAPE - RD	 POSITION - 4 1 ' BEHIND
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE WHIRL_JET SIZE #S TIP-4666 ANGLE = 90 DEG
*-----_—_--WING SPAN 47.5 FEET ------------- *
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH i 38.8 FEET 	 RIGHT
TTP
	 1C	 10	 5	 CL	 F.	 1	 119	 TIC'





PASS NO 1A	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT	 L.ATEF;AI_. D T.Sr L = NH- r"T OF Cl,
W I 14D SPEED = NA MPH	 W T 14D T'1 T r;:ECT I ON = IAA D -17
I P r T	 ' 6	 :''i	 1 t't	 t	 1 Cl	 R T t W.
WAIN v'i-rr i)	 ;ic:	 HFP	 1'11111} 111 F? I.i it1,1 -- 1'14-1 i-F ^
Lt
.
tt^ TLEi T	 16	 1..1	 j41	 44!	 !)	 C', IC ► I i
eJ	 I	 ^, ^	
i{
PA^^S 1,40 1(' 	 SPEED = Nei 11PH
ALT I TUDE = NA FT	 L.ATEPAL D I SPL = 14A FT aF C-L.
WIND SPEF_D	 NA 11PH	 WIND DIRECTION = NH DEC
LEFT 70	 (7-1	 10	 (:)	 1 tj	 20	 30 RIGHT
TEST NO = 74	 A/C MAKE/TYPE = CS
~	
----- muor -----
SHAPE = RD	 POSITION = 8''
----- NOZZLE ---~--
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 32.3 FEET	 RIGHT
TtF	 15	 10	 5	 CL	 5	 10	 15	 TIP
ORCINIAL PAGE:	
* ---------- WING SPAN = 41.3 FEET-~-----------*
OF POOR QUALITY
PASS NO !^- 	 SPEEi/ = HA MpH
ALTITUDE = 144 Fr	 LATERAL DTGPV = NA F[ OF CL
WIND SFEED = NO MFn	 WIND URECTlON = WA DEC,
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 20	 10 RIGH!
rosy |&] \C	 SPUD = NA MPH
AlJTTUDE = Nm Fl	 iA/ERAl D|SFi = WAFT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MWH	 W]Nh D1nECTIQN = NA DE6
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
TEST NO - 70Q , 1	 A/C MAKE/7YPE - CS
----- BOOM
SHAPE - RD	 POSITION = q " BEHIND	 -
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE - NA	 6I7E - NR	 AN(3L..E - 175 DEG
*-----------WING SPAN - 4241 FEET ------------- #
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 33 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 1	 1 c`1	 5	 C-1	 1 ^`r	 1`^	 I F.^
{ ^ 1 1^ J^^^ 11 1 1 1^1 ^1 i 1 t ^'
uRfal"' I'Al. PAGE 14-
OF POOR QUALITY
F'fics.s Nn i is	 SPEFI"i = NA MF P
Al T T T'1 IDE 	 NA FT	 LATERAL I) T 5Pi = 1,11 i FT (-ir-
14 TIA0 gF'EED = NA HF1 1i	 1.lNf) I°+TREC"Tl ;ii `-1	 4,, IYE-1-.
1_FF l	 it	
r	
+._r	 ii	 }	 i"t	 PTt4 t
!	 r
1	 {	 t
AL l I Tt i iF_ = 141Y F T	 { H7F 1 N1	 Ie t ;F'I	 = tscj i `i	 OF Cl1.
WIND  153FLFU = 1:A 1`1111	 W T 11) t` 1111-f.T I i j = i,l" L i-i





F-ASIS 140 1 C	 SPEED = NA MFH
ALTITUDE = 14A FT	 L A'CERf,L. D I SPL = NA FT OF CL
14 114D  1:11=
 EFU = 1 4A 11PH	 WI ND D I RF CT I ON = HA DEG
LEFT ^c
	




TEST NO - 79-1	 A/Q MAk'E/TYPE = AT
----- POOM
SHAPE = AIRFOIL	 POSITION = 7" BEHIND y " BELOW
__--_ NOZZLE -----
TYPE - NA	 SIZE = NA ANGLE - 180 DES
* ---------- WING SPAN - +45.6 FEET ------------- *
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 40.4 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 1	 S	 Cl.	 S	 10	 1r	 TIP
ORIGINAL PAGE IS	 I I IIIIIIIIIIII i j Jill
 ` 




PASS NO IA	 SPEED = NA MPH
AL.T I T plc+E = NA FT
	
LATERAL_ D I FF t = NA FT OF Cl
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DTf^ECTTO" = NA DFF
LEFT	 1'r	 1+`;	 i`i	 ii;r	 ;l	 ';i ► 	 R.Tf i
All T I LIT-F = I iw F ?	 ^_AI Lk l_ If] tif- t_ =. t,4a F!	 Of C:1.
t,!IP)T; ^FFFT	 HC4 MPH	 Wir1r, DTF-of CTION = NH iIEF
L.Et (-0	 20	 Ct F I C-HT
ALT ITUDE - NA Fl	 LATERAL_	 = WA FT OF C!
WIND SPEED = NA 11PH	 WIND D I F ECT I ON = NA DEG
LEFT 10	 20	 F-A 6 H T
4
n -
TEST NO = 79-2 A/C MAKE/TYPE	 AT
SHAPE = AIRFOIL POSITION _ ?" BEHIND; 9" BELOW
----_ NOZZLE -----
TYPE = NA	 SIZE _ NA
	
ANGLE	 ISO DES
---------- WING SPAN = 45.6	 FEET ------- ---- --#
LEFT BOOM LENGTH = 40.4	 FEET RIGHT
TIP 1S	 10 5	 CL	 10	 15 TIP
n;
1 1	 1 1
	 1
pAIX
POM QUAtr PASS NO ?A SPEED = NA MPH
ALT I TUDE = NA FT LATERAL D I SPL = NA FT	 OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPS	 WIND DIRECTION = Nth DE',=
L F! °°' ° S' i	 #r	 j r i	 t+_t	 `a s #i Tf !?
i
P
ASS NO 3P.	 SPEED NA NF7H
f.-1 _T I TalitE = 14F: FT	 L A T F R i_ e T	 t--: F T	 01iF C L..
WIND SPEED = NA MPS-!	 WIND  D T RECT I ON = NA DEG
LEFT	 30	 i c',	 t;	 ?='r	 - e_t RIGHT
PASS NC 4C
	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL DISPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 30
	 20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
FF'ASS NO IA
	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL D I SPA_ = NA FT QF CF_
WIND SPEED", = NA MPH
	
WIND DIRECTION  = NA DEt:-.
LEFT	 7-ci	 >	 i,°,	 _:"	 1	 0 R I G 
1
V`055 Nib I D	 ^ F E€ i = NA MPH
A! TITUDE = NA FT	 LATFR41 n TSF`E_ - NA FT OF E"1
-	 WIND SPEED = NA MPH
	 W 114 i DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEF F	 i()	 2(';	 10	 Ct	 1(_,	 ?c_^	 3t+	 RI ; N i
PASS NO 10
	 SPEED NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT	 LATERAL_ is I SPL = NA FT OF Ct..
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DFG
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 c')	 1 Q	 20	 3-0 RIGHT
TEST NO - 83-2
	
	 A/C MAKEITYPE - PP
----- Boom
SHAPE - - RD	 POSITION - 4" BEHIND
NGTZLE ------
TYPE - NA SIZE - B-45 ANGLE - 135 DEG
*__---_-__-W ING SPAN - 36.3 FEET ------------- t
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 29.3 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 10	 a,;	 C-t-	 IS	 10	 1!5	 TTY`
U	 I	 I	 I	 - p I	 I.	 I	 I
1111111111 Lill 1111i	 I I Illulmillillilill
bulof[VA L^
or	 e4tjk
Q1JAL17Y PASS NO 7A l,-PFFD = NA MP14
ALTTTtlDF' = Nit	 FT ATFRAI.	 DTSPt, - NA F1'	 OF (X
WIND SPFED	 tjA MPH	 WIND DIFECTTON	 NA DES,
LFr'T 7,,(- 	 RTPAWT
PASS NO 2b	 srF:-Eui -- NA' t!Fi
At- T I TUDE = NA F1	 LATERAL DISPL = NO	 or- ct
WINE) SPEED	 NA MPH	 WIND I)TRA'ECTION	 NA DF6,
LEFT	 76	 1'?	 11-1	 -7'-
	
k	 k	 _k 	 7, %7#	 PTCHT
PASS NO 2C	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE - NA FT LATERAL DISPL - NA FT OF CU
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTInN = NA DEG
LEFT 7,0 	 20 	 10	 (► 	 1 fli	 20	 30 RIGHT
Okitili'm FA-JE IS
OF POOR ^UALITY
PASS NO JH	 SPEED = NA MPH
At T T T1- 11 " =; NO, F I	 roATFRAI DTSPl- = NA Fl OF-
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 W114D DIRECTION = NA DF6
LF F"T 7^0	 75	 F I i3i I
01 TT1'!! ,, l	- N(l F--T	 liATFReAl D . SFI	 NO Fl	 OF ci.





FOSIS NO V7	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL DISPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED - NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
I r F- T :3 0 ,^j10	 0	 10	 30 RIGHT
ow	 -=-- -
TEST NO - 65-1	 A/C MAKE/TYPE - AT
Boom -----
SHAPE - AIRFOIL	 POSITION - 6" BEHIND; 10" BELOW
NOZZLE
TYPE - SMITH FAIR SIZE - D 6	 AN13LE - 180 DEC,
---------- WING SPAN - 47.7 FEET---- --see-
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 42.8 FEET
	
R IGHT
TTP	 1 05	 10	 5	 CL	 5	 10	 1 TTF'
1 i11 PAGE IS
OF ^I)OR QUIALLITY
PASS NO IA	 SPEED = NA MPH
A[ T I Tt IDE = NA FT
	 I ATFRAL DTf,FI. = NA FT or cv
WIND SPEED = NA MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEt-:'j
t - Fr-T :` k-)	 70	 1 i'l	 t7 l	 1,-)	 -. (7l.	 70 R T 541
IJ
PASS NO I f , 	 Hpii
ALTITUDE = NA 1- 1	 LATERAi D1 1-41.	 N•4 FT OP CL
WIND SPEEL• = N" MPH	 Lj T 1, i [I 1 -ITF IFCTION ^ ► JA 1)
LEFT 76 RTSHT
PASS 140 t C	 SPED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL DISPL m NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DEG
In(,LEFT 30	 10	 1	 20	 30 R I G1 IT
TEST NO 85-3 A/C MAKE/TYPE	 AT
----- BOOM -----
SHAPE = AIRFOIL POSITION -Via" BEHIND;	 10 11 BELOW
----- NOZZLE
TYPE - SMITH FAIR SIZE - D 6	 ANGLE - t DES
* ----------WING SPAN - 47.7 FEET—__-..—__..____4
LEFT BOOM LENGTH - 42.8 FEET RIGHT
TIP 15 CL 5	 1	 15 TIP
111111111111111 1	 lu 11111111111111 1
PASS NO —QA	 SPEED - NA MPH
AL=T TTUDr = NA FT	 LATERAL T)TSPI = NA FT OF Cl
'41ND SPEED = NA ViPt-1	 WTt4r, DIRECTION	 N" DEr.









N 	 F 4
1AITND SFEEI)	 Wi) Mf--'t 4	 WIND DIRrf- l- 1i -fil	 tAe'i T)Fi-;
I EFT -o 	 t,,	 I Q
PASS NO 7C	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT LATERAL DISPL - NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - NA DEG
.n(.LEFT 30	 -)	 10	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIC,"T
LEFT	 BMM LENGTH = 24. q FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 1	 5-	 CL,	 5	 10	 1 5 	 TIP
PAGE IS
OF POOR QU&UV PASS NO 1A	 SPEED = NA MPHALTITUDE = NA Fl-	LATERAL rjT qPt = NA VT or ci
WIND SPEED	 NA MPI I	 WIND DT REST !"'I'04 = NA DF(
L EFT 71 c,	 I	 ^Yf	 —.1	 .(?	 RIGHT
TIii
	 EU --L;	 it.	 ,
	
-	 f	 i t =
A l	 T!-lrF = N A F T	 LATFRAI- l7iTSF-1 -	1--W, F -i	 OP Cl,
WIND	 T
-.-..
 NA NPH	 WTN-D DTRFTT(tl^
	
eat
LErT	 16	 30 RI(ItIT
%
PASS NO IC	 SF= EFD = NA MPH
ALTITUDE - NA FT	 LATERAL. DISPL = NA Fl OF Cl-
WIND SPEED NA MPH	 WIND DIRFCTION = NA DE6
LEFT 30	 -.,C)1)()I()	 t)	 I C)	 d-	 30 RIGHT
PASS NO IA	 SPEED _ -74 MPH
ALTITUDE = T FT	 I..ATFRAI_ D I SPI	 1 FT RIGHT  CF Ct-.
WTIlrs SPFFrj - q MPH	 WTN1? DIRECTION	172 DE
LFF! 76 .__ RTGHl
PAGE IS
Of	 4uA .
AL I I I UDf--	 6 FT	 LATERAL_ D I SFL = 1 FT R IGHT  O Cf.
WIND  SF FFD = 8 MPH	 WINDD DIRECTION = 10- DEG
I_FFT	 Ttj	 7(-	 10	 t>	 1()	 ^c'_	 7c,'s	 RIGHT
i	 {
J	 /11y1^.3"r	 f9Y }.
PASS NO 1C	 SPEED 86 MPH
ALTITUDE = 5 FT	 LATERAL.. D I SPL
	 (} FT RIGHT OF CL.
WIND SPEED = b MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION = 171 DEG
LEFT 30	 20





	TEST NO - 88-1	 A/C MAKE/TYNE - C5
BOOM
SHAPE - AIRFOIL	 POS ITION = NA
NOZZLE
TYPE - NA SIZE m 8-46 ANGLE - 135 DEG
* ---------- WING SPAN ffi 41.8 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH 33. 2 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 10	 w 	 CL.	 45 	 10	 15	 TT
PASS NO 14	 ,PEED - Nth MPH
AL_T T `T'11T)E = 1 C, FT	 1 A'T'F-Rol_ D I SF"°I_ = I . c FT R I OH'T' OF CL
W IND SPEED = 7 NV IF
	
WIND DIRE ;,"_• TI O14 	 181 DEG











AI_ T I TI Inn = 9.-, F" T	 1_ATEPAL DISF"'I.-	 .O Fl R163HT OF GL.
WIND PEED = 4 Ali'+
t	 14`!	 a ti`:	 ' it	 R I GHT
4
PASS NO 1 C
	
SPEED = NA P'IT'H
At_TITLIDE - 9.2 1= T	 LATERAL DISPL = 1.5 FT RIGHT OF CL.
WIND ST'EE'D = " MPH
	
WIND D T RECT I O14 = 176 DEG
LEFT 30 10	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
TEST NO - FIR	 A/C MWE/TYPE - CS
SHAPE RD	 POSITION
NOZ
TYPE NA SIZE - 8-56
*----------WING SPAN =
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH -
TIP	 165	 to	 5
w NA
ZLE
I ANGLE - 135 DES
42 FEET -------------
27.6 FEET	 RIGHT
CL 5	 10	 15	 TIP
PASS NO IA	 SPEED = 133 MPH
ALTITUDE - 10 FT LATERAL DISPL - J FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 2 MPH	 WIND DTR7_.CTl0N = 10-7 DEr^




1 ,1c, i 1;	 5PLE1, = I 18 MPI i
f)l.-TTTUr-,E = I it F -T	 [ATERAL DTSVI = I F -1 fl-'163HT OF CL
WTN'7) SPEFD = 4 11P14	 WTtJT_) 0TRF(TTni--j = 17[ ► DEG
LEFT 7,0	 20	 16	 16	 -%Cj	 "-c­  -1 R 1 C411
PASS NO IC	 SPEED m 11 ^ HPH
ALTITUDE - 10 FT LATERAL DISPL = .6 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED - 5 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - 184 DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 1 C)	 0	 1(,	 20	 30 RIGHT
0RIa1NAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QIJALITy




	 POSITION - Q" BEHINDI'3•5" ABOVE
----- NOZZLE
TYPE a NA SIZE r NA ANGLE - 90 DEG
*----------WING SPAN = 41.7 FEET ------------- ►k
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 33 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 1i ► 	 5	 Cl	 ;	 I I	 1^	 TIF'
1	 1
PASS 140 1 A	 SPEED = Sig MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT	 LATERAL D I SPI = 14A F'T OF Ci
W I14D SPEED = 12 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 15; DEC
I rrT	 ^ti	 7t t 	 liI	 ii	 lil	 70	 7.4)	 R 1G1 IT
PASS NO i i •	 SPEED = 64 MPH
HI.- T I Ti ifiF = r,'. i^ r' - T 	 L ATEF'Ai i_ ► I Sr I = 6 F'I F: I GFIT Or CL
WIND SPEED = 17 MPH	 WIND riTRECT T014 = 179 DEC
L EFT	 3C ► 	 20	 1 %7t 	 1 t1	 ;?i ► 	 T_rCi R I CaHT
PASS NO	 SrEFF, = 67, 1•IPH
ALTITUDE	 q FT	 LATERAL D I SPL - < ► FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 1 1 11PH	 WIND DIRECTION = 178 DEC
I EFT	 G2O	 10	 C ► 	 10► 	 2,10	 30 RIGHT
4
TEST NO	 1	 A ,, C MAF<'E ^ T'YF'E - CS
- _- - I: nom --- --
SHAPE - RD	 POS T T I ON = NA
------ NML ZL-E -----
TYPE - NA	 SIZE - D4-6 ANGLE - IJA DEG
^k— _-- - ----- ►d i NG SPAN m 73.0 FEET-- -- ---__ ----1
I _EFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 7-2. 2 FEET 	 R JGHT
T 1	 15	 UP
ORIGINAL ME IS' 1
OF POOR QUALITY
AI. T I Tl1r,r - 4. 1 F"iL..ATERfaI I1 I FF'I
	
. i, FT I. F: F'r OF CL
WIND SPFErt W ! 1 IlF'H	 WIND GIPECTUIN - IE3 ce frEP
1. Fr T	 111	 0	 1	 2!	 ,3,i';	 S T R11 1
14 .
 ^r
E rje; lb; •	 =,PF:-+1 ► -	 !	 1^It F
HI_ il'M k+ _	 t^,	 I_«i1E:kraL 1^1wF 1	 i	 F Lhf t Ll 7 L.d
w1141 ►
 `'HE:EIo - 14 1 11PH	 W Iid1",	 DF'f-,
I..FF'T	 7.1..o	 ;	 I•, 	 klt;Ht
► 	 ti
r	 I
F• AS i 110 IC
	 5F•EED = 84 MPH
AL. TITLIDE = 7,5 F'i	 LATERAL L';TSF'L - .8 FJ RTCHT Mir CL
W I 14D SPEED = I:'-, HPH	 WIND D I F,'ECT I ON - 186 OF-65
j	 LEFT 30	 ;?i ► FT T
TEST NO	 q —1	 Ai C KAKEi T'rP1= - AC
----- BOOM
SHAPE = RD	 rt?S t T I ON - 5" BF "T NDI 6" BELOW
---	 Nh? ZLE'
TYPE - NA	 SIZE - D12-45 	 1 ,C5 DEC,!'
4 ---- ---- --WING  SPAN - "38-1   !`.EE.I-----. -------- i
LEFT	 ROOM LENGTH - 4o1 . 2 FEET 	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 1 ct	 C.	 Cl_	 C	 1ct	 t`,	 TTP
'"`T"TlTt`: irllitCl'T^i'r' ^	
n
PASF IJn 1 A	 SPEED = 1 ilik MPH
AI_TITUroF - 6 FT	 LATl=RAL. DISPI, _ 1 FT PIi;NT (IF CI
W I Nn SPIEEr =A I1PH	 WIND 1` T RECT I ON = 1 f^Ct DEft
I.EF"t 	 I,	 ;^s 	 f^l hklt
^R;G^^lQl n r^	 ^ ti	 (
OF POOR QUALay
f- At^I~ Ni l It,	 )FFR 1 =	 MPH
At-T I T LIRE _ - 1 - 1	 1 A I ERAI. Lo I SF'I = I FT 1. FF1 OF Cl.
WIND SPFE I, = 4 Mf't I	 W11111;  Fi T RErT 1014 = I S7 T1EF ;
LEFT	 ,16	 10	 0	 _+} RI6t41
PASS NO IC	 SF FED = 71 MPH
At T I TLInF - 6 FT	 t ATERAL. D I SPL	 1 FT R I0HT OF CL
W T HD SF EEA = 6 11PH	 WIND D I PECT I ON = 160 DF5
LEFT T t)	 :10	 1 0 	 0	 10	 '71-0	 Vo RIGH1
TEST NO = U2	 A/C MAKE-'TYPE = AC
BOOM
SHAPE = RD	 POSITION = 5" BEHIND; 6" BELOW
----- NOZZLE ---_-
TYPE = NA SIZE = D12-45 ANGLE = 135 OEG
*----------WING SPAN = z8.1 FEET-------------
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 3 t.2 FEET	 RIGHT






ORIGINAL PAGE I$FASS NO t A	 SPEED = NA MPH
OF POOR QUALITY F41 .T I TUDE = f, FT	 l ATERAI- D I SPI = I FT R I GHT OF C iWIND SPEED = 5 11PH
	
WIND P I I:`CT I ON = 174 t► F=i
LEFT	 3NO	 21..E	 !R^	 1i.	 ^(r	 :-^'r	 PIGFIT
1r
!	 r
!	 r- -1,-	 i	 t^ti.lt 	 !
F•H^-iS N i r	 ;PEEL, = H" 1-W- P
r4l-.T!TI. ►DF = 7 ,`; FT	 Lt:TERAL. DISFt = c'r F"T RIGHT OF U
W I 1 JLr SPEED 	 MPH	 W I I V) D T RFC I Cs14	 tic. f-,





PASS 1 140 2G	 SPEED = 14A MPH
ALTITUDE = 6.5 FT 	 LATERAL DISPL = 1 FT RIGHT OF CL
WI14D SPEED = ' MPH 	 WIND DIRECTION = 1 7 2 DEC





TEST NO - 4 :7%-1 A C MARE/TYPE = AG
-----
BOOM -----
SHAPE = AIRFOIL POSITION = b" BEHIND; 8" BELOW
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE = NA	 SIZE = D12-45	 ANGLE = 180 DEG
*----------WING SPAN = 34.4	 FEET -------------- >i.
LEFT BOOM LENGTH = 28.8	 FEET RIGHT
TIP 15	 10 5	 CL	 5	 10 TnIF'
1
PASS NO 1A
	 SPEED = 171 MPH
ALTITUDE = 5.5 FT
	 LATERAL_ DISPI =	 FT LEFT OF GL
WIN/; SPEED = 6 MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION = 14- LE6
I_Ft
	 ?. i"r	 6	 1 0 	 Cr	 1i'r	 t_r	 76	 RIGHT
rte_
PASS 140 1L•	 SPEED = 1 ,.5 MPH
ALTITUDE = c FT
	 I.ATERAf. DI SH =	 FT L-EFT' Of (11
WTND EF'EED = 0 MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION = :'1 _ DEG




FASS NO 1 C	 SPEED = 186 MF'H
Ai_.TTTi_1Dt?	 S FT	 LATERAL DISPL - 2 FT LEFT OF GL_
WIND SPEED = 6 MFH




.6" ^ ► 	 1 C► 	 ^► 	 10	 2i► 	 '_-.ii	 R.TGHT
MOINALVAGE is
OF POOR gUALITY




SHAPE = AIRFOIL.	 POSITION = T" BEHIND; 8" BELOW
----- N07 ZLE ------
TYf F = NA SIZE = R-45 ANGLE - 180 DEG
* ---------- WTNR SE=AN = 38.6 FEFT ------------- *







10	 C!	 ^	 10	 15	 T T V
11 1
	 111  !li 1 1 1 1 1	 1	 1	 1 1	 ^
At..TITUU- = r ; T	 LATr.-RAt- DISK
	 :_. k FT RIGHT OF CL
W T rjj) SPFFD -
	
MPH	 IAI T NI? 0 I RECT I IN - 109 DEC-,







AE._ T T TUDE = 7 .5 FT
WIND SPE I) = 3 NRH
I-FFT 30	 ?o	 10rI
WWI) - 107 NP H
t ATERAL Oi =, L = 1 . FT RIGHT OF Cl
WIND DIRECTION  = 176 DEG
0	 10	 20	 30 R T i,LIT
TEST NO q5	 A/C MAKE/TYPE ACURIGINAL PA(;r Is	 ----- BOOM -- ---OF POOR SHAPE - RD	 POSITION - 6.5 11 BEHIND	 +QVl^rt^
	 NO Z I L E
TYPE = NA SIZE = 121-45 ANBLE = NA DEG
*----------WINO SPAN = 37.8 FEFT ------------- *
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 31.3 FEET	 RIGHT
TTP	 l5	 I 	 5	 CI_	 5	 1l	 151	 TIC"
i
	
J1 a	 a	 ^
PASS NO IA	 SPEED = it  HPH
Al T I TURF = NA F T
	
LATERAL- D I SPl. = NA r T OF Cl.






P" ;S Ni i IT'	 PC_ED -	 MPH
ALT I T 1 !PF = R FT	 L.ATFPAI. D I SF I= 7 FT L Er T of c L
WIND SPEED	 5 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 176 DEG
L. E.F T	 3o	 :''	 1 0 	, ,	 I ,-r	 T,,	 P I i,Iil
i
1 
PASS NO 1C	 SPEFD = NA MPH
AI- T I TUDE = NA FT	 L ATERAI U I SPI. _' NA f T OF Cl.
WIND SPEED - 7 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = l 9t! DEG




TFST IJO - 96
	
	 AiC MAKE/TYPE - GS
----- Doom -----
(MIGIRI AI PAGE N SHAPE - RD	 POSITION - 8" BEHIND
OF P0GP QJALITI( 
TYPE - NA SIZE - I.F-1 ? LE ANGLE = NO DEG
*-•---------WING SPAN - 41. q FEET --------------
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 33.1 FEET
	 PT(-:,14T
TIP	 1'S	 V,	 CL.	 5	 TIP
I
I
u IL 1 11 111
F'ASS NO 1 n	 SPEED = q 7 MPH
Al T VT LIDf =	 F T	 I ATERAI. I't T SP1 = NA FT OF Cl
WIND  SPEED = 1: 11PH	 WINO n I REC T T nN = 1 H5 DFi
rr f ?c,	 ^(7i	 1	 i	 I C .	 70 PTGHI
PA c,'i;i NO 1 I*i	 aF EF i) := crr MT'L
AI T T TI IDE = ' r ' T	 LATERAL D I SPI.. _ it FT RIGHT  nF CL
-`'4	 W I NT) SPEED =	 IlP1I	 W T IAD D I PEI'1' i n1-1 = 1 w r 1'^E r
l_E`T zi	 ?i I	 I Co	 0	 16	 :10	 -".0 R T GHT
PASS NO IC	 SPEED = go MP1i
AI. T I TI JDE - 6 FT	 LATERAI D I Sri	 0 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SrEEI? = 17 MPII	 WIND I] I FEC T I m - 160 DFr,
1_E FT 7,O 0 	 10	 0	 10	 ^'^1	 ?CI RIGHT
TEST NO 97	 A HAVETYPE CS
QIJ41 ITY	 TYPE - NA	 SIZE - BC-10	 ANGLE - NA DEG
* ----------WIu8 SPAN - 42.3 FFFT ------------- *
LEFT	 POOM LENGTH =	 FEET	 RIGNT
TIP




SPEED = 91 wPH
ALTlTUDF = 11 FT	 LATERAi DlSPi = 7 Fl LEF7 Or Cl
WIND SPEED = 7 MPH	 WIND DIRECT}nm = 182 DE6
LFF^	 3(-1	 2-1)	 1/'	 0	 10	 3n RMHT
PA^^^ UU |^
	
5F^[^ = R^ Npi
A|TlT\mF = R FT	 LAT[RAL I}I5PL	 FT LETl n-F [i
W11411 SPFED = 8 14F1 	 W]||D DIRECTION = 108 DEC-,
RIC
^	 FASS NO |C	 SPEED = 93 Mpf
ALTITUDE = 9 FT	 IATERAL DISFL = 1 FT LEFT OF r^L
WlND 9PEED = 6 MM	 WIND DIRECTION = 169 Dt:-"G
^^^^
TEST NO r c?8 	 A/C MAKE /TYPE B
Boom
SHAPE RD	 POSITION - 0.5" BELOW
NOZZLE




------- WING SPAN - 37 FEET-------------- * 
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH • ',55.1 FEET	 RIGHT
TIF	 15
	
lit	 5	 cl-	 815	 10	 J^	 TIP
PASS NU I P	 SPEED F16 HPH
Al-.TTTl.jDf- =- 6 Fl	 LATFRAl- T)TSPI	 (', FT PT(-,IIT OF' C,.
WIND SPEEI) - 12" MPH	 WIND DIRECTION	 21=; FE(-,
LFFT	 PTSHI
PASS 1 141 I C	 SPEED = I I S MPH
AI - TITI.IDE - 6 FT	 LATERAt- DISPL - '2 FT I.EFI Or- Cl.
WIND SPEED - q MPH	 WINT) 0TRECTION = 200 DER10	 11)LEFT 30	 t-	 10	 10	 40	 30 RIGHT





-POSITION - 5.5 BEHIND
---- N07 ZLE - ^---
TYPE - IAA	 SIZE - 8-45
	
ANGLE _ i35 DEC,
*------------WING SPAN - 35.8 FEET -------------- *
QRI(31NAL PAGE IS
	 LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 26.6 FEET	 R I GH
OF POOR QUALITY	
TIP	 15	 5	 CL	 5	 1 n	 17;	 FT I 
1Iiiiii	 1Ilul III IiiiiikilliIiiiiiiii
PASS N O IA aF'EET) = 78 MPIJ
AI._TI TI 1TV	 = 16 FT	 LATERAL. D T SPI..	 =	 i	 FT L EFI` OF Cl
W T NF SPEEV , _	 MPH WIND n I RECT I ON = 177 7
	T)Ef
I
PASS NO	 I i, HF,H
ALTITUDE = E, F- T	 LATERAL D I SPL_	 =	 d	 FT LEFT OF' U
WIND 5F'ECT) = I () MPH WTI-41.)	 nI RECTIOIL	 = 1 8 1 DEC,
I_ EFT .gip 2'i1	 1 t^ t^	 I:,	 i` ;^:^ F. T f;i- I f
^'	 1
4
FASG NO 1 C	 SPEED = 7(.) MF'H
AL 1 I T11PE - 7 FT	 LATFRAI" D I SF'I_ = O FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 11 MPH	 WIND DIPFC_TTON = 175 DEG
L FFT 36	 20	 l o 	1	 20	 30 R i f;FIT
°TE51 WQ = 100-'7	 A/C M#KX/T^ME = 7	 ^
----- BOOM -----
SHAPE = AIRFOIL	 POSITION = q" BEHIND
----^ NOZZLE -----
TYPE = M%CRONA%R	 SIZE = NA ANGLE = 1e0 DEG
*----------WINS SPAN = 43.5 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 ROOM LENGTH = 2 65.8 FEET	 RIGHT




~	 ~	 ~	 ~	 '	 ~
PASS NO 2#:~	 SFFrD	 HrH
ALTITUDE = 8 FT
	
LATERAL D}SF-| = o FT RJCHT OF Li
WIND SPEED = 2 MPH	 WIND DIRECTT[U1 = 16-7 PU,
LCT^ 3^	 ?^	 ^o	 o	 |^	 `''	 7s PT(-,KT
PASE; Nn 2F	 5FBE.' = Wp o+H
ALTITUDE = 7 r7	 LATEFud Dl ,5/1 - « rT nTm|T nr O
WIND SPEED = 3 MPH	 WIND DTR[(77I0P = 180 PFI^
LFFT 36
	 Z(I10	 0	 |0	 2^	 -7-r}G*i7
PASS NO 2C	 SPEED = 118 MPH
A|TJT(. )E = 14 FT
	
LATERAL DISPL	 FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 3 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 150 DEG




TEST NO - 101-1	 A/C MAKE/TYPE - AC
----- ROOM -----
SHAPE	 RD	 POSITION - 77" BEHIND; 5" BELOW
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE NA SIZE - 6-45 ANGLE - NA DEG
#----------WING SPAN - 37.6 FEET --------------
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 31.4 FEET	 RIGHT
TTP	 15	 1	 5	 CI._	 S	 IC,	 15	 TTF'
IJUiIi
PASS NO IA	 SPEED = 61 MF1 ­ 1
Al T I TLIDF = NFL FT	 LATERAL D I Srl. = NA FT OF Cl
W I Nn SPEED = ' 1 .1PH	 WIND D T RECT T ON = 164 DE6
LEFT	 ?C,	 ?t:,	 1t'	 i,	 1 i 	 A',	 Zt:,	 RICF1';
i'r+S`, I ,1( 1 11:	 SPEED = k I 1'IPH
01 T I rUI)F_ = 1 I FT	 I.. ATEPAL D T Sr i = 1 FT RIGHT OF Cl.
iAJTNT? SPFED = 15 11PH	 WIND DIRECTTO14 = 180 DEC.
LEFT _.k:l	 2i ^	 10	 R I GHT
I	 j
PACES NO IC	 SPFED = 79 HF'H
ALTITUDE = 5 FT	 LATERAL DISPL = z FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 9 MF"'H	 WIND D I REC:T 1 ON = 183 DEG




TEST NO - 101-:	 A/C MAKE/TYPE = AC
----- BOOM -----
SHAPE - RD	 POSITION - 3" BEHIND; C; " BELOW
---- NOZZLE -----
TYPE - NA SIZF = 6-43 ANGLE = NA DEG
*----------WTNG SPAN m 37.6 FEET-------------4
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 31.4 FEET 	 RTGIAT
TIP	 185	 10	 6	 CL.	 F	 I	 185	 TIF
PASS NO ?A	 SPEED = a7 MFH
At_TITLIOE = 12 FT	 LATERAI. DISFI- = 1 FT FJ(-'BHT OF CL
W I 1li) SPEET, = i NPH
	 W T Nn D T RECT I [1N = 178 DECD
I_ 
(






ALTITUDE = 1 '? . 5 Fl
	 I A T FRAt D I SPL.. = 0 FT P I OtiT C ►F Cl
WIND SPEED = 2 MF'H
	
W 1 111 1
 D I F. FC- i I illJ = 1	 UF C.
LEFT	 ?^► 	 20	 10	 C► 	 ]^"^	 a''	 '•!:1	 RIGHT
r
PASS NO 2C
	 SPEED _ 10? MPH
ALTITUDE = 15 FT	 LATERAL DISPL = 1.5 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = t MPH	 WIND DIRECTTn' , - 2OC► DEG





OF P00R QUA'6.ITY TEST NO = 102	 A/C MAVE / TYPE - TCDOOM -- ---
SHAPC. = Rll	 PUB I T I ON - 7 ►► FWP 5. c" r+L.W LDG EDG
----- NOZZLE -----
T'Y'F'E - NA	 SIZE - DE+-45	 ANGLE - 90 DEG
rk---------- -WING SPAN - 16.7 FEET -------------- *
L.EFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 35 FEET	 RIGHT
TTP	 I^	 lt1	 5	 Gl-	 65	 1	 TIP
a
PAST Nn 1 A 	 5l-EFp = 142 MP14
ALT I TI.IDE - NH FT
	
LATERAL D I SPIT = NA FT OF Cl
WINO►
 SFEFi,	 -4 MPH	 WINI'l t,IRErT low - lEi4 I)Fi-
L	 1 t' ► 	 i	 1 i i	 °`i ,	 Sal	 P I Cpt I i
1
F"ss NO i b	 SPEED - L%.-j, al fi
r?^7 I TUL+	 P!r't F"1	 LATE VAL IjTSF L - N" F'1	 OF U
WIND -PEEF, = 1 MPH	 WIND DIRECT ION = 193 DEC.
I. F'F '	 ' ►->	 ? ►',	 1,"^	 ,	 1 ^l	 20	 i ►	 R T rI I r
4,^y
Pf4t.» NO 1C	 CPEED = 196 MPH
Al T I Tl_IDE = 5 FT	 I_ A l FRA, Ii I SPl- = 0 FT R I F.HT f_►` CL
w 1 IUD SF'EE D= A' MFI I 	 W1140 DIRECTION = 171  DEG
!_EFT	 201 0 	 0	 1 ()	 d.	 fit? P I Gill
pit	 PAGE
Of
T F 5 T NO - 103
	




POSITION - 8 1 ' BEHIND
NOZZLE
TYPE - NA SI ZE -- 8-46 ANGLE - NA DEG
----------WING SPAN = 42.17 FEFT ------------- A
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 32.4 FEET	 RI GHT
TIP	 15	 10	 5	 15	 TTP
I ILL I I I I I 
I 
I I
PASS NO 1A	 SPEEn	 1'6 MPH
Ai-TlTUZj,- - 14 rl	 LATERAL DISPI. = ^j FT LEFI Or C- 1
WllJD SFEEV - I 11PH	 WT14D PIRECTV11 - 1 - 186 i)F(-.
LFFT	 (1	 2, 6	 7,0 R T 6+11
POSC; f4ci If,	 ^7,1-
Al-TJTLJl,F - 1;',5 F I	 I ;aTFr L .	 "I r-,'I(ll!T Cif Cl
i;PFED = 6 MPH	 L•ITI-In 0TRECT .1	 IL91 rJEC- I
I-EF]	 7W,	 26	 1	 P T GHT
FASS 140 1c.
	
SPEED - 117 llf-,H
At TT f I IT)F = I "' FT
	 LATFRAL DT9PL = I Fl LEFT OF CL.
WlNn -,,PFEI , = 4 hPli	 WTNn DIRECTTHN = 16Z DFC,
LEFT	 ',Cp	 24')	 14	 1 rk
	TEST NO - 104 - 1 	 A 	 11AKF/lYPE - Pf,
0kQ1NAL PAGE IS--_--roomSHAPE - RD	 PPS ITIHN - 6 1' BEHIND
OF POOR QUAUTy 	 NOZZLE
TYPE - NA	 SIZE - 8-45	 ANGLE - 17'.!j, DES
* ---------- WTNS qPAN w 39.1 FFFT -------------- 4
I. FVT	 BOOM i-ENGTH = :73.2 FEET	 FIGHT
TM	 VC;	 10	 45	 CL.	 1 c 	 TTF
PASS NO 1A	 qprFl,.	
I' 
1c; 1,-IF- ,H
s'if 1I TI 1D = CP r T	 I ATr-.	 P T cz l	 F I L. FVT nf v
tfl , il ! SPEEL,	 MPH	 W MC, it 1 PFf- T I ON	 J " rL.,.
j+
_
1	 1 1 - S 1 1, 4	 (-irij
AL 1 1 T I IDE Ni i F I	 I ATF RAI. 11 T qP I	 =	 t-V	 r I (IF
WIIJb	 SPEE11 i I-WH	 V1 Nf) 1) T F. Ft: I 1 (11 4 	 1
J -FF1	 7^0 I rq^4T
r*f1GS 1 •40 IL	 WEE:; — NO NFli
ALT TTI1DF - 1; FT	 I ATEPAL DISPL cr i's FT RIGHT Of- C1.
WIND cPEFU - 7 MPH	 t-iii%irt D l f( ECI tnN = -,-s-
'? 
4 i',FG
LF	 '7i1	 '26	 10	 ii	 1()
	 ?_ 1 1	 7 i 's R I GHT
F-'.
I
ORIGINAL PAGE IS TEST NCB A/C  MAKE / T Y P F = PR
OF POOR QUALITY _= ----- sonm	 ----
SHAPE = RD POSITION = 6" BEHIND
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE - NA SIZE = 6-45	 ANGLE = NA DEG
----------WINS SPAN = 7 c+.1	 FEET-------------*
LEFT
	 BOOM LENGTH = 33.2	 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15 10	 5	 CL	 5	 10	 1.-	 71P
^ L1	 1
FOSS NO ?A SPEED	 124 HP11
ALTITUDE = R FT	 LATERi4-	 l'tISFI	 = 0 FT FIGHT OF rl
WIND SPEED = 4 MPH	 WIND DIREGTIO.t4 =	 19' DU'.







Iii'i ^F=Fct:	 c	 i	 'ai
ALT I Tt IL1E _ ..	 V I	 L. PTEPOL
	
D i CF'I	 `'	 F T	 I_EFI	 OF	 Cl
ItJTPI n 	 SPFFT, _	 '•	 hir'I!	 l%;Tllr, t l lPFCT TON =	 07	 DEF






PASS; Nn -11c 	 _F''ECD - 1 -7 HF H





W l WD DIRECTION = 144 nE6
LEFT "70
	 24	 1	 0	 1	 26	 30 RIGHT
fTEST NO = 105	 Ai C MAk:E /TYPE = HI ►
	
PAl {$ 	 Boom -----ORIGlNAt	 SHAPE = RD	 POSITION = NA
	
-OF POOR QUUM	
----- NOZZLE -- ---
TYPE - NA	 SIZE• - 6-4`.5
	
ANGLE - NA DEG
*----------WING SPAN a 7Q0.6 FEET------------->I
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 28 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 10	 S	 C'L	 I*,	 TIP
PASS NO 2A
	 SPEED = 64 MPH
ALTITUDE = ' FT
	
L ATCC:A1 DT c;P1
	
FT R I01 {T OF Cl
WIND SPEED _ +1 MPH
	 WING DIRE TIIIN - 1 q7 DEG
LOFT
	
717,	 ^tI	 1,,	 I,.	 -t..	 -+_^	 RTC:HT
f^+
N(t	 r, -rFEi, - eS MF°H
At T I'1 LII)F	 - o- 'r t	 1 4TFRAt 11 1 SP1
	 2 FT LEFT OF rL
W l N I) SFFED _ ° NPH W I ND  DIRECTION ! oq Dub
i .EFT
	 10 20	 10 7,')	 RTCI-J7




	 SPCED = 11,1 11PH
AI_TITUDF= - 7 FT	 LATERAL PTSPI
	 0 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED _ 2 MPH	 M IND D I PFCT I ON	 1 6.E nEG
LFF T 70	 "?0
	







l oP MOR QUALITY
TEST NO m 106-1	 AEC HAVir T rPE CS
SOON
SHAPE= - RCS	 POSITION - S" BEHIND
NOZZLE
TYPE NA SIZE = 10-45 ANGLE =0 NA DEG
*----------WING SPAN - 35.3 FEET ------------- •
LEFT	 50011 LENGTH - 33 FEET	 R I GHT
TI P
	1F,	 10	 10	 15	 TIF
1
PA 15S NO If'.	 SrEED = 127 MF-t 1
Ai TiT01-47 - II E`1	 LATEFAI. 11I 1,;Pi = 1 FT RIGHT OF CL
1411M FT`CEI> - 8 1F-ii 	 WINL► DIRECTION = 1+'+q i_lEi
L EFT	 '"t'► 	 1 ca	 t>	 ] °r	 ?t^	 :>0 R T GMT
+
i	 ~ 4•	 +
.. fir`` •.
is
E'F1`a:•; 	I .i, I	 1 1,	 ..._	 ; '. ,	 1-IF H
ALTI1*4iDE = 1	 F 	 LATE=RAL. DISPI	 ? FT LEF"1 OF-  CL
WINO SPE.EI , - c6- 1 •%44	 W i tdil I) I F•.• Fi' 1 TOM : 179 1)!•=`1;
I.FF'T	 7o,	 :10	 I(t	 30	 F' I13FiT
-.. Syr
PASS NO IC.
	 SPEED - 1 7- -,  HPI-I
ALTITUDE
	
13 FT	 L. ATFRAL. D I SPI_ - I FT RIGHT OF iX
WIND SPEFT) - 7 MPH	 WTI,1n nTPFCTTON = 10-1 DEG
LEFT 7%0	 : 0	 10	 ►>	 1 ()	 C ► 	 ?o R T f,t IT
T*FS!,'I' No	 MAV'F/TYrf:	 PIF,	
ART
tAiGINAL PAGE 13	 14nom
OF POOR QUALITY
	





	 ANGLE - 13S DEG
*--__.___.-__W T NG  SPAa w 31.7






	 GL.	 10	 j 'i	 TIV
7,177-1
• ASS Ni I #a	 SFEEA = 130 H l -
ALITILIPF - J4 Fl	 I&TERAL DISM	 7 Fl 1018"T nr Ga
il	 ryjrr-*;- rjp N j =	 1,--,l	 j--:*
LEM	 No RIMM
ti
WIN" SPFEU	 9 HI P 	 wTHn pynprr,n!i
I A r-
r--
— llb 111*1 IC-	 SPEED = 138 HPH
ALTITUM - 11 FT
	 LATERAL nim - 2 FT LFFF PF uk.
WIND st- EED - 4 MfH	 WTNI) DMECTION - 191 DEC
4 E F T
	 XO	 A)	 10	 t I	 10	 20	 7f)	 r, l i,l 17
vkIGINAL IAGL IS	 TEST NO	 108-1	 A/C 11AI-X t TYPE - C W
OF POOR QUALITY	 ----- BOOM -----
SHAPE - RD	 POSITION = 7"DEHTNDt L," ABOVE
----- NOZZLE - - -__	 •
TYPE - NA 5I7E = 6 ANGLE - NA DEC
-----------WING SPAN - 41 FEET ---------------
l_EF F 1	 BOOM LENGTH = 7, . h FEE - ; 	 R i GHT
TI F'	 1S	 1	 5	 .1	 1	 TIF
I	 r
t	 i
PASS NO 1 A •PE't I) = 10 1 
	
HI -H
Al.'T I Tl II1F.	 - E1. `°,	 FT	 I ATFRIII
	 P T SPI -	 I	 FT I FF"1	 OF Cl
WIND SPEED 4	 HH1 I W i m) n I `SECT I ON	 11E- i
1. FF T ^r`	 I „ ,	 rr ^F-TrWl-,,	 ,, r
i ,I T I T'1.117E M NFL Fl	 1. r)'TE RAL. D T SPI. - Nr"1 `T	 nr CI.
111 NO °^PFE1 : = -I HPI	 W1111) D IR2E.'(711 1 .4	 175 UlFf"I
I EFT	 7,i,	 yi)	 I	 ,1	 IC?	 'It'r	 iii	 RTt;11T
pAF,5 14n 1 C.	 CIF'EED = NA MF'li
AI. TITIlUE = 0 FT
	 LATERAL DISPL.	 1 FT RIGHT OF U.
WI NI) SF'E:FF, - ;' NPH	 WIND D I REGT T ON = 1 n l T^Ef7
LEFT 30	 20	 1il	 0	 1^1	 ;1t1	 3
	 RISHT
TEST NO = 10'?	 A/C NAK.E/TYPE~ - 1
	
pAdE {S	 -- --- Boom -----SHAPE = AIRFOIL-	 POSITION = 12" BEHIND
	
OF i
0a QUALM	 ----- NOZZLE • _ __
TYPE - MICRONAIR SIZE - NA ANGLE - NA DEG
*----------WING SPAN = 44.3 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 26.5 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 1g	 10	 Cl	 Tir
1	 4	 a
FASS NO I f^	 SPEED = 74 MPH
At. T T I LIPF = J '. FT	 L oTERAI 1 1 15f-It = 0 FT R I I^HT OF' f"1.
tad T ND SPEED = 6 1 ,1[1 1
	WIND  DIRECTION	 411-11  DEG
LEF1	 30	 -1)	 1 t-1	 r',	 I	 2f1	 0 R I G II
	
'^" ^	 fJ	 k*.. ,. err ..^
Al 1 1 TI ID . = 12 F'1	 I ATF1•'HI I p 1 1-4 L = 1 f i H 1 cim, Of' C I_
WTND srEFri - 4 i-wii	 Will:- T -1; , E1-Tlfllf = 171 fiFi;
1 EFT




PASS NO 1 C	 SPFE D = 121 MPH
ALT 1 T 0DE = 13, F'T	 LATERAL P I SF!.. = 1 FT R I 6Hl" (?F CL
WIND SPEED - 6 MPH	 WTNT) I'TI:FCTTnN _ 1S ►? DEG.
3	 LEFT	 ►1	 20	 I0	 i1	 1'1	 20	 -,C ► R UIHT




SHAPE - RD	 POSITION - 6'' BEHIND
----- NOZZLE
TYPE = NA	 SIZE = e-46 AN61-F = NA DES
N^------------WING SPAN - 37. -3, FEET---------------*
LEFT	 U400M LENGTH - 20.1  FEE1	 RID*
TIP	 15	 1i,	 S	 Cl_	 S	 10	 15	 TIF
+	 r
PASS NO J A 	SPEED = 117  MF•Fi
AI.. T T' Tl1f,F = 15 FT	 L. ATFRAI . D T SF'L. = l7 FT RIGHT 0 1- Cl
WIND TP E0 = 9 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 166 DEo
[ F-F _Y	 TO	 20	 1 i 1	 ii	 101	 p l l	 30 R IGHT
y
r	 i
OL117UD = +A F 	 L ►1UkAL- DIV! - 1 FT RIGHT Ub i.
WI ? M SPE:FD - n MPH	 VI NH ,
 DTRECITON - 1"? 11%,
LEFT 0	 To	 10	 0	 1 0 	 20	 30 R IGH1
i
PASS NO is	 5PE:ED = 67 MF-Li
AI TTTUDE = 15 FT	 LATERAL. VISPL = 0 FT RIGHT OF CL
W T NIA SPEED = I MPH	 WINDD DTRECTION = l q DEG
L._EvT zo	 PO	 10	 0	 10	 20	 TO RIGHT
_­_^ 
_,N^




POSITION = STD. CESSNA
----- NOZZLE -----
ORIGINAL PAGE 15
	 TYPF = NA
	 SIZE - D10-45; ANGLE = NA DEG
OF NOR QUALITY	 *-----------WING SPAN = 41.7 FEET ---------------
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 33. 2 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP
	 CL	 S	 1l1	 15	 TI P
1	 a
PASS NO 's;	 SPEED = 84 MP H
AI T ] T1.111{' = `. G Fl	 DISPI = 1 F •T RIGHT Cif Ct
WIND  SPEED- - 13 MFH	 WIND D I REC1 • 1011 = 184b 1)C (4
I Fr- -T	 :10	 1i	 ti	 10	 ?i► PT("H7
FAS.-, 114'	 F'F-Ei.^ - Si r1h^i
C4i T ] 1 1 111E c C -"°• F' I
	
{.. CiTF Fi fAL D ] F:Pt - , F, FT F11 6H1 OF Cl
WIND  SF'ELU = 1 1-I111
	
W I I IU DIRECTION = 176  DGi-
I_ EF'f	 ::()	 It)	 ;:(?	 - 0	 ^ 1 GH1
I
PASS NO 2C	 SPEED = (34 MPH
ALTITUDE = 4 FT	 LATERAL DTSPI.
	
1 FT LEFT OF CL
W 1 NT) SF"'t=CD = I A' 11PH	 WINE, D I PEC1- T ON = 167 DEG




TEST NO - 111-3
	




POSITION = STD. CESSNA
NOZZLE -----
ORIGINAL PAGE Ig TYPE NA SIZE  - D 1 O-45 ANGLE = NA DEG
OF POOR QUALITY 
* ---------- WING SPAN - 41. 7 FEET------------- -^
LEFT	 DOOM LENGTH = 33.2 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 1o__,	 S	 Cl	 5	 10	 16%	 T IF'
	
1	 ^	 1
PASS NO 3A	 SPEED ^4 MPH
At T I TI.InF = 7 FT	 L.ATF-PAL D T SP1. = 1 FT 1. EFT nF Cl
WIND SPEED = 15 MPH	 WIND DIRECT 1 f1N = 18C) DEC:
LEFT	 .N(')	 '?i► 	 10	 0	 1"t	 -i ► 	 30 klhHl
4f.
1 •-
ALTITUDE r 1,4i4 F1	 LATERAL DISPI = llFi FT Of Cl
VTHD SPEED = 12 IlF-H	 wTNV OTPE(TT 1 1 11 = lA^ T)FG
LEFT 3 ► : ► 	 20	 10	 l ► 	 10	 26	 30 PIrHT
r
f
Pf►SS NO 3C	 SPEED = 77 MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT	 LATERAL DISF'L = NA FT OF Cl.-
WIND SPEED = 10 11PH
	 WIND D I RECT I O14 = 1 L14 DEG




TEST NO - 114-1	 AX MAVE/TYPE - CS
BOOM
	
01t1GINAL FACE IS .. SHAPE 
= AIRFOIL 




OF POOR	 Y TYPE TEEJET . SIZE - 0.4- 46 ANGLE - NA DEC,
--- -------WING SPAN	 41 . q FEET ----------- -.—_
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 33.7 FEET 	 RIGHT




SPEED = I I H MPH
Al. T I TUDr - 1-7 FT	 LATERAL D I SPL = I FT RIGHT OF Cl
W I 11Li S; EEP = R HF H	 WING DIRECTI ON = l 7e, 1 , F( ,







x Fl_ i,	 i	 1-iF•1
« ►LTI'rUJ^E = S	 F1	 LHTFi ciL L► IF t =	 FT F21G1+T OF Cl
WINIi SFTEC'	 Ht'H	 011111 1)IREC'T ION = 1 56 DEC,
LEFT 71	 20	 1 C ► 	 t► 	 10	 s  P. T 6F i i
-^----..
PASS NO 1 G
	 Si'Er D = t 1.3 MPI-I
Al- I I T I ID = 15 Fl	 t ATt_- RAL D I SI'L = ' FT F' I t:H T OF CL
WIND 5PEE0 = 6 ; • ►F'll	 WIND DIRECIICIIJ - 149 GEG






TEST 1 .40 - 114--3
	
ArC MAF'F/T'YF•E - CS
-- - BOOM ---.._
SHAPE - A i RFO I L
	
POSITION - If'" BEHIND; I 1" BELOW
----- NOZZLE ------
TYPE - TEEJET
	 SIZE - 6-1.0	 ANGLE - NA DEC
*----------WING SPAN - 41.4 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 33.7 FEET 	 RIGHT
TIP	 IS	 5	 CL	 1	 15	 TIF'
1	 t	 a h ill
PASS NO 5N	 SPEED = 113 MPH
AI_TITULIF = II FT 	 t ATFRAI. DISPI = (I FT RIf:HT OF CL_
WI ND SPEED = a ML I I	 WIND  D T PECT 1 f)tJ	 1'177, DEC,
LEFT 70
	
1+o	 Iff	 2. (1	 -V) RIGHT
PASS, Nc,	 .:c i I t • _	 16 *; HU N
AL T I j ( 1 DF = NA F I	 L Al I • h,d L I ^ I ; = NN F l 	 nt C1.
W114T, gPEFT) _	 HP14	 1-11 !'i 1 1(11	 =	 '^^ i =
►
_Fr t	 ?.c;^	 ,?i r 	Iii	 1	 ;!^°^	 ,t'^	 PTf4FiT
1 N
PASS NO 9C
	 SF'FFi) = 1 1 b MF H
AL_T I TUDE = 1 FT	 L.ATERAI D I SPL - 0 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 4 MPH	 WIND DIRECTInN - la7 t)FG








TEST NO = 1 1 1.5-1 	 A i C MAKE • TYPE = AC
------ Plltll•i ___--
SH#)F'	 A T RFO I L.
	
POS I T ITJN	 4 " REH I NCI i co". 	 PEt 014
NOZZI.F
TYFF = SPS SYS
	 SI ZE - 6-4n	 ANSI E - 180 I11d6
--- --	 WIIJr SPAN	 40. 7 FEET-----------.-- 4
1 _EFT	 F+00M LENGTH	 36.1 FEF'T	 P 11:111
TIP	 ITO	 1	 C'L.	 ri	 10	 1r,	
Tr
IF=
^ T	 '	 1	 I	 1t
"11 lA: III as a 1as a	 •	 L aaa aas.•
PASS IJI-1 1 r t	 PFFr, = 107 MF'I
Al T' I rl 1r•r	 I ^ F-!	 I INT17- PA1 r' T CP t = ! r 1 P 11-Ml  ram r-i
Lull." , 	 1.1141	 W114 • h TFECTICIN	 1c°	 ^:t
1 Fr	 I r	 it	 Ti1	 ?i	 ^.^r	 FTlyt I
1	 It..	 4li C^Fi
	
=	 4„1	 cl:.
., TI Wh!	 r_ k i F'I	 I	 T-I i.11,1!I et.	 ;
c:i!'It	 ^ i I i-1^	 --	 `^	 1'11'I . 1	 L•l11^.11	 1^ -11'I-^	 i Ilu^ 	 ^ ^	 -




"'t ` ( 1
J11 1 1	 r>f'[ ET) = ^? % MPH
;!.	 1
	
1111)L- w 10 F- T	 L ATF RAI V I SFt - I FT h I f,"T OF Ct
Id ' A
. .."[, r r, La r, 11F . 11	 N 1 ND D I RFCT T nN - 174 I)F1.





TErT NO - 115-3
	
A/C MAKErTYfE - AG
---- ROOM -----
SHAPE - AIRFOII-	 POSITION = 4" FEH INDI 9.5" BELOW
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE - SPG SYS SIZE - 6-45 ANGLE - 160 DEG
*----------WING SPAN - 40.7 FEET-------------^
LEFT	 BOOM L-ENCTH - 36.1 FEET 	 RISHT
TIP	 105	 1ir	 15	 Cl	 !r,	 10	 1!r;	 TIP
1	 1	 1	 1
ASS N(l f;	 SPFED = IJA MPH
1 .4I TIT (If)F	 Hf) FT	 LATERAL D I Sf 'L = NA FT OF LL
WING SPEED NA MPH	 WIND DIRUTION = NA GEt,
L EFT	 71'?	 71-1	 i?	 7'0 R1rNi
fit
Fr4Sr FJ F ' ,
 't	 SFEEfj = Ni+ MFII
M_TITUDE = NA 1- 1	 LrOCrAl- f1ISI'i = 10s, F'1	 Vlr t i
WIND SPEFF) - NA MPH	 WIN D DIRECTION	 NA DEC,
I _ EFT	 3,0	 (.-	 I ^ ^	 i 	 1  ^	 '^ 	 F, I t;N ;
f
PASS NO x	 SF'EED - NA MPH
At T I T1.1L1E - HA FT	 L(O URAl 1l 1 SPI - NN FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA 1 •IF'I I	 WIND DIRECTION = NA I pFG
L EFT Tn	 20	 1 C.	 0	 1 ^^	 1it	 tr ► R 1 GH1
•mss w-	 .r"^^ _=Amp
_ -	 ORIGINAL PAGE a
OF POOR QUALITY
TEST NO - 1 16-1 	 A /C MAh. E %TYPE Q CS
-	 - - --- BOOM
SHAPE	 AIRFOIL 	 POSITION G 8.5" E ?H I ND p 10" BELOW
----- NOZZLE
TYPE NA	 SIZE - D4 ANGLE . NA DEG
*-----------WING SPAN a 38.8 FEET-------	 4
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH	 31.8 FEET	 RIGH T
TIP	 I IN 	 I(?	 15	 CL	 g	 1	 15	 TTP
x'655 NO 1, ^	 SPEED
	
106 MPH
MI -TT i0DE = q ri	 I ATERAI I)TSFt C ,'► FT PT(-,41T OF' C.I.
W1110 SPECTJ = q MFIi
	
WIND G[PEC'Tl(A4	 ISt'? DEC-.




PASE.) ► JU J).
Al T T 1 l IDF = Fj . 5 F T
	
t Il r r F^^aL. I ► I ^f''t	 ► F1 R I f'.f- 17 nF C
W 1 NU SPEED = a tlf-^





	 T(.	 'i 1	 ^' I Cr i.^
1
1
Dn ,S 1140 1c,	 l;F•FEro ^ 11,) I•IF,H
(^L T I 1"UDE = I0 FT	 1 A TERAL D l SPL = 1 FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEFD	 1 I-IrH	 L•ITND DIRES=T TON : 1777_^ DEG
EFT _O	 0	 10i^	 1^^	 A.w %* ► 	 f'lGt
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
TEST NO = 116




POSITION = 8.	 BEHIND; 10"
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE = NA SIZE = 04 ANGLE = NA DEG
*----------WING SPAN = 38.Et FEET----------- —*
LEFT	 BOOM LENG TH = 31.6 FEET	 R I CHT
TTP	 ;S	 Ico	 5	 CL	 F.	 1	 TTF
I	 1	 n
1	 i	 +	 t	 a i	 1 a a
PASS 1 .40 1	 SPEED = 117 HPi+
s'%: TITLIT -pF = NA F?	 I.ATEPAL. F'tISF'I = NA FT	 nV (71.
WIN j SFEEi l =	 HPH	 LiiI?41) DIFEC110N = 151 DEC-.






•	 rHi	 ^;.^ _	 =.F•Ecl., -	 1^ ;11=1-
H:-'T I Z 1 iiTr =, f T	 t ATt:F:aL D I SI- •t.. = 1 FT R I CrHT P-F CL
vi t c ll = FE4- t: — # l-iF r.	 "' H IL, DIRECT IOrl = i'a i. F6
I_Fr	 'i-t	 'e	 1	 i ► 	 I ^^ 	 ^!"t	 76	 R T Gt IT
,t
r' 	 1







NO LL'	 FPEED = 1 0-7 MPH
AL1'ITIIDf-	 Q FT	 L.ATERAt DISPI. _ ] FT RIGHT OF Cl
ul 1.
 I•II't F.F-EE) = c:; Mr•H 	 W T HD D I PECT T ON = 151 DEC,
L EFT 30	 2. ► 	 10	 0	 1	 R I GI-IT
ONOW PAOR It
OF POOR QUALITY
A ! C MAt-.'F- ,'TVF'F -
51jr,1'r, • Amrnit-
	PnSITT(lN - 4.1" BEHINI)a 10. 1,5 11
 PELow
NOZZLE ­­-
T'YPE	 WHIRI.JETS	 SIZE - NA	 ANGLE - ISC, I)FIS
*-----------WINGSPAN= 45.4




SPEED	 1 17, MPH
(1 1 TMIDE	 Q Fl	 I ATFRAL DISPI.	 7.5 F'T RIGHI 011
c•F*rp	 c? MPH	 WT14D I)TRECTli l ll = IM'I Wt.
t,Fri	 I	 1 0	 7C► R T Gli
"Je
1041F.f^AL 111 1+t w 1.'N FI LFVt
i's
	
140 t 	 qF7FCn = 11' HP14
NI 1111l')E – Nil FT	 [-#)'rrRAI DISPt. - 	 r-T	 OF CL
IkITNO ^M`FFD = 7 MPI 4	 WIND DIRECTION = 177 DES













POSITION - 4.5" NEH I NDI 10. 5 " BEL OW
----- NOZZLE
TY'P'E - WHIRUETS
	 SIZE - NA	 ANKLE - 1811 DEC
*----------WING SPAN - 45.4 FEET ------------- i
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - Z8.8 FEET 	 RIGHT
T IP	 105	 10	 g	 GL	 M	 TIF
PASS NO 4A	 SPEED = 1 'il MPH
AL T I TURF - 10► FT	 L.ATEPAL. D I SPI. ffi 0 FT RIGHT OF GL
WIND FPEF'D - 1 MPH	 WIND DIRFCTInN'- 14 q DFC
L.FF1	 :0	 21'1	 fir	 (r	 10	 i0	 70 RIGHT
\	 r
I,Ass NO .1 i •SF E'E D = 1 r ► PIFN
ALT I TUDI_ ` N ►1 F 1	 L AT EE AL	 R No F1 OF iA
WIND  SPEED - 1 MPH	 WI ND DIREC TION 	14Q DEC







PASS NO 4C	 SPEED - 1 I e• MI'li
AI T I 1 um
	
1 1 FT	 LATERAL  II I SPI_	 2 F T R] C,I I1 OF Cl
WIND SPEF D © MPH
	
WIND  DIRECTInN - 07 DEG
I.FFT	 Xi	 ^()	 10	 i► 	 1")	 ^ ►'►	 710 RICIIT
I	 ^
aONGINAL PAGE 0
OF PM i t QUALfTY
1 ES 1 NO R 1 18- 1	 1 ^ C HAkF a TYNF a E:
E nom
POSITION -',RAILING EDGE
- -- NO 7LE
SIZE . D0-4S	 ANC,Lk m NA DEv
*----------WING SPAN = '_:T.2 FEET--------------1
LEFT	 ROOM LENATH - 44 FEt=T	 RIGHT
T T P	 I S	 I0	 5	 0' l	 5,	 1	 15	 7 T F,
P,
PAS; 1.101 10	 SPEED = 99 NPH
AL T T TI IDE = 9. 5 FT	 L A'T, 'RAi. D I SPI. s 1 FT RIGHT OF C: L.
W I N1l SPFF0 = 7 MPH	 W INO  DIRECTION	 177 DEC!,
LEF1 -36	 LO	 10	 0	 to	 'Yl RISH"
1
 I ^	 1	 1
r' 	1
POSE; Nfl 1 f t 	 I:PEED _ ,,I r, 1-ww
AL.TTTUDE - Q FT	 LATERAL DISF • L = 1 F7 LEFT OF' CL
WIND  SPEED = S MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - 17S DU-i
L E 1- 10
	
20	 111	 1 F: T f:HT
PASS 110 ! C	 SPEED = 102 MF•11
NI.TTT11DF = 4 FT
	
1.ATFr,6L DTSPL c C► FT RI -441 OF CI.
WIND ;:F-'EED = 5 1-1('11	 WIND DIRECTTON = 1021 DUG,










TEST 140 - 119	 A/C MAI':E/TYPE	 G5
----- BOQM --__-
SHAPE = RD	 POSITION - 7" BEHINDI 4.5" ABOVE
-----NOZZLE -----
i	 TYPE	 SPG SYS SIZE - 10-45	 ANGLE - NA DEG
i --------- -WING SPAN = 38.8 FEFT ------------- >«
LEFT	 ROOM LENGTH = 73.1 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 1	 CI	 5	 10	 15	 TIP
1111111111 Lill 11 A ll li li li LL 11 11 11 1111
PASS 1140 lid	 SPEED = NA MPI i
AI T I TUDE = Mil FT	 LATERAL P I SF'L = NA FT OF Cl-
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LFF'T	 Iii	 .'X-I7.0	 FI[rl1'T
PASS NO 1C	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT	 LATERAL DISPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = NA HPH	 WIND DIRECTION = NA DEG
LEFT 77 0 	 111	 0	 1	 20	 30 RIt;H'f
oMINAL PAGE iS
OF POOR QUALITY
TEST NO = 1210	 A/C MAKEiTYPE = Wx
----- BOOM -----
SHAPE - F:D	 POSITION a 6" BEHIND
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE - TORRENT SIZE - 4 ANGLE - NA DEG
* ----------- WING SPAN - 39.1 FEET ------------- M
LEFT	 ROOM LENGTH = 35.7 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 10	 5	 CL	 5	 10	 15	 TIP
PASS NO 1A	 SPEED = 79 MPH
ALTITUDE = 10 FT	 LATERAL. DISP1. = 7 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 6 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 174 DEG
LEFT 3t)	 20	 10	 (_1	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
	
r	 ^
r"ASS NO 1I1	 SPEEi, = 96 I•IF'F1
Al T I T1IDF = 1 1 FT	 LATERAL DISPL = 7 FT R I GH1 OF CL
WIND SPEED = 6 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = t3c? DEC,
l_F.F T 7N(p 	 ^	 10	 C► 	 14)	 -	 30 RIGHT
PASS NO l C	 SPEED = 93 MPH
AL.TTTIIDE = 10 FT	 LATERAL DISPL = 0 F1 RIGHI OF CL
WIND tiPEFD = 9 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 14 7 DES




TEST NO - 121-1
	
	
A/C MAKE/TYPE = Wk
----- BOOM -----
SHAPE a AIRFOIL	 POSITION - (3.5" BEHIND
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE - TEEJET	 SIZE - DES	 ANG1_E - NA DEG
*----------WING SPAN = 40.9 FEET-------------4
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = ,,.;. 4 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 10	 5	 CL	 5	 10	 15	 TIP
PASS 140 IA	 SPEED = 111 MPH
ALTITUDE = 7 FT	 LATERAL_ DISPL. = 5 FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEED = MPH	 WIND D T RECT I m = 704' DES,
LEFT 30	 ;'C ► 	 1	 f)1 i^	 ^'O	 ^(T RI GHT
ti
PASS NO 1 R	 SPFETi = 1 i17 HF IA
Al_T : TIIDE = 1() FT	 L.ATERoi DISF'L = ^ FT I. EF'T (1F CL
W I Nt, SPEED = 5 NPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 710 E)Ff•
L EFT	 3t_
	
'23	 1 i,	 70	 F' T t;F IT
PASS NO 1CD	 SPEE,') = 107 MPH
ALTITUDE = 4 FT	 LATERAL DISPL = I FT RIGHT nF Cl
WIND SPEED = 5 MPH
	
WINE► DIRECTION = 193 DEG
LEFT 30 	 10	 0	 10	 TO	 7 0 RIGHT
ORIGINAL PAGE is
OF POOR QUALITY
TEST 140 - 121 z	 A/(, 11"kFiTYPE - WX
----- BOOM -----
SHAPE - AIRFOIL	 POSITION - 8.5" BEHIND
------ NOZZLE -----
TYPE = TEEJET SIZE . D-8 ANGLE - NA DEG
*----------WING SPAN - 40.9 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 33.4 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 1i,	 5	 CL	 5	 10	 15	 TIP
PASS 110 3A	 SPEED - 42' MPH
AL..TITUDE = 1w FT
	 LATERAL. DISPL. = 1 FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEED - 5 MPH
	
WIND DIRECTION = 192 DEG
LEFT 36
	 20	 1	 0	 1(71	 ? ►'t	 30 RIGHT
PHSS Nn ?Ft	 •_;PFED = qL- HPP
AL.T J TUDF.
	1 LI E=-t	 LATEFNI. I1I^3F• i. - 6 FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 4 MPH	 WIND DIRECTTON = 181 DEC;
10	 t.1
PASS NO 3C
	 SPEED = 94 MPH
ALT 1 TI 1DE = 11 FT	 LATERAI O T SPL. = 1 FT L.EFT OF CL
WIND SPEED =2 MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION = 158 DEG
LEFT 70	 1 C ► 	 ►^	 1	 20	 7cl RIGHT
TEST NO = 122	 A i C MAKE %TYPE = f:S
SHAPE = RD	 POSITION = 7.5" BEHIND; 4.5" AIUVE.
----- N07ZLE: ----
TYPE - SS SIZE - 6-45 ANGLE - NA DEG
ORIGINAL PAGE IS	
*----------WING SPAN = 42 FEET--------------*
OF POOR QUALITY LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 31.9 FEET 	 RIGHT
TI 	 15	 10	 5	 Cl_.	 5	 1	 15	 TIP
1
PANS NO 2H	 SPEED = 106  MPH
ALTITUDE = 10 FT
	 LATERAL. D I SPL = 0 FT RIGHT OF CL.
WIND SPEED = 6 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 21 2 DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 ci	 1t'1	 20	 Vii, PTt;HT
P,
i
PASS HA `F,	 5-FEEV, = I I t 1 1.1Pi,
01 T I TI lPr- = 1 1 F'l 	 16*TF Fri iI	 I , 1 5F'1- = 0 FT F. I GI-41 OF CI
WIND SPEFTj =	 I-IFli	 WIND DIRECTION = I7tt 11EG







	 SF'F'ED = NO HPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT	 LATERAL. U I SPL = NA FT OF CL_
WIND STEEP = NA MPH
	 WTHD DIRECTION = NA DEG
30	 20
	 10	 it	 10	 "	 30 RIGHT
-T—	 -7---7_	 1 --- T___1
J
r-^.Vr
TEST 1 ,40 = 122-3	 A/C MAI' Er TYPE = CS
SHAPE = RD	 POSITION - 7.5" BEHIND; 4.5"04BOVF
ORIGINAL PAGE= IS NOZZLE -----
OF POOR QUALITY TYPE = SS SIZE = 6-45 ANGLE - 14A DEG
*----------WING SPAN - 38.7 FEET --------------
1-EFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 33 FEET	 RIGHT




PASS 110 7"	 SPEFf, = 115 HPH
AL.T I TI IDE = q F'T	 LATERAL. D I SPl-	 1 FT RIGHT OF GL
' ' I ND SPEED = 4 HFH	 W i 14D DIRECTION = 178 DEB




NASS 1110	 SPEE r► = f,,9 MPW
Al- T T 1 IJi , E	 12' F T	 LATF F'AI- T) T SF'I - o', F I F I GtI i Or t




16	 c'i	 I t')	 Vic?	 7,"?	 RIGHT
PASS NO -C.	 SPEED = 1 12 11F H
Al T I TURF =• 1 1. FT	 LATERAI n T SF't = 1 FT 1. EFT OF Cl-
WIND  SPEED = 7^ HPH	 W T 1JD DIRECTION = 165 DEG
I_ FF l	 7WO	 20	 1 i	 0	 1 it	 Lll	 ?,l'► R I 6HT
TES1 Nn = 1 4






URiGINAL PAGE IS	 TYPE	 NA SIZE - D4-45 ANrL E - NA DEC,
OF POOR QUALITY
-- -- ------WINO SPAN - 42 FEET--------------*
I_FFT	 Ronll LENGTH - 1 . P FEFT	 RIGHT
TIP	 ]r	 10	 Cl	 1i^	 I'N	 TIP
I	 ^
Rtr -55, NO 1 {I	 PEEF, = 1 1	 I.1F'H
Al. T I TL1DE = 18 FT
	 LATERAL D I SPI . = 6 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPFED =7. MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = I Q 1 DEG
L FrT 31 0 	20	 10	 6	 1	 -50	 -i	 R I GFIT
r^
P F^6 11; NO 1 Tl	 aF•rFi. = I t.f._ I • IFI i
HI T TT I IDF = IS F 1 	 LATERAI Ii T -! r%Fl = I F I F 161117 CIF GL
WINI, SPE=EP
	
MPH	 WIIarp I)IRECTTON = l —/ T)Fr,





Pons IJQ 1 C	 SPEED - 112 MPH
ALTITUDE = 15. 5 FT	 I_ ATERAL. D I SPL = 0 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED	 4 MPH	 WIND DIFECT 1 ON = 1*78 DEG
L EFT	 TO	 ?^ i	 1()	 C)	 1 ^'► 	 :,C^	 _^tl	 P I GHT
TEST tnl - I "5
	 A/C MAKE/TYPE = CS
----- E+nom -----
SHAPE - RD	 POSITION - NA
----- NO771_E -----
TYPE - NA SIZE - 6-45 ANGLF - NA DEG
*----------WING SPAN - 41.8 FEET-------------*




	 1 0	 s	 Gl.	 °i	 I ^^	 15	 T I F`•
J
PASS NO I H	 SPEED = I i MPH
ALTITUDE = 12 FT
	 LATER# iL D I SPI. = .7 FT 1. EFT OF CL
WTND SPEED = 4 MPH	 WIND DIRECTTON = 196 DEG
L.EFT	 -30	 20	 1('	 7'4-1	 7#'#	 R I GFIT
PASS Id 17 1 U	 gF•EEi"# = I i 5 MPH
AL.1 1 1 LID[ = I I f i	 L_AT FR.iI D 1 SF I = F. F1 L_ FFT Or (,.L_
WIND Sr • EEI. _	 MPN	 WIND DIREI''TION = H2O DFr-,




FASS 140 1 C	 SPEED - 167 MPH
AI_ T I TUT71E = 10 FT	 LATFRAI. V T SPL - 0 FT RIGHT OF Cl.
WIND SPEF'D =	 MPH	 14111D D T RECT I ON - 218 DEG
LEFT 30








TEST NO - 126
	 A/C MAKE/TYPE = CS
BOOM -----
SHAPE AI RFOI L
	
	 POSITION - 4" SEHIND1 6" ABOVE
-- NOZZLE
TYPE	 NA SIZE = 7-45 ANGLE - h'A DEG
or poMOfctGU''^^`_QUAD	 0----------WING SPAN - 42 FEET-------------*






POSS 144 1A	 SPEED - 1 + % MPH
ALTITUDE - NA FT
	 LATERAL DISPL - NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED	 C MPH	 WIND CTRECTION	 218 DEG
L. EFT	 T	 21%)	 10	 1 +)	 217+	 30 F I GFiT
1 it 	 J
FASS Nn 1 i I	 •^PEEF, = 112  1 •IFI i
ALTITUDE = 1 -17 FT	 L_ATERi il_ D I SPI_ = 2 FT RIGHT OP CL,
WIND SPEED = 5 11FFI	 WIND DTPECTTON = 2757 DEG
LEFT 6	 1	 1	 716	 3,o FIGrIT
_ ?	 PASS NO 1 C	 SPEED = 1 i +4 MPH
ALTITUDE = 1 q F1	 LATERAL DISPL - 1 FT LEFT OF CL





	 :	 -- RIGHT
^v
I EST Nn - 1 ^T	 Ai C HAVEi T YPE m W)(- T( IIit+I IJE
ROOM
SHAPE - STD.WEATHERLY	 POSTTIfill = NA
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE - FLOOCJETS SI'F--
 - TV5 ANGLE = NA DEG
A-----•------WING SPAN - 40.79FEET-------------#
LEFT	 ROOM LENGTH = 7 0.6 FEFT	 R T GHT
TIP	 In.
	 Iir	 "	 CL	 c	 1+r	 1C	 Tlr
10101VAL PAME is
Of POOR QUALfTY
FASS NO 1 f)	 SF'EEr► = 7 15' llFH
AL TIT11DE - 1T FT	 LATERAI DTSF'L - 7? FT LEFT OF Cl
WIND SPEED = 7 MF'H	 W T 14D D T RELIT T ON r 1 7Q DEG
LFrT ;fit ►
	 20	 1 i► 	 t ► 	 74 R TGHT
rte'	 IiI
I 	 11 tf	 1	 "^	 ^.	 ^ ^.r~^
F'' ►ASS 1'aC) t ^.	 wP('F i r ._ i I ` lir-I
ALTITUDE = 1 1 r T
	
L ATE kAl T ► T E' 1. ;-- ' ^ F'T R I C•1 1T OF CL
MIND SPEED = '2; 11PH	 wT1-1rr, r► TFErTiow = 10,4 Dr-r,
Lf- FT
	 I r 1	 :i ► F T GHT
PASS Nn IC	 SPEEI) = I I r"1 11PH
AI.TTT l fDE - 1 FT	 LATERf)L DISPL = I FT LEFT OF CL
WtNT1 f?f'FEr► = 5 MPH	 611ND riIr:FC.TTON = 171 DES





I EbT Nil = 1 -28
	
	 A t C MAVE r T yr PE = PF
----- BOOM --- --
SHAPE = AIRFOIL	 POSTTION = 6" HFHIND; 8" BELOW
QKIG.NAL PAGE IS 	 ----- NOZZL_F -----
OF PWR QUALITY 	 TYPE = FLODUETS S17F - NA ANGLE = NA DEC-,
* ----------- WING SPAN - 35.3 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 29.3 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 1	 5	 CL	 5	 10	 15	 T I F.
s
PASS NO 1. (4	 SPEED = 166 1.1PH -
ALTITUDE = 10 FT	 LATERAL. D I SPL = C) FT P I GHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 3 Mi1 -'H	 14114D DIRECTION = .24t DEL
1_ Er T	 711:1 - 1	 C)	 I	 i i	 1 ^	 '=i ,	 7-%k-,	 RIGHT






F'H=^S 1.40 1 F,	 SF'FET) = I i>t. Hi •l;
ALTITUDE = 10 FT	 LATERAL	 = i i rl R MHI C:IF C.I.
WIND SPEED = NA HPH	 W1111) M FEF. T T Cfld - _^_, Df C
LEFT	 1	 1C 	 ?l", RIGHT
!	 I
PA55 NO 1 C	 -_ FETED = 1 J :' MPH
ALTITUDE = ] 1 FT	 LATERAL_ DISF'L. = 0 FT FIGH T (IF CL.
WIVID SPEED =	 MPH	 WI ND DIRECT TON = 166 DEG
LEFT '<	 20	 1^:^	 ,^	 I0	 mil	 30 RIGHT
IEST 140 a I.` +	 Ar t"• MAk;ErTrFf _: C-S
Vton 1-
SHAPE - AIRFOIL 	 POSIT"ION	 N"
----	 NOZZLE ------
TYPF = SMITH FATR	 STZE = 010	 TINGLE - NA 1)EG
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 	 SPAN = 42 FEFT -------------- *
OF POOR QUALITY	 LEFT	 BOOM L.F NO  H = 2. 1 FEET	 R I [BHT.1. IF.	 ir.	 I( 1 	 F,	 Cl	 'TIC'
^p
PASS NO IA	 SPEED - I (): MPH
Al T T T(1DE = 710 FT	 LATERAL D I SPl 	 FT LEFT OF Cl
WIND SPEED = ? MPH	 WIND DIRECTION	 11,9F DEG
€	 I-FFT	 .,11	 ,;,	 ill	 ,_,	 I,,	 .^.^	 P16HT
s	
^	 l 'L^ r I	




PASS 1-11 0 l F,	 SPEED	 I lei 1*1 t
Al T T T I ITIE. - 14 1- 1	 L i"1TE FOAL- I) I FF`1 = I r i L [A FT OF C.i
141M) SPEED =	 11PH	 L-1 T Nil D I RECT I nN = 3` 09 DEC,
I L 1 .T	 16	 Ml 1	 11 1	 1 1	 1 l~ I 7(l F T(-IH!
FW5S NO IC	 SPEED = 10tl IhPH
Al T ITIIDE - f A FT	 l A TF RAl. D I Frl - 7^ FT I.Ir F T OF CL
W1N0 SPEED = 4 MFH
	 WIIID T'^TRF'CT1i?hJ ^ l^I Df^f:
I_i-E T	 'i ► 241
	i ^'1	 1i	 1	 :70	 36 	 RIGHT
00,11toL ?AGE Is
Of f,(,Oft
TEST NO - I'10-1	 fAi(- HAV:V/T'YPF = CS
BOOM
SHAPE = AIRFOIL	 POSICTON - NA
N077LF
TYPE - SMTTH FAIR	 S17E - V12-4!",	 ANGLE - NA T)E(-,
SPAN = 4 7t% FFFT -------------- 4
L EFT	 AonM LENGTH - 32 FEET	 fm;Hr
TT P	 1	 10	 !"t	 cl	 5	 10	 1S	 T I
FOS ,i NO 1., 4	 SF" EED = 118 MPH
At TTTILJE)r - 17 rl	 LATERAL DISPI - 2 FT RIGHT OF GL
W INO SPEED - 4 MP14	 WIND T)IRECTTON = I q 75 I)Ei-,
i FF- I	 it	 10	 tl	 16	 10	 p 
I CH
PAS`3 NO I 	
SPEED 
	 I I R i'l l - I,






tFFI	 It	 p I SHI
PASS 1\40 Ir.	 SPEED = 112 MPH
ALTIT1111F - i I Fl	 I ATFRAL, DI qPL = () FT Rlf;Hl OF (71.
WIND SF'EEo = 4 MPIA
	
WIND DIRECTinN = 160 DFG
L FFT* 30	 iii	 1 Cl	 71()	 310 R 1 (140
10
TEST NO	 A/C MAKF %TYPF - CS
----- A0f1h1 -----
SHAPE = AIRFOIL	 POSTTION = NA
----- NOZZLE --_--
TYPE = SMITH FAIR SIZE - D10-45 	 ANGLE = NA DEG
*----------WING SPAN - 42- FEET-------------*
ORIGINAL PAGE IS LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 32 FEET	 RIGHTTIP	 1g	 10	 5	 CL	 5	 I	 1.NC 	 TIP
OF POOR QUALITY 1
PASS NO 'CIA 	 SPEED	 116 MP I1
AL TIT UDE = q FT	 LATERAL I► TSPI_ - (7) FT RIGHT OF GL
WIND SPEED = 3 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 171 DE1;






F A; S 1,10 ;:R	 SPEED	 1 I ^? MI H
A1..1 1111DE: = fa FT	 10TERAL DISPI - (") FT RTC41 1 IN I~!
W 1 ND SPEECH	 r. 11PI 1	 WIND D I RFCT I Ora nz 18q DEi
1. EFT 	 1	 1 -1	 :`il	 3i1	 R 1611-1
PASS 1411 :C.	 SF'FFD	 12—,  NPH
At T1'1111if: _ 7 FT	 LATFRC4, [)IFPl s I FT LEFT OF Gl
WI1 ,111 SPEED = 3 MPH	 14TNI) D IRECTION = 191 DFG
L EFT	 0	 1	 1 cy	 1' 1	 30 R I PHT
ffJ
TES1 NO =	 104	 A.r MAKE I 1 YPE - CS
Boom
SHAPE =
 AIRFOIL 	 PnS I T I ON = NA
----- NOZZLE -- -__
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
TYPE a SPS SYS TURRET
	 ST7E 114	 ANGLE a NA DES
OF POOR QUALITY *---.-------_WTNG SPAN - 41. 0 FEET ------------- r
LEFT BOOM LENGTH - 77.8 FEET	 R T GH1
TIF' 15	 1	 CL 5	 1^: ► 	 1F.	 TIP
1 I 1 11 1	 i I I I I I 1	 1 111	 JL I	
I 
I I I III I I Il
PASS NO 1 FO	 SPEED	 1 1 I MPH
AL TTTUDE = 14 FT	 LATERAL. DI5F•L - C FT RI6FIT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 4 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 206 I)EG
I FFT 70	 70
	1 0 	 	 10	 70	 TO R T GHT
r:,1
r• '	 ^	 I
F , F;!_^^ , NO I F ,	 SF EEL S - 1 14 NF 1 !
AL_ T I T 1 IDF - 14 r i	 I ATF"RAI P I SPI = 7 FT RIGHT OF Cl
WIND SPEEP - c MPH	 W IND D T RFCT I ON = 703 DEC,
LEFT 30	 20	 Iii	 0	 1 0 	 20	 3n R TnH7




PASS NO I C	 S,PEF L1 = 1 1 1 MPH
ALTITUDE = 4 FT	 LATERAL DISK = 2 FT R e GHT OF CL
WIND ,PEED = 4 MPH
	
W T ND D T RFC'T T ON = 200 DE:G
L FF T 30	 20	 10	 0	 10	 70	 30 R I G"I
l
l
TEST NO =	 1 7%2 A/C h14--E r	Y" =	 H
SHAPE = AIRFOIL POSITION = 3" NEHINDi 8" BELOW
-- --- NOME
TYPE = WHIRL.JETS SIZE = 03	 ANGLE = 180 DEG
* ---------- WTNG SPAN = 45.7	 FEET--------------^
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 39.7
	
FEET	 RIGHT
T TTV	 15	 10 5	 Cl_	 5	 !t1	 15	 TIE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
F6% Ho 10 SPEED = 121 MPH
ALT I TLIDF -	 13 FT LATERAL D I SPL	 - 2 FT LEFT OF Cl.
fi WIND SPEED _ 3 M P H WIND DIRECTION - 69 DEn
I_.EF1	 30	 ::n I n	 0	 1 0 	 20	 30	 E TGHi
y
^.t ^	 r "^y 1	
r^	
11'`x`1
PASS NO 1.1'	 SPEED - Q- MF 1 1
AL T TT1.1DF = 14 P7	 LATFFkfaL DTSPI = 7 F f R 1i HI OF CI_
WIND SPEED = 5 MPH	 WIND D T RECT T i IN = 199 DE O
i FFT	 3v	 70
	
10	 ( 1	 10	 -j:	 P1 1 :i 1 1
PACs NO 1C	 SPEED = 118  MPH
Al T t T t TE = 17 FT	 LATERAL D I SPI = I FT LEFT OF r.L
WIND SPf= ED - h MPH	 W 1 Nn DIRECTION  = 105 DEG
L FFT 7"	 p"	 10	 0	 1 0 	 20	 To PT GHT
J
TFS] 1-40 = 1375-2
	 A/C MAI !.E I YPE = T1
-•----- T^TTC t t • I -._ _.--
SHAPE = AIRFOIL
	
POSITION	 ?" BEHIND; n" BELOW
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 	 ----- N07 xL F-. ---
OF POOR QUALITY TYPE - W11IRl_.lETS	 SIZE - #1 0	ANGLE - 180 DEC'-
* ----------- WING SPAN = 44 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 40 FEET	 RIGHT
T'IF'	 15
	




F'HS cl MCI 1A	 yPEED = 128 MF'H
AL T T T UDE = 11 FT	 LATERAL D I SPL = -1 FT LEFT OF CL
W T HT) !;PEEL ,
 = 1 I MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 173 DE(;





PACE'S  NO I F:	 ^;T=EE=It - l.'^' IIFFt
Al_ T T T I Ii')[' = 10 Fl	 L rvu-ROL.	 F1 I. E W T I. ►F Cl
W I PJn ^;PEF P = 1 1 MPH	 L411-in DIRECTION = 157 DFf:;
PH465 NO 1 C	 SPEED = 136 HPH
AI_ T T TI IDE = 1 1 FT	 1. ATERAL D T SPl = '? FT LEFT OF GL
WING SPEED = c? HPH	 WIND T)TRECTTON = ;66 DFG
LEFT	 ';ta	 X-	 1tr	 (i	 14'1	 .4.	 0	 RICHC
il
----- Ruur ----- 
SHAPE = RD	 POSITION = NA
----- NOZZLE -----	 ~
TYPE = ACUMTST
	 SIZE = NA
	
AMGi'E = NA DEG
*----------WING SPAN = 37.7 FEFT ------------- *
	
^^^^8^	 LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 29.9 FEET	 RIGHTORIGINALCW POOR '' -
	 TI^	 1^	 ^0	 5	 CL	 F. 	 15	 TIP
	
^«^^^	 -
PASS NO K^	 SPEED = 45 MPH
ALT7TUDE = It FT	 LATERAL DiSPL = 0 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 8 MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION = 191 DEG
LEFT 30	 70	 10	 o	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
/	 `	 }
F"sw No |^	 5PFEn = q 4 MF*
A|T]TU|F = 10 FT	 LATERAL DTFF1 = « FT p TGH7 OF CL
WIND 5PFED = 11 MPH
	 WIND DIRECTTnN = 193 DFp
LEFT 30
	 20	 in	 o	 10	 7"	 30 PTRHT
.	 .
FoS5 NO \C
	 SPEED = 91 MPH
ALTlTUDE = J0 F7	 LATERAL DISPL = 1 FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPFED = q MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 144 DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 0	 10	 TO	 30 RIGHT
TEST 1 .40 = 135-L	 A/C 11AFF . TYPE = 1
BOOM - -
SHaPF =
 AIRFOIL 	 POSITION = 1 " BEHIND; Q" RFLOk'
----- NOZZLE -----




----____.__.-WING SPAN = 44. 5
 FEET--------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 37.7 FEET 	 RIGHT
TTP
	 15	 10	 5	 CL	 5	 1	 16	 TIF
1	 1	 1	 ^
PASS N(I 1 A	 SPEED - I I I 11PH
ALTITUDE = II FT	 LATERAL DISF1 = T FT RIGHT OF C1.
WIND SPEED = 8 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - 161 DEG
LFF'T	 RIGHT
.-'' f	 rf ^1 I J`rf	 ^1.
F 6E;s Ni) I }	 SPEFT) = 1 0*4 MF H
OI T I TLIF)C. = 16 FT	 L.ATERAt DI-fl = 0 F"1 R I C-4HT' OF C:1
W114D SPEED = 4 MF-'H
	 WIND DIRECTION = 149 DEG
L.F r- T	 70	 1XI	 R TC;-ti
.ti. •r X11'	 `^	 I
F41Sn NO I C	 SPEED = 104 19F-H
AI_TTTUTEE = 11 FT
	
LATFRAI. DTSPL = 1 FT F-MHT OF- CL
WTNT P =,FEED = Iii MOH






ZEST NO = 1	 A/C; Ms*'F/TNPE = t
OkIGINAC PAGE IS	 ----- BOOM ------
OF POOR QUALITY
	
SHAPE_ - N T FIFO I I . 	 POSITION - I" EJEH I ND ; P" RE'UDW
----- NOZZIF -----
TYPE - SPG SYS HOLLOW CONE	 S T ZE = D5	 ANGI .E = 1 36 17EG
*----------WING SPAN . 44.n FEET ------------- A
LEFT	 ROOM LENGTH - 37.7 FEET 	 RIGHT
TIE'	 15	 1	 5.	 CL	 I	 1^	 TIP
1	 ^	 1
PASS NO ?A	 SPEED - q7 11PH
AL T 11LIDE = 1(:) FT	 LATERAL D I SPL = - FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEEr ► a 6 MPH	 W I14D DIRECTION = 162 DFR
LEFT z	 6	 1,f	 _,t	 R IOHI
r
PASS 1 .10 2b
	
SPEED =	 HP ► 1
At..TITuf .• E = 1' F"I	 LATERAL hTSF'I 	 t ► FT 610H t OF 01_




PAS • PJO 11 C	 SPEED = ,^ 4 MPH
ALTITUDE = i 1 FT	 I ATEPAI. D I SPL - C ► FT RIGHT OF Cl
WIND SPEED = 12' MF11	 WIND nTRECTTON = 1 76 DEG
LEFT 30	 20 	10	 t:► 	 1 i ► 	 26	 ?t1 R T GHT
t
TEST NCB - 1 36 -1	 A/C MAk E i 1 YF'E = Al
ORiuINAL PACX IS	 ----- BOOM ---
Of POOR QUALITY	 SHAPE - AIRFOIL.	 POSITION = 4" BEHI ND; 10611 DELOW
----- NOZZLE ------
TYPF = WHIRI_JETS
	 SIZE - DIC,	 ANGLE = 180 DEG
*----------WING SPAN = 45.4 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 40.4 FEET	 RIGHT
TIF'	 15	 !0	 5	 Cl	 5	 10	 15	 TIF'
1
FASS NO 1A	 SFEEP = 1.^7 MPH
ALTITUDE = 12 FT	 LATERAL D T SF'L_ = 1 F1 I_ EFT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 7 11PH	 WIND DIRECTION	 t96 DF(;
1 ErT
	 'i	 ^C,	 10	 i,	 t+,	 yC',	 ?rr	 F'Ir1lT
F'ASS NO 1 i. 	 SF'EET, = 127 MPH
ALTITUDE = 14 FA T	 L ►4TEF`.AI I'., T r"F L =	 FT L FFT Or" CI
W 114D SPEED = 5 MFI i 	 WIND  D I F . ECT I ON = 184 DEC.,
1_CFT
	







SPEED = 12 J 11PH
ALT I TIInE = 14A FT	 LATERAL D I F ' - NA FT OF Cl_
WIND SPEED = A MPH	 WI14D DIRFCTIOIJ	 OF(-,
LEFT 30	 ?^l 10	 C'► 	 1	 70	 "ro R 1 GHT
VEST  NU = I 7-6-:'	 A/C	 t+1
SHAPE = AIRFOIL	 POSITION = 4" BEHIND; 10" REION
----- NOZZLE --- -
TYPE	 WHIRI-JETS	 SIZF - n10	 ANGLE - 1Ot_, DEC,
URIGINAL PlGP IS 	 * ---------- WTNG SPAN 
a 45 . 4 FEET ------------- A
OF POOR QUALITY
	 TIP	
DOOM LENGTH = 40.4 FEET	 RIGH1
	
1	 10	 5	 Cl-	 5	 10	 165	 TIP
r	 alIla I I ILL11i 112 n^
Piiss 140 2^-	 SPEED - 127 MPH
AL T T TI lT',E = NA r T	 LATER-4. D I SPL = NH r T OF CL
WIND SPEED = S MPH	 WIND DIRECTIOff:	 177 DEC
•^^ir 
r	 ,	 f
PsA^-: , NO 2F	 SPE=ED = 1:' r^ MPH
At T- T fLII , F = NF: FT	 L_OT1=RA1 I:TS r'i = Ni', FT	 OF Cl
W114 1) SPECI , = 8 MPH'	 W11,4I1 GIRECITON = td0 DEC,
f	
^r I
FASO: NO :'C.	 SPEED - 12 1? MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT	 LATERAL D I SF'L_ - NA F- T OF Cl
W1111"  SF'EFF, = I0 MPH	 W I I ( ►1	 101 Drr




TEST NQ = I7;-1	 WC I . iM EiTYPE - C6
SHAPE = AIRFOIL	 POSITION - NA
----- NOZZLE ------
TYPE = NA	 SIZE = JO-4 15	 ANGL..E - NA T)E6
ORIGINAL PAGE 13	 * ----------WING SPAN a 41. 8 FEET--------------
OF poM QUALM	(-EFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 32.3 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 10	 5	 GL	 5	 10	 115	 TIP
n
1
PASS NO 1A	 SPEEL = 105, MPH
ALTITUDE - NA FT
	
LATERAL D I SPL. - NA P T OF Cl
WIND SPEED = 7 MPH	 W 114D DIRECTION	 2-06 DEC
LEFT	 7-.t:o	 <Cj	 1.,	 ^,	 1	 , 	 ?^^	 PICH^
 n
FA_ s I-Ii, 1 Et	 ;V-EEli = 107 1 {F.1.1
0! TTTI l5E = ► JA r'T	 1 6TEF4,I DI S;Pl - Nf-1 FT	 CIF CL
N1 114D SFEED	 10 ilFH	 W1141, fllREiC1IfIIJ - 165 DF r -






F• HSS 140 I G
	




	 LATERAL D1SPl	 Cl FT RIGHT Elf- (.-L
W 1111) SPEEn	 P I-IPH	 WIND  O T F EGT I ON	 DF [;
i FFT 3--1	sip	 L[i{ RIGHT
V ^ .
TEST 140 = 1 7,7 -._ti
	
	 AiC IlW:-'E i TVr-E = CF,
----- i4onM -- ---
`:+NAPF
	 A I RFO T l
	
FnS T T' I nN = IJA
ORIGINAL PAGE IS	 --- - I40771 -F -----
OF POOR QUALITY	 TYPE s N A S z zr - 1 0-4.5 ANGLE a NA DFS
* ---------- WTNG SPAN - 41.8 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 DOOM LENP TH - '2. 7, FEET
	 RIr:HT





1-;'ASS NO 7-A	 RPEED - 111 MPH
AI_ T T TL1DF = V , FT	 L ATFRAL D I SPI. - 0 FT F:: T CaHT OF Cl-
W1111) SPFED =7. HPH	 WIND DIREM ION	 188 DEG
I FFT	 7t,	 71 1	 16	 ] i	 ?	 R T r( IT
I	 J	 ^ 	 ^	 I
F'i^.^
	
N(^ ^t 	,FF Fi
	
I i	 I•IFI,
Al T T TI.IrtF
	
c? rT	 I HTFRAI FAT =,NI = 1) r' T RTC; 1 -11 FIF (-;I





	 SPEED _ I -C #-) MPH
AL T - TT1JDE = 8 FT	 LATER#*- i'# TSF't_ = 1 FT RIGHT OF CL
WING F FPFF C) = -71 MPH	 W l 1JD D T F'Fr T T nN = 2'.-`. oFf
I FFT	 76
	 Cl	 R I (;I IT
^.w^,q I'xI \^
^^\ TTr||M = N^ ' VT
1-ITwn	 = t^ *P41
i PF'	 ^.
^-_-_






* ----------- WlNG SPAN = 45.7 FEET ------------- *
LEFT	 ROOM LENGTH = 37 FEET	 RIGHT
OF POOR QUALIV
ORIGINAL ^^^ ^^	 T7F	 15	 \0	 ^	 CL	 5	 ]0	 15	 TTp
PASS NO \i	 TPEFD = 126 MPH
ALTITUDE = '9 FT	 LATERAL DISF| = F FT LEFT OF Cl..
WIND SPFEn = p MFH	 WTNrp nlRFCTlnN = 208 DEG
LEFT 3, '	2' 	 1 k7	 ()	 10	 20	 30 RlPHT
'
SPEED = ||H M'''
|ATE pA\ nT gp| = HP /
ulNp nrPErT!/*/	 14,





ALTITUDE = NA FT	 |
WIND SPEW = 8 MP}\
LFF1	 3/ '	2t* 1	 1"
E pFEP = 124 UPI-1
ATFPAL DT p 'i = NA FT OF CL
ulWD nlfcE[71014 = 196 UrER
o	 Io	 `	 7a RTSHT
V I
TEST I K I	 I 1p . I	 Ali 1-114 1 1	 IvPF - Pt
ROOM
S H W F - R 1)	 POSITION = 5 . 5n BFHTNT-p
TYPE - SP6 SYF SIZE = o-45 ANGLE - IRO W.
SPAN - TR.4 FEF7 ------------- *
rFrT	 BOOM LENGTH = 26.2 FEET	 PIGHT
ORIGINAL PAGE IS T I F 	 15	 1 (71	 15 	(7 1.	 01;	 1 j)	 I ^	 T I P
OF POOR QUALITY	 1,,	 i	 I	 II	 I	 i1111illilill i I illillLill I I I I I 1-i
PASS NO I"	 SPEED	 "I MPH
ALTITUDE = 7 FT	 LATFRAL DISPI	 0 F! RIGHI OF rL.
WIND SPEED r 4 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION - 1 7 R DEC
LFF I	 so	 70	 111	 :, 1"	 -,%1 1	 R I GHT
................. . ... ---1
pAqs No IF,	 5F EE D 	 an MPH
ALTITUDE - P FT	 I ATEPoi DWI	 0 Fl I I f. ' K nv rL
WIND SPEED	 B MPH	 WIND DIRECTIOW	 114 UE,
I FrT 7 n	 70	 1"	 F-TSHI
FOSS NO IC	 SFFFU	 Q  MPH
ALTITUDE = 7 FT	 VATF-PAt. T)TSPI
	
1 FT i rrT OF CI
WINS SPEED = 5 MVH	 WIND DIRECTION = 2?0 HEC^










TF-ST NO - 140-1	 cart' HAFE/TYPE
_ --- SOON --- - —
S APF - RCS
	
	POSITION = 5.9 BEHIND
--- -- NnZ ZI.E - ----
TYF• F = SHTTH FAIR	 E31ZE - D66
	 ANG 180 DE
pR1d1NA^ Q^aptE.ITY,
'O
— --- ---- -- W I Nr SPAN = 7,4 . l FEET------------- *




	 10	 `5	 CL	 5	 141	 15	 TIP
1
FATS NO t4	 SPEED = 96 , MPH
Al T I T UDE = l 1 1 FT	 L ATE'RAI. D 193 PI = w rT LEFT OF U.
W1lAn SI=TED	 5 11PH	 W114D DIRECTIO14 = 202 DE





.4 1 1 I I RIF = 1 i 1 F" 1	 l AT F-F;'Nl	 II I z:F 1	 = , a r 1 L F F T (IF L
WIND SPEED = I MPH	 WIND D 1 F'EC T I C1H	 PF i
t_EF-T	 ..	 (•,	 1	 , ,	 1	 F' T (;I 1 t
PASS NO IC	 ;•F'F_E0 = NI+ 11PH
At T I TUDE = NA FT	 LATFRAI. I1ISPI. = Nfa FT 01= CL
WIND  SPEED = Ho"A HPH	 L-41110 L) T REC1" i ntJ = 4-17  DFG
I_. FF- 1	 7,0	 t'11	 1 1 1	 1	 1 1 1	 7()	 7N0	 P 16HT
T-
A-, C I-IAV'FdJvF'F— = AC
BOCIll -- —
SHo4F-F	 ATRFCIIL
	 POSITION	 h7oll BEHIND;	 7" PFI.(IW
N0771 E
TYPE	 NA	 SIZE = NA	 ANGLE w 90 DECD




P AqS 140 1 A	 I—,PFFP = Pc? MPH
ALTITUDE = 10 Fl	 LATF*Ro)L DT c;F'L = I FT R I CH'I OF CL
WIND SPFFT) - I MPt 4	W1140 DTREC7TON	 155 DEG
LFrl' 30	 0
	 70 R I (:HT
t-
III() II,	 SPEEI?	 I-JPH
()I.'TTI(1'4-,F = q ri	 I AIFRAI t)T c.;pl	 rT RIGHT (IV Ci





	- 	 ;EFJ	 --,k,)	 I I	 16	 -i	 I; T FI VT
FA S5 I-If-I IC	 SFIFFL)	 91• MFH
ALTTTODF = c? FT	 LATFRAI- DIF-F-1 	 0 FT RI(BHT OF Cl-
WIND SPFEU	
, 
7 InrH	 L•JlNip UPTRECTION = I L?c? PFC,
1.	 0	 26LEFT	 7 	 10	 -C,	 7t-)	 R T (:—,I IT
------------
r
IFF;1 NO = 1-11-2	 /a,C MOFF/TYPF. = AO
- --- BOOM	 ---
SHAPE = AIRFOIL 
	 POS I T T ON = 10" BEHIND;
	
BELO
-- - NOZ ZLF - -- --
TYPE = NA SIZE = NA ANGLE = PO DEG
URiOENI AL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY	 ----------WING SPAN = 37.9 FEET ------------- rw
LEFT	 ROOM LENGTH - 31.7 FEET	 RIGHT
TTP	 V	 Iii	 n	 CL	 5	 10	 15	 TIP
i
1	 1
PASS NO 2A	 SPEED = L O 1 MP11
ALTITUDE = B FT
	
LATERAL D I SPL. r I FT LEFT OF Cl.
WIND SPEED = 8 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 10 DEG








ALTITUDE = 4 FT	 LATERAL DISK = I FT R I GH1 OP Cl
WIND SPEED = 7 MPH	 WIND n I RFCT T R H = 1 96 DEC,
L - F=FT 70	 <i 	 In	 Q	 10 	 RIGHT
PASS NO 2C	 SPFED =95 HPH
ALTITUDE = P FT	 L-ATEPAL D I SF'L = 0 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 7 HPH
	 WIND DIRECTION = 218 DEG
LEFT	 30	 20	 10	 ,-,	 1 it	 :11-) 	k )	 F' T GHT
f
TFST NO W 142-1	 ABC 11AVE T'y 1_E = AC
- -- -- sonM
SHAPE = RD	 POSITION = 4" BEHIND
OF POOR QUALITY	 ----- NOZZLE --- --
TYPE - SMITH FAIR
	 S I 7_ E = D4-6-8	 ANGI_. E = 18 ► DEG
A ---------- WING SPAN = 34 FEET-------------*
I_EF1"	 BOOM LENGTH = 31.7 FEET 	 RIGHT
TIF'	 15i	 t o
	5	 CL	 5	 10	 1S	 TIP
P
	
1	 i	 I	 I	 I	 I	 ___—A __ _r
POSS NO 1 F:^	 SPEED = 89 MPH
{-ALTITUDE = NA FT
	 LATERAL. D I SPI_ = NA FT OF CL.
WIND SPF_Er) = 4 NPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 14 DEG







FFa ;S No l i t	 E,FEED = 63 MFi'
AL T I TUDE = NEl F= 7	 1, ATFP,'i1_ D I SPL = NA F T
 Or CL
WTND 57F'EETi _ 4 HF-1I	 WIND DIRECTTON - 1
	
T)F..i^
LFFt	7 <i	 "'i'r	 1 i'r	 i;	 lit	 Wit,	 ' r r RIGF-1 7
i
I	 ^^
PASS 1d0 1 C	 SPEED = S:^  MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT
	 LATERAL DISPL. - NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 4 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 157 DEG
LEFT 'O	 2(1	 1C)	 lI	 10
	 ^0	 30 RIGilT
TEs-r NO = 142-2
	
ii %C IYIAk E % TYPE = AC
SHAPE = RD
	
POSITION = 4" BEHIND
N07ZLE —
601GINAL PAGE IS	 TYPE = SMITH FAIR	 SIZE = D4-6-8
	
ANGLE = 186 DE(
OF POOR QUALITY
*-----------WING SPAN = 74 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 31.3 FEET
	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 1	 c	 CL.	 5	 to	 1	 TIF
1	 1
PASS NO -'A	 SPEET) = 96 MPH
ALTITUDE = 8 FT	 LATERAL DISPL = l FT EIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED	 d MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 1 Q^ DEG
L FFT 36	 20	 1 h
	




I _.	 ~ ^^,
PASS, PJn } Ii	 SPEED = 'fit? NPH
AL.. T T T LtD.
- = I	 F T	 I ATE RAL_ Il l SF`i = 1 FT L.FF'l nF i-1
W I NC,
 SF'FED _	 HPH	 W I NT) D 1 FECT I QN = 192 DEC
L_FF T	 7l' o 	 '.J I	 lt)	 iI	 10 	 F'IFF1t
4
i 	 1	 ^
PASS NO 2C	 SPEED = 94 MPH
ALTITUDE = 9 FT
	 LATERAL D I SPL
	
Cl FT RIGHT Or CL_
WTND SPEED = S MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION = 1S4 DEG
LEFT	 2{1	 1()	 t'l	 1 ("I	 n(-,30	 RIGHT
[F -;T NO ~ /43-1	 *'c MAJJ'/YrI- 	 ^r
'	
----- BODM ----^
^	 SHAPE = RD	 POSTT\ON = W
----- NOZ7LE -----




^^ ^^^— ~	 * ---------- WlN5 SPAN = 3B.1 FEFT-------------0
LE=T	 BOOM LENGTH = 31.3 FEET	 FIGHT
TlP	 11,5,	 10	 5	 CL	 5	 1('	 15	 TIp
PA SC, NO \A	 SPEED = 1fl5 MpH
ALTITUDE = 14 Fl	 LATERAL DISPi = 2 FT RlGHT (IF Cl
W]Nr' SPEED = NA MPH	 W}ND DIRECTION = 178 DE(-*
.	 .	 .




|JO IF	 SPEEi' = \''! M~14
c'ALT{TUDE = !l F\ 	 iATERAL ^lS^^i = 7 FT FJGHl OF [L
w]Uo 5FEEi' = ] M P H	 WlND DIRECTTnN = 17G TEG
LEFT 30	 2()	 10	 ('	 10	 20	 3/' Rl(4H'
PASS NO 1C
	
5PEED = 107 MPH
ALTITUDE = 15 FT	 LATFPAL Dl5PL = 2 FT LEF7 nF CL
uluD "-.FEED	 *pH	 WlwD DlRECTJON = 1^8 DEG
LEFT 30
	 20	 10	 «	 I0	 Z0	 30 ^lGHT
TFti1 . Pii:1 = 14 •-
	
	
{^rf 1 1 ► i1 •
 l_ -i YrF = AC
Room
SHAPF = RT ► 	 POSITION = NA
---- NO ZL E
TYPE = SMITH FAIR	 SIZF - 6 ANGLE = NA DEC
w----------WING; SPAN = 38.1 FEET ------------- r
ORIGINAL PAGE IS LEFT	 BOOM L.ENrTH = 31..::^ FEET'	 RIGHT
OF POOR QUALITY TIP	 15	 1	 CL` ► 	 IC)	 1'5	 TIP
771 IIIIIIIZI 1 1	
1 ^`J'-`-r4
PASS NO 2A	 SPEED = 1 00 MPH
ALTITUDE - q FT	 LATERAL D I SPI - ^ FT LEFT OF CI_
WIND SPEED = 6 MPH	 WIND DIFECTION = 227 DF_G
LEFT 30	 70	 In	 0	 10	 70	 XO R I GH
T	 I	 1	 i	 1
1
F"A9 NO
	 SPEED = An MPH
AL. T I T UnF -- Fl 	 L ATERQ D I SP I _ 1 FT LEFT OF CL.
WIWD SFEED _ 0 MPH	 WTHN DTI"FF TION _ 207 DEG
LEFT 30	 TO	 16	 In	 20	 30 R I GH7
1	 ^	 I
PASS NO 2C
	 SPEED = q ' MPH
ALTITUDE = NA FT	 L. ATEF AL D I SPL = NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEEn = q hPH	 WIND D T REC1 TON = 1 qT TlFG
LEF T TO	 20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 30 F' T GHT
\ L
I FST NO	 =	 1 •1 1 A /(1	 M(*.-'. F	 ' VPF	 - T
1 __--- Flnnhl ------
SHAPE A T RFO I I_ POSITION = 4" BEHIND;	 P"	 BFI .OW
----- NOZZLE -----
AGE 
15 'TYPE = 14A	 SI'_E - 6-45	 ANGLE _ P ►;► OFG
pt1i1G1 ►^ iPL 404
POOR
(10 +A-------- --WTNG SPAN = 44.6	 FEET-------- -----^
Of LEFT DOOM LENGTH = 37. 1 	 FEET F: I (:HT
TIP 15	 1(1 5	 Gl. 15	 TTF
{►
I +
PAST; 1-10 1 f-i	 SPEED = i 1 4 11PH+
►'al T T TUDE' = IVA FT	 L. ATERAL_ D I SPA = NA FT CIF' Cl,
W I NL) SPEED = I MF• H1	 WIND DIRECTION = 179 DE`
L_F-t T	 7V ,	 10-1	 T.,	 ?(') R IGHT
i
VA-:;5 NG 1 R	 sFEED = 11.5 W11
AL T T T LIDS = 1 'T FT	 LATERAL D I SF ='L = "► FT R T F4IT OF C'.
(A T ND SPEED = NA MF'H	 W I14D D I RECT I C1N = 178 5F6
[EFT	 3,C)	 20	 10	 C►	 1(11	 ?(l	 .'.C► 	 F T CHIT
f	 ^^.-r 1 r„,.
PA-55 NO 1C..'	 7;F,EEr -- l t'l8 HF'H
ALTITUDE = 1 7 FT	 LATEF;AI_ D I SPL = 1 FT RIGHT OF Cl.
WTWT) SPEED = NA MPH	 WTI1D 0TREC.TTnN = 1 7R DEG
i Fr- T	 ?C ► 	 C► 	 1 0 	 ( ► 	 10	 N)	 7%(:)	 F' T GHT
^i11
TES! HO = 14K— J	 A/C MAVE%TYPE = T'
----- pooh -----
5HAPE = AIRFOIL 
	 POSITION - 2" BEHIND; 8.	 BELOW
----- NOZZLE ----
TYPE = WHIRLJETS	 SIZE = M5
	 P.NGLE - IRO DES
*----------WING SPAN - 44.1 FEET-------------*






TIP	 15	 10	 5	 CL	 5	 10	 15	 TIP
Of POOR QUALITY
1 I 1 I	 ILL I I I I I ii I I III
PASS NO 1A	 SPEED = J16 MPH
ALTITUDE = 8 FT	 LATERAL D I L;PL. _ 5 rT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 3 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 160 DEG
L EF'T 30	 20	 10	 i t	 10	 2t")	 3C, RIGHT
PASS NO 1 k	 SPEED = NA MQP
ALTITUDE = 7 FT	 LATERAL D T SPL = o:r FT' F; I f:f IT OF C°I
WIND SPEED = NA MF'H	 WIND D I RECT I OH = HA DEG
LEFT	 ;Cr	 ?Cr	 ]tl	 tl	 Iii	 ?ir	 dal	 RICH?
t
FASS NO 1C	 SPEED = 114 MPH
1 ALTITUDE = 7 FT	 l ATERAL D I SPL = i ► FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 4 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 231 DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
i
	 1 EGT I In = 14!7.- _	 A/C. 1.10 l 1' ,1 r"PF _ T
Boomfi
	
SHAPE = AIRFOIL 
	




	 SIZE - 05	 ANGLE - 196 DEC
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
0l^ POOR QJALITY
*----------WINS SPAN = 44.1 FEET --------------- •
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 37.4 FEET	 PIGHT
TIP	 15	 1()	 5	 CL	 5	 1	 g	 TIP
PASS NO 2A	 SPEED = 110 MPH
AL_ T T TI IDF = 16 FT	 L. ATERAI D T SP[ - 0 Fl R i GHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 11 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 215 DEG
LEF T 30	 20	 Ini	 0	 10	 20	 30 R I SHT
r	 :	 i
i
PASS NO 2V;	 SPEED = I I F, MPH
Al TTTIIDF = ^.5 Fl	 I ATEF.AL. IiISPI._	 1 F1 r u;w nF r,
WIND  SPEED = 9 MPH	 W I Hu DIRFCTTO N = 224  DF -.
L..E F.T 30	 26	 Iii	 ii	 1"	 '0 NO RISH7
FASS NO 2C
	
SPEED = 113 MPH
ALTITUDE = 9 .5 FT	 LATERAL. D I SPL - 1 FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 7 MPH
	 WING DIRECTION = 198 DEG





I FS'l NO = I at.•
	
AiC MAI E `TYPE - T
soom
SHAPE = A I RFO 1 I.
	
POS I T I C.IN	 4 kE=H I ND I 9.5" BELOW
------ N0771_E
TYPE - SMITH FA T P
	
G 17F = INIA	 ANGLE=	 PCG
( Rjc.,1NAL PAGE 1s 	0 ----------WING SPAN = 45.? FEFT------------- *
OF POOR QUN-gY	 L_ E= F T	 BOOM LENGTH = 77 .7^ FEI-T	 P T GHT
TTP	 1`,	 10	 c	 CL	 5	 1i1	 1`,	 TIP
I il Ill ILL III ILL ILL I	 WIL ILL Ai ILL ILL II I
I
Fii`i5 1,40 I.A	 SPEED - 128 MPH
AL_T J TUDE = NA FT	 LATERAL. D J SPL. - NA F T OF Cl
WIND SPEED - 222 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 7 DEC,
I_FFT	 .:t'r	 -20	 ) ft	 Ct	 1 i r	 ?i ,	 ?Ki't	 P V7411
F , A5L^ NO its	 126 VIPH
iii. T T Tl Ir,c = I JA F1	 I_ ATERAL D T SF'!	 IJr+ FT	 OF Cl
W 1 1 ID SPEED = 7 I •IF'.H	 WIND D I FECT J UIJ = 222 Di:r,
L Fr  76	 20	 " ► R I GAIT
FASS) 110 i C
	 SPEED = 125 5 I1PH
ALTITUDE - NA FT	 LATERAL DISPL - NA FT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 5 11F44 	 W T ND r I RECT I ON = 19 c? OFF,




tFS I I-in	 1.4- 	 Mr4V F • T YF'F w: AT
-
SF1r;P F = AlPrOTI_
	
P(1F;1 1 T0 lJ 	 4 1' F+F14TNC1; C+.`	 NEl_i1W
----- N07II F
TYPF? - TErJETS
	 STIF = N4	 r1Nr1 F = Qit DFFC
* ---------- WTNS SPAN - 4`1.4 FEET--__—_--__—_--tF
LEFT	 OC1nM L.E146111 - 4 J . `, FEE1	 P7 rM T
TTF , 	I	 1ev	 a	 GL.	 !^	 ]/1	 1`1	 TT1.
F • ^1S9 NO J o!	 SPEEL, = J 2 =t Mr:H
Al IT TI DF. = 1 7 F T	 i ATr PA1_. L)1 SF'I- =	 F? c- T CI i1 or c !.
W T I JD SPEEI► - f, MPH	 WIND  D I REST T ON r I cap! DEf















F , t r-^ 111. 1 1 1	 ;FEEL? c	 1'= 3 4 Or-ii
At T T I1 117E - 1 7 F 7	 l.. NT EPF11	 r'1 I SF'1	 - { ► F * F I C-14 1 1 tc: C
Wli11. 1 SPFEIt =	 1•IT tt	 WIND 1_iTFEC 1 Till 	 1,.	 T;F-




PASS Nn 1 C	 SPEED - 1 :"' MPH
ALTITUDE = 14 FT	 L A T E PAI. D I SPI. = 1 r T F T 4-11 OF Fl
WIND 9F'E'ED - 7 MPl-i	 W IND  I- I RFM I ON = 74	 F1FFr





lEi7,T NO = 14F^-J	 *'C	 = CT,
vinr^+ -----
SHAPE = A}RFOU	 POSITION = WA
----- NO27iE -----
PkG^1^ORIGINAL TYPE = FLOODJET5	 ST7E = #1«}	 ANGLE = WA DER
^^>^^^^rOF P0^^^ )-
*----------ulN* SPAN = 41.R FEET-------------*
LFFT	 ROOM LENGTH = 27 FEET	 RIGHT
PfVS5 NO |"	 3PEED = WA MPH
At. lTUDF = NA FT	 LATEf'Ai D]SPL = NA FT OF CL
u'Nj) SPEED = U4 MPH	 uTun T)TRECTT.nN	 NA DE-7
p^Y^^ HU ^^	 ^FEFD ^ NA np^'
ALT}TUDE = mt.^ FT	 iA|ER(|. DlFP = HA FT r-,r (_i
( ' /N0 SPEF n	t-W^6
	
WI1-1t) »IRECTTnn	 176 DEG




SPEED = NW4 wPH
ALTIlUDE = 12 FT
	 if1TERA1. DlSP| = 1 FT









r- C*.'l Ilft - I irl-	 C. 1 . 114. F.	 F"	 r
qHAV E = A I f"'F0 I I	 F,n9lTl()l,j	 11A
Nf)--,IF
tv*F , E	 F1..00)IDJET5	 fil 7	 1	 4NGLF	 NA DFG
i	 W I NG:, SPAN = 4 1 F.,
I EFT	 BOOM LENG114 = 27 FEET	 r% I (o41
TIP	 15	 1	 CI	 F,	 I
ORIGINAL PAGE IS	 1	 1	 1 l,	 ,	 i.1. i i iii i I ial
POOR QUALITY
01.4 T Ti lr'lv 	 q Fl	 LATEF'Al DISVI	 FT 1 , 164IT CIP Ci.
:"rrEli c	 tlt It	 L.iT!-.It•, P I I
-,- Fr 1 T f 11-4	 L'4 PF
I	 r i	 k•	 k	 R T i74 1-1
t-	 1.40 2T.	 I •	 Hl t
j-j [ T I Tj . lT ,r =	 C,	 - i	 VI	 ;i:	 C.
WI TIAD _--•EED	 IR'*p 1+•4	 1+	 1 1 IFIIJ	 5., Ulf-o
I rr 1	 1-1 1 61AT
PASS 1 140 2c
ALTIT( I DE = 4.5 Fl
WTHD SPEED = 7, MPH
L F FT
SF.FED = -;- OrH
l,ATr-RAl DISPI	 F-T k l i-44 t t)F CA
WIND	 DEG
0 . ,	 I	 r	 F, T Cil I'l
:9
TF q T Hn - 1=;	 1	 iA j C' M o', K E ; T'y V E - C S
SHAPE = AIRFOIL	 FOSITTON = NA
NOZ7[c
TYPF = NA	 SIZE = NA	 ANGLF = NA DEC,
SPAN = 4 1 . 8 FEEI ------------- *
LEFT 	B(Intl LENGTH = 27.1 FEET	 RT04TPAGIE 13	 TIP	 15	 10	 q	 cl.	 5	 10	 15	 T I v
OF PWR
1 TIT
P05S NO k.	 SPEFD =	 HF14




Np rT OF CL
WIMP SPEFD	 1 MPH	 WIND OIRFCTION	 172 nEC,




PASS HO I F:	 SPEED - NO mpt.
ALTITUDE - 11 FT	 I ATFRAI DISP! — 1 F! LUT fX Q
WTH5 SPFED = 6 MPH	 WIND DTPr7TTnh
IEF T 30	 20	 1 	 0	 1 4	 f i B!"
PASS No 1 	 OPFED w N" MPH
ALUTU IE = NA FT	 I A ER'Al DISFt = Nii F'I OF CL
WIND S • FED = 9 MPH	 WIND PIREC T TON = 180 DEO




A•C W4E T',• r' F- = C-S
914APF	 AIRMIL	 POSTMV) = 141
14077L.E
,T ,Y, F, F	 NA	 71 F = 14A	 "461 F = NA DEC
SPAN = A I FI FEET------------- -rR
L ('FT	 f'0nM LElb T14 =	 I	 FEET
TIP	 15	 1	 CL	 5	 1 k)	 I T I F'
r Ai is i\ici D -.	 SFE-El's = ';R 1-IF-4-1
N T T TI ICE = I I Fl	 LATERAL. DTSPI. =	 FT RIGHT OF Cl.
L-IlliC, SFEED	 tt"l 11 • H	 WTNP DTPE(-.TTnl , 	 1 c,6 DFo
LEFT	 7.0 RIGHT
t i A . '-	 11, :	 - t=.	 -', I
 F F	 I-IF
f 4 1 _.T l T t. 
I 
D E = I t7 l t- 'T 	 I jyrrF f4i, -PT 17,Ft	 F 	 F:TGHT OF C.
WIIlti 5 P F. F. f; 	 ),+
I.F- FT	 7 , '- R 1 GH I
M
V}Fl tl NO Tr	 S:,F*E,I:T) = 1(71 1 HRH
,)1- -1 1 T t iDE = I I FT	 LA TERf)l DIS,-7 L = 2 FT VM41T CI P ('J.
WINS EPEE')	 MPH	 W111 r) f)TRFf7.TjfIN
	
i 4 q r#EC.




1E-^T !i(l	 =	 i	 1 ta - ^lii.	 il^ll'Ff'TrF'C = C,"
SHi-iFE_ = i a l RFO T L POS T T T QN =	 !J ►-,
=	 ORIGINAL PAGE 
!ti
----- NC1^?LE --- -
OF POOR QUALRY
T'r•F'E = NA	 SIZE = NA	 ANGLE - NA DECD
----------WING SPAN = 41.8 FEET ------------- ik
LEFT BOOM LENGTH = 77.1 FEET	 P 1 Pl i
TIP 15	 1i ► CL Ii ► 	 Jc	 TIP
' '	
ri
•^^l .. 1 11 1 1 11 a ^ll 111 1 11 1
F'Htic 11 0
 ?f+	 SPEED = ' : HPI J
AL TI T IJDE = c, F T	 L iTEF:AI.. D I SPI. = 1 FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEEII = n MPH	 1A I ND I"1 T RECT I f1N = 1 72 DEC,
LEFT i r	 ;'i +	 1 {1	 1 ( ) y?i,	 7.0
	






	 - ^.`	 P I 1_.++TE i •;l_	 I ? T^-.Pi -	 FT	 1-F'7	 i:}F	 C:




 140 3C c-TEED = 99 HPH
ALT I TI_ I DE	 = 117'	 FT L. ATERAL
	
D I SF'L =	 1	 F1	 LEFT	 Cli-	 CL
WIND SPEED = 9 MPH WIND DIRECTION = 715 DES,
• L F1- T^.^^_ ]	 1	 I	 +'^ '+	 ?+	 R T 1+HT
I
^^ ^f ^ C 1f






TvPE = FL00D 6I7E = TV-5 ANGLE = NA DEG
* ---------- WINO SPAN = 39 FEE7 ------------- *
LEFT	 ROOM |.ENGTH = 30.6 FEET	 RIGHT
ORIGINAL PAGE 
	 TlP	 15	 10	 5	 CL	 s	 10	 15	 TIF,
OF POOR QUALITY
PwS6 NO to	 SPEED = 110 MPH
ALTI7U0E = R FT	 LATERAL DISPL = 0 FT R16U1T OF [L
WIND 5PEFD = 5 MPH
	
WIND DIRECTION = 178 OW





SPEFD - 118 m41
ALTITUDE = 11 Fl	 LAlERAL DT5K = ] rl PIFHn Or ri
WlAU SPEED = 7 MPH	 ulHD DIRECTlm/ = 17, DE;
LEFT TO	 2,'	 10	 0	 1"	 Z(/	 T" RlGH\
P455 NO IF	 SPFEP = 114 MPH
ALTITUDE = c? Pr	 LATERAL P}SPL = 0 FT RIGHT OF CL
WYND FPEED = 4 MPH	 ulND DIRECTION = 166 DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 1^	 o	 1	 -X) PlGH7
^
TE^J NO = 1¢0	 iVC MAKF., 1'vPF = Wx -T
SHAPE = A T PFCI I L
	 POS I T T ON = NA
---- N07ZLE ---__
TYPE = FLOOD
	 SIZE = TK-5	 ANrLE = NA DEC
*----------WING SPAN = 40.4 FEET--------------*
LEFT
	 BOOM LENGTH = 73.5 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP 	 CL	 5	 10	 15	 T I P
ies
1	 I	 1	 1I I ' ILIii l 1 1
ORIGINAL PAGE 6',
OF POOR QUAL! i Y
PASS NO 3H	 SPEED = 104 NPH
ALTITUDE = 11 Fl
	 LATERAL D I SPL = 1 FT RIGHT O F C1_
WIND  SPE:E P = 5 MPH
	





10	 20	 30 P I CHT
j^ 	 J I	 ^..r'.	 YI ^ ^	 i	 1
1
FOSS NM V.	 _FEi i. = !P7 H i i
ALTITUDE - 11 F7	 I ATERAL DISK = i FT R I GL1T C7F rl
WIND SFEE P = 5 MPH	 W I NIA D T RF CT I ON = 181  DEG
LEFT 30	 20	 I.	 ^,^	 1"	 20	 30 RIGHT
^r
PASS NO 3C
	 SPEED - 1 06 MPH
ALTITUDE = 11 FT
	 LATERAL D T SF'L. = 0 FT RIGHT OF CL





10	 20	 70 R T Gi I i
A
.^ i
` rE5[ NO = 151-11
	
	
o.A/[ MAVE/TvPE = AT
----- I«)nM -----
SHAPE = AIRFOIL	 PDGlTY0N = 4" BEHIND; 10" BELOW
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE = Nm	 SIZE = NA	 x41GLE = 90 DEG
* ---------- WING SPAN = 45 ' 3 FEET ------------- w
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 35.9 FEET	 RIGHl
i L I i k I I I
ORIGINAL PACE ',
CF POOR QUALITY
FA95 IJU |^i	 SPEED = +7 MPH
ALTITUDE = 9.5 FT	 LATERAL DISPL = o FT RIGHT Or CL
WTND SPEED = 5 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 157 DEF
LEF. 70	 20	 10	 ('	 10	 70	 30 RIGHT
^
^AF -,. 11-7) 1^
ALTITUDE = 8.`` F!
	 LA7[R/`L i`lRPL = i F| LEFl OF CL
WIND SPEED = 4 MPH
	 W]F0 DIRECTION = 146 DEc




ALTITUDE = 9.5 FT




50EED = 188 MPH
LATERAL Dl5FL = o Fl RIGHT OF
WIND DIRECTION = 154 DEG
10	 0	 In	 20	 30 PlGHT
^__
CL
IF F * S I N0 = I°;1-,?
	
(41r 11F11, E' - TVP E 	 T
- ----- BOOM
SHAPE = AIRFOIL	 POS T T I OH = 4" BEHIND; tit" BELOW
----- NOZZLE
TYPE - NA	 ST IF = NA	 ANGLE = cb) DEG
1c----------WING SPAN = 45..E	 FEET -------------- *
LE F-T BOOM LENGTH = 75. q 	FEET	 P16HT
TIP	 15 10 5 CL.	 5	 10	 15	 TIF'
ORIGINAL	
^a^
a—o-^ il III III
POST NO 2A SFEEG = 108 MPH
ALT 1 TI DE - F	 FT LATERAL	 P I SPL.	 = 0 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = q MPH WIND DTRECTION = 204 DEG




P i5S NO :-;,	 SFECi,	 1 it, i IFi !
ALTITUDE = 6 FT	 L.ATERW DISPL. = 0 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIN D kPEED = 4 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = I q 4 I,t_[.
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 0	 In	 70	 30 RICS I 'I
i
PASS NO 2C	 SPEED - 11r_ MPH
ALTITUDE = EI FT	 LATERAL D I SPL = 1 FT R 1 GNT OF CL
WIND SPEED == 11 MPH	 WIND D I rETT T ON _ 1 54 PEG




TEST NO	 I	 A/C MC I E: 1 YP = #-T
StioPE = AIRFOIL.
	
POSITTT114 = 4" FEHINlil 10 11 SEI -Ow
----- NOZZLE -- -__
TYPE = NA	 SIZE = NA ANGLE = 90 DEG
11-----------W I14G SPAN = 45.7 . FEET ------------->t
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH = 75.9 FEET	 FIGHT
TIP	 151	 1.	 5	 CL	 5	 lit	 1`	 TIF•
ORIGINAC PAGE i5 PAS:•, iin .TH	 F.' EFD	 0717 HPFI
OF POOR QUALITY AL T ITl D17 = I? FT	 LATERAL DISF = i. = l	 RIGHT OF CL
I 1 T IJD SPEED = 7 MF • Ii	 WIND D I RECT U 7N = Ml DU





FOSS NCi 7F:	 _.F E t	 , t , •l I • IF , :
AI.TTTUCIE = cz, F"	 1._f;TER,F4i• I ► IS l i - ' F T FIGHT U17 CL
WI14D SPEED = 5 I-1FH	 WIND DTF-EC. Tl ')+ •d = j(3() DE(•
I. EF- T	 J.,	 1?"► 	 F' I GI IT
r"s
PASS NO 'C	 SPEEI1 - I 12 MF•H
ALT I TI_IDE = 1 1 FT	 LATERAL f1 T SFF L = I FT LEFT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 5 11PH	 WIN'.) DTFECTTnN = 164 r1EG





TE`-•1 1.40 = 157	 Ai(' 1•IAF.'E/TYPE _ TT
----- BOOM
SHAPF = AIRFOIL	 POSITION - 2. 1 " BEHTNDi q " BELOW
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE = NA	 S I ; E - NA	 ANGLE - 180 DE13
*----------WING SPAN = 44.3 FEET---------------*
LEFT	 sonM LENGTH = 79 .7 FFET	 R I CHT
TTP	 15	 1 0 	5	 CL.	 5	 16	 15	 TTF
L. Ii^iiii
PASS NO If:-)	 SPEED = 110  MPH
AL. T T TUDE = 8 FT
	 LATERAL D I SPL = 7 FT RIGHT OF CL.
WIND SPEED = 6 MPH	 WIND DIRECTTON - 177 DEO
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 0
	
30	 20	 30 RIGHT
'-%SE h,n 1 F;	 SF EEr• - 1 1	 MPH
ALTITUDE = 11" FT	 L ATFRAL. D I SF'L = IuA FT OF CL
WTH5 5FEE5 _ 6 MrH	 OIND DIRFCTION = 171 DEr-




PASS NO IC	 SPEED = 114 MFH
ALTITUDE = NA FT
	 L_AT EPAL D 1 SPL = No FT OF CL.
W T HD SPEED = 4 MPH	 W T ND P I RECT 100 = 1 70 PEG





T L- ST 00	 AarC i'IAal::^r ' T''rF"'F ..._ Ar
-- __ ROOM
SHAPE - RD	 POSITI ON - 4" BEHIND; i" ABOUr
- ---- N07 7L E
ORIGINU PAGE IS 	 TYPE = SMITH FAIR SIZE  = DR ANGLE = 17 5 DEG
Of POOR QUALITY
* ---------- WING SPAN w 40.7 FEET-------------- *
I_FFT	 DOOM I..ENGTH = 77.4 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 10	 5	 CL	 5	 10	 In	 TIP
LmTf-h
PASS Nn 21' ,	 SPEED = q6 MPP
ALTITUDE - 11 FT
	 LATERAI D I SPI_ = I FT FIGHT  CI S  C1.
WIMP SPFED	 Li MPH	 WIND  DIRECTION = 212 DES
LEFT 10	 20	 1 i	 0
	
10r	 .20	 ;'•!': R T GH F
--r
F " ,y mn ,,	 SPEEN', = 1	 HP14
AL T II1- 11 F - I T FT	 LATE RAL DISPL = s F1 R IGH; FIF CL
W I 1 w WEED = r MPH	 WIND  D T RECT T FIH = Ell DEG










PASS NO TC.	 SPEED = 92 MPH
kL.T I TODF = 17 FT	 LATERAL. D I SU = 3 FT RIGHT OF CL
W T N1) 5 EED = 8 MPH
	
WIND U I RECT I ON - 191 DEG





SHAPE = RD	 POSITION - 7" RFIATW); :7, " UEl._nW
NON LE
IVPE = NA	 S17E - 6-4!^	 ANGLE - 1395 DEC
»- ------- WING SPAN - 71 FEET -------------*
LEFT	 nonm I-ENSTH = 26.1 FEET	 R I C1 1 ji
T T P	 It,	 I	 n	 CL.	 5	 10	 15	 7 IF'
PAFS 1,10 . A	 SPEED = ICV) MPH
01. T T T1 IDE = j . -I f T	 LAIFF'Cil- DTSE FL =- J FT PIC-lilT OF C-L
W 1 ND 5 FE E ri	 13 MPI i	 WIND I)TRECTTON	 17-t.
I FF7*	 1 n 	r;., I r,.V 17
I ray 	 1 .11, 2b	 I-W14
At. TTTHDF - I I V	 F*• Pl` r,Hj nir C 
41 111 rl cr-E r-- D = A4 • PH	 i,.l 11,4fj 1 1 F:EC T 	 it i	 171 E F,
LEFT ?.p 	 20	 1 0 	I	 f; 1 6FrT
ir sj
P -4S I-1 110 71• 	 SPEN', = 95 MPH
Al- TITkl!)F = I I FT	 LAIERAL VTSF,L = 1-1 FT P161-11 OF CL
w I I i I) ti FFF r,	 I-IF 1 ­1	 WIND I)TPECITON = 1,6 1117G,




HA E T r rT'	 11
3Hi'iPF = A I F?4 f1 T I,.	 Fn I T T ON	 NA
---- NOZZLE -- ---






* ---------- WING SPAN - 'z FEETT-------------A
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 71.6  FEFT	 R T (,HT
T IF'	 16	 1	 5
	
CL,	 5	 1 0 	15	 TIP




FA55 tin 1 A
	
SPEED = Nip MFIA
Cd_ T T TI Ir., - NA FT
	
LATt r:AL. D I SPL = Nei FT OF CI
L-i 1 t)D SCFED = c MPH
	
W 114D D T RCCT I nN - 1 A,4 Der,
L Er T	 tilt:,	 20	 1 t:,	 ""0 PTGNT
s--.
PASS NO 1 b	 SPFErl = 1J0 MFG+
ALTITUDE = 10 F1	 LATEF,0! DTtiF'I — i FT PI`;HT OF Cl.
WIND SPEED	 MPH	 WIND D I PELT T (Ins 	 154 DU,
1.4=F`T	 ?.:^	 1	 1rt	 C^	 1	 -,i	 ?<,	 VIi':4HT
r
atic_ No 1 C
	
SFEEC = NA MPH
_TITUDE = q FT	 LATERAL DISF • 1-	 1 FT LEFT OF CL
14D SPEED _ '. MPH	 WIND DTRECTION = 164 DEG




. pAGE IS	 TEST NO = 156 __a rC MA---BOOM -
	
Of POOR SHAPE = AIRFOIL	 POSITION - NA
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE - ACUMIST SIZE = NA ANGLE = 180 DEG
*----------WING SPAN = 44.5 FEET-------------
LEFT	 ROOM LENGTH = 27. q FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 10	 5	 CL	 5	 10	 15	 TIP
	
1	 Z	 I	 r
1	 1
PASS NO lA	 SPEED = 121 MPH
ALTITUDE = 10 FT	 LATERAL DISPL = 1 FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = P MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 211 DEG
LEFT 36	 i co	 2c:i	 30 RIGHT
P1 H4= No II	 SPEED = 1'25 HPH
ALTITUDE = NH FT	 LATERAL DISPL = NA FT OF CL
WING SPEED = 7 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 214 DEG
LEFT 30	 1;"► 	 it	 1	 ;i-}	 7`6 F^ I GHT
i
PASS NO 1 C	 SPEED = 170 MPH
ALTITUDE = it FT	 LATERAL DISPL = 0 FT RIGHT OF Cl_
WIND SPEED = 7 MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION = 175 DEG
LEFT	 21	 10	 7(-) RIGHT
-3
TEST IJO = 157	 A/C MAKE!TY'rE = CS
-- ROOM -----
SHAPE = AIRFOIL	 POSITION - NA
----- NOZZLE -----
TYPE - NA SIZE = D10 ANGLE - 180
*----------WING SPAN 41.7 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH 28.4 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 15	 11)	 5	 CL	 5	 10	 15	 TIP
i#F Pchp PAW
►1Y
PASS NO ]A	 SPEED = 127 MPH
ALTITUDE = 8 FT	 LATERAL D I SPI. _ I FT R T GFIT OF CL
WIND SPEED - 2 MPH
	 WIND DIRECTION = 176 DEG
LEFT :0
	 20	 10	 0	 10	 W,	 741 RIGHT
Fr'^SE, NO 1R	 :FEE[, = 12? HF- 14
At T I TUDE = 8 FT	 LATERAL P I SPL = 0 FT P T GHT OF CL
WIND SPEED = 4 MPH	 WIND DIRECTION = 210 DFG
L EFT 30
	 20	 ] 0	 i► 	 1 i'► 	 ^i ► 	 30 RIGHT
PASS NO 1C	 SPEED = 122 MPH
ALTITUDE - 8 FT	 LATERAL DISPL = d FT RIGHT OF CL
WIND  SPEED = 8 MPH
	
WIND  DIRECTION = 174 DEG




T EE T 1-40 - I CG	 Ai C MAF;E TYF'E = AC
Poom
SHFaPF = RDPOSITION - 6" F?EH T ND
----- NOZZLE - ---
TYPE = SMITH FAIR
	 SIZE = D6	 ANGLE = 175 DEG
*-----------WING SPAN = 34 FEET-------------*
LEFT	 BOOM LENGTH - 31.3 FEET	 RIGHT
TIP	 1r,
	 1O	 5	 CL	 5	 10	 1^	 TIP
I
PASS NO 2A	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALT T TL IDF = _ FT
	 LATERAL D I SF• L = ^ . 5 FT P I GHT O^ Cl
WIND SPEED = NA MPI 4 	WIND DIRECTION = NA PFC,
L.FFT	 RIGHT
F•A7-S Pl1 "Fi	 =++F EEf, = NA t 1F f i
c,t_ T t TI_inE
	
h FTLLATERAL D T SF L = ' . 5 F -T f: T (- IT OF` ;'L.
14TND SFEEn = NA MPH	 WTND DIRECTION	 NA V EC-
i.. F F-T	 -,,',	 1;-,	 1 r , 	F. T GHT
rI	 I	 I	 I	 -r--
r 
*' \ • f
PASS NO iC
	 SPEED = NA MPH
ALTITUDE = 5 FT	 L.ATFRAL D I SPL = ^ . 5 FT R 16HT OF Cl-
WIND SPEED = NA MPH	 W T NTH n T RECT I ON = NA DFt-,
LEFT	 'i	 tl	 1 i',	 t- ► 	 1	 710	 "^T	 FF 1611 T
^	
	 &WINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY^
TFST NUMBER = ]G-1
AIRCRAFT MAKE/TYPE = THRUSH
SPREADER MAKE/TYPE = VANE
GRANULAR MATERIAL = AMMONIUM NITRATE
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE = 18 FEET
AIRCRAFT LATERAL DISPLACEMENT = 5.5 FEET rO LEFT
FEFT
LEFT	 30 20	 10 0	 10 20	 30	 RIGHT
It'
P ,
TE5T NUMFFF. = 1G-Z
AIRCRAFT M;4'E/TYFE = THRUSH
SPREADER MAKE/TYPE = VANE
GRANULAR MATERIAL = AMMONIUM N}TRATE
AIRCRAFT A|JTTi`DE = 16.5 FEE7








TEST NUMBER = 16--7.
AIRCRAFT MAKE/TYPE = THRUSH
SPREADER MAVZ/TYPE = VANE
GRANULAR MATERIAL = AMMONIUM NITRATE
AIRCRAFT AI_.TITUDE = 6.5 FEET
AIRCRAFT LATERAL DISPLACEMENT = 2.3 FEET TO RIGHT
FEET
LEFT	 7t1 20	 1	 2i1	 NO	 R I GHY
TEST IVUMBER = 6-1
AIRCRAFT MAKE/TYPE = FTPFr-' F'4WI,4FF
SPREADER IlAKE/TYPE = VGNE
GRANULAR' MATERIAL = ARRnWL EAF f_ L OVEP
A T RCRAFT AI _T I TLIDE = IW4
AIRCRAFT LATERAL_ DIt3F'L_ACFI •IFN7 = llo^
FEET
I EFT 76	 ?i 	 1 tl	 it 1 f7	 ii	 T-, (1 RIGHT
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
Of POOR QUALITY
TEST NUMBER = 26-5
'	 AIRCRAFT MAk;E/TYPE - PIPER PAWNEE
SPREADER MAKE/TYRE - VANE
E	 GRANULAR MATERIAL - ARROWI_EAF CLOVER WITH LIME
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE = NA
AIRCRAFT I..ATERAL. DISPLACEMENT = 36 FEET TO LEFT
FEET

























TEST NUMBER - ._,G -2,
AIRCRAFT MAKE/TYPE = PIPER PAWNEE
SPREADER MAKE/TYPE = VANE
GRANULAR MATERIAL = SPIKE
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE = NA
AIRCRAFT l ATERAL DISPLACEMENT = 3 FEET TO RIGHT
FEET
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
TEST NUMBER = 3G-7
AIRCRAF T MA E/TYFE - PTPEF PAWNEE
SPREADER NAVE/TYPE = VANE
GRANULAR MATER T AI = SP I FF
A T RCRAFT ALT T TI DE = Nl )-
AIRCRAFT LATERAL [DISPLACEMENT = b FEET TO RIGHT
FEET
LEFT 30	 20	 10	 0	 10	 20	 30 RIGHT
ORIGINAL PAGE 13
OF POOR QUALITY
TEST NUMBER = '-G-4
AIPrRAFT MAKE/TYPE = PIPER PAW14EE
SPREADER MAKE/TYPE = VANE
GRANULAR MATERIAL - SPIK'E
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE - NA
AIRCRAFT LATERAL DISPLACEMENT' - 17, FEET TO RIGHT
FEET
l_ EFT 70	 247)	 10	 O	 1 tl	 i ► 	 3.1 R T GHT
F-
	 -.... -- I	 r ---F-	 I 
TEST NUMBER = 76
AIRCRAFT MAKE % TYPE = F' I PER F'AW iEE
SPREADER MAr'E! TYPE = VANE
GF'ANl.iI_AR MATER T AI_ = SF' 11•'E
ATR( RAFT ALTITUDE = 144
AIRCRAFT  LA'FERAL. T) T SPL ACEMENT - It') FEET TO F T G11T
FEET





TEST NUMBER = 46-2
AIRCRAFT MAV:E/TYPE . CESSNA
SPREADER MAKE/TYPE - VANE
GRANULAR MATERIAL - WHEAT
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE - NA
AIRCRAFT LATERAL_ DISPLACEMENT = NA
FEET
LEFT TG	 20	 10	 0	 ) o	 20	 70 RIGHT
TEST NUMBER = 4G-7
AIRCRAFT MAKE/TYPE = CESSH(A
SPREADER MAk::E/ TYPE = VANE
GRANLIL AR MATERIAL. = WHFAT
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE = PJA
AIRCRAFT L ATERAI DISPLACEMENT  = HlH
FEET
I EFT 30	 20	 10	 i t	 10	 20 30 RIGHT
Ir. GkIGINAL PAaE 13
OF POOR QUALITY
TEST NUMBER - 40-4
AIRCRAFT MAKE/TYPE - CESSNA
SPREADER MAKE/TYPE - VANE
GRANULAR MATERIAL. - WHEAT
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE - NA
AIRCRAFT LATERAL DISPLACEMENT - NA
FEET





TEST NUMBER = 46-5
^4TRCRAFT 11Ak;E/T'Yf=r = CESSNA
SPREADER MAKE/TYPE = VANE
GRANULAR 11ATER' I AL_ = WHEAT
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE = NA
A T P17RAFT LATERAL D I SPL. ACEMENT = NA
I r-rT	 ''"l	 70	 1 it
FEET




TEST NUMBER - 46-6
AIRCRAFT MAI:-:E TYPE - CESSNA
SPREADER MAk'E TYPE - VANE
GRANULAR MATERIAL. - WHEAT
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE - hr,
AIRCRAFT LATERAL DISPLACEMENT NA
FE=ET
1. EFT =_./► 	 Y)	 10	 10	 2i► 	 30 R 1 rl IT
TEST NUMBER = 4G
AIRCRAFT MARE /TYPE = CESSNA
SPREADER MAKE/TYPE = VANE
GRANULAR MATERIAL = WHEAT
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE = NA
A T iiCRAFT LATERAL. D I SPLACEMENJ = NA
FEET






1 Ef-, T' N II .IRER - "-G— 1
ii1RCRAFT MAF:EiTYPE - AGCAT
SPRF ADrR HAI,
 E T N • "E	 NA
GRAM U_ AR MAT EP 1 AI_ ! NA
A I RC R-fAFT ALT M IDE
	 14A
AIRM"I'T L.ATEFAL, L1SP(_ACti •IF WT	 NA
FEET
l EFT	 0	 t 0	 150
r ------- T	 7—
-Wl	 F'If,LIT
I E C; i
A I FChAF T No* :
 E % TYPF
SF-1,P=
 A141, 1IHkF.: T rF F
flF -14(11 s4R 11ATFR T AI




1 :^'I r1i"^' I • IE IJ 1
FEET







2il	 1 q	 ►l	 10	 20 Vic: ►
 R T CHT
OR OWn PANE IS
OF POOR DUAL"
TF'ST N1*4PER - 66 , •1
A I RC;;iir T HAKE/TYPE - V `. PER Pr DINEE
6PREADER MAVEIT` f-C - NA
GRANULAR MATERIAL - NA
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE - NA
AIRCRAFT LATERAL DISPLAC_'EMENT	 NA
TEST I41INWR = 663--2'
AIRCRAF-1 MAKE/TYPE - FIFER Pr IaEE
SPREADER MNKE/TYPE = NA
C)PAI ,I!.IL AR MAT ER I AL = NA
AIRCRAFT ALTI1UDE - NA






^ TEST NK]MRFF = (3i;-i
AIRCRAFT MAKE/TYPE = F'ELL
SPREADER MAKE/TYPE = N*
GRANULAR MATERIAL = NA
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE = NA
AIRCRAFT LATERAL DISPLACEMENT = N,4
FEET
'-
TE5T NWMBER = 8p-Zj . I^C^^FT MAKE/T`pE = ^ELL
SPREADER MAKE/T`T`E = NA
GRANULAR MATEFIAL ~ /v*
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE ^ |^A











AIRCRAFT MAKE/TYPE = PIPER RAI.-MEE
'	 SPREADER MAKE/TYPE = NA
 GRANULAR MATERIAL = NA
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE = MA
'
	 AIRCRAFT LATERAL DISPLACEMENT = NA
'
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^ES! UUM i iEF = 9G-Z
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